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Abstract.
It is my intention in this thesis to demonstratethat there exists a clear and
explicit formal relationship between the seemingly exclusive descriptions of
spatio-temporal and purely temporal continuity, and further, that this
relationship manifests itself within our most fundamental understandingof the
itself,
physical world
namely; within our understandingof the identity, diversity
and re-identification of material bodies (Book 1). It may therefore be claimed
that behind that cultural understanding which leads us to imagine that the
physical world is located in both space and time, whereas our thoughts and
feelings are located in time alone, there lies a formal logical framework, or an
explicit formal description of how being in space and time relates to being in
time alone - leading us to wonder, perhaps,whether these two things are really
as distinct as we might at first imagine.
That I should then go on (albeit without a formal methodology) to apply to this
analysis a philosophical interpretation of Bergson's conception of the
relationship between the intuition and the intellect (Book 2) is of lesser
importance - indicating as it does little more than my own philosophical
inclinations. However, something will be gained, I hope, from this further
exercise.Along the way it will allow me to clarify a number of technical points
of which the general philosopher may be unaware; for example the
unobservablenature of numerical identity and re-identification, the importance
of the principle of special relativity to the topic of mind and the technical
difficulties of claiming that mental eventsare 'in time' at all.
Notwithstanding these latter points, however, the intentions of this work are
predominantly analytical and are adequately described as an attempt to
consolidate spatio-temporal and purely temporal description under a unified
logical framework.
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I Introduction.
LI A Question Which Has about It at Least the Form of Epistemological
Query?

If S is an individual who knows, or believes, or thinks, or who finds it
convenient in certain circumstancesto accept,that the world is one of material
bodies moving about in spaceand time, then we may be tempted to ask how S
in
is
'see'
to
this
to
the
way,
or
come
world
ask
what
necessaryand
may
sufficient (either for S or the world) in order that S should arrive at this view:
Ql. How does S know (or believe, or think) that the world is one of
material bodies moving about in spaceand time?
That this question should be of genuine interest to the philosopher or the
basis
it
form
the
that
should
of wide ranging academic
psychologist, or
investigations (or indeed that it should be of interest to anyone other than S)
relies upon the rarely emphasisedassumptionthat S is not alone in holding this
fact
in
be any one of us, or more
S
in
Ql,
We
that
assume, posing
could
view.
formally perhaps,we say that S is a variable within a range or set of individuals
(including me and you)'. But if this 'range of individuals' is determined upon
the basis of their 'knowing' something (or believing something, or thinking
be
believing
in
to
the
thinking
this
one of material
world
or
case;
somethingbodies moving about in spaceand time), and if we both believe (or 'know') this
it,
be
believe
(or
then the
'know')
to
to
member
of
a
ourselves
range exist and
very possibility of this 'range of individuals' (or the possibility of our

1S c=[G IG knows (or believesor thinks) that the world is one of material bodiesmoving
about in spaceand time).
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knowledge of

it

and membership within

it)

presupposes the more

characteristicallyepistemological question:
Q2. How does S know that T knows that the world is one of distinct
2
in
bodies
material
moving about spaceand time?
In other words, how do I know that you, or indeed anyone else, also knows the
world to be of this nature?

The question Q2 therefore necessarily accompaniesQ1 if it is to be assumed
that Ql is a question of interest to anyoneother than S, or if it is to be assumed
that S is in some sensea variable amongsta range of individuaIS3.In claiming

Q1 I meanto suggest,not only that Q2 should
that Q2 necessarilyaccompanies
be answerablein order to justify the variable status of S (and thus make Q1 of
interest to more than one individual) but that our ability to answer Q2, or the

extent to which we could possiblyanswerQ2, determinesthe natureof Q1
itself In other words, if NveNvereto ask what exactly is it that S knows in
knowing the world to be one of material bodies moving around in space and
time, we should need to divide our answer into two categories. Firstly, that
elementof S's knowing the world to be one of material bodies in spaceand time
which is private to S and unknowable to T (if indeed there exists such an
'element'), and secondly, that element of S's knowing the world to be one of
material bodies in spaceand time which can equally be known by T (again, if
indeed there should exist such an 'element'). Only in as much as QI may
2 Q2 is

a question which we might equally ask if our concernswere to lie with establishing
an understandingof the methodsof an empirical sciencebasedupon S's view.

3 In Q2 both S and T are variableswithin the samerange of individuals. If we define the set of
ordered pairs B= ((H, I) IH knows that I knows (or believesor thinks) that the world is one of
materialbodiesmoving around in spaceand time), then (S,T)E=-B.
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addressthe second of these categoriesmay S genuinely be a variable within a
range of individuals, and S may only be genuinely variable within this range of
individuals to the extent that this secondcategory defineS4 Thus Q1 is in fact
.
itself restricted (in its ansiver) purely to aspects of S's understandingfailing
within this second category. In as much as S may also have aspects of
understandingwhich fall within the first of these categories, S is no longer a
variable within a range or set of individuals - and thus these 'elements' of S's
knowing the world to be one of material bodies in spaceand time cannotbe the
subject of Ql, nor any answer which we might propose in responseto Ql. Any
deferral or avoidance in addressingQ2, or any attempt to suggestthat Q2 is
somehow secondaryto Ql (or in some sensefollows from, or is 'begged by'

Ql) must unavoidablyleave QI somewhatambiguous(a fuller expositionof
this epistemologicalposition -a position which is central to the methodsof this
in
is
Appendix
11).
thesis
cuffent
outlined
-

It is, of course, tempting to ignore this argument and claim that regardlessof
whether or not S is to be treated as a variable it is still perfectly sensible,for any
given individual S, to ask how S knows P. My argument is firstly, that this is

4 The formal nature of this relationshipbetweenQI and Q2 can be capturedin the following
ternis:
a/ S knows P.
b/ If S is a variable: A=[Gl G knows P), S(=-A.
cl SI knows that S knows P.
d/ If SI and S are variables:B=[(KI) IH knows I knows P), (SI, S)r=B.
Terminatethe regress:
e/ If the I" projection of B, i. e. (I I Q, K)r= B) is the set A and the 2ndprojection of B, i. e.
(M I (L, M)r=B) is also the set A (as is the casein asking QI and Q2)
then B itself may be definedas the CrossProduct of the set A, i.e. B= [(I-I,I) I HeA, Ic=A)
AxA- Finally:
f/ If S is a variable then A exists. If A existsthen AxA exists.Thus A is defined suchthat:
SEAA (S 1, S)e AxA and thus A is defined suchthat both a/ aind c/ are consistently
accommodated.a/ is therefore inseparablefor c/ if b/ and d/ apply.
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disingenuous;since we are only interested in such questions in the first place
becausewe believe that S is a variable (or could in principle be anyoneof us),
and secondly,that by employing any generalterm or terms in our answerto this
question, or in citing any general terms in the nature of S's knovNingP, we must
once again reinforce the variable statusof S. Neither Q2 nor the variable status
of S may be ignored in addressingourselvesto Ql.

Unfortunately, an answerto Q2 (in the sensethat it is informally and somewhat
ambiguously stated here) is likely to be extremely difficult to formulate. In our
everydaylives, of course, we more or less accept a solution by way of its being
the simplest explanation. If we seeother people acting as though and talking as
though they perceive the world in a way similar to ourselves,then the simplest
is
do
indeed perceive the world in a qualitatively
they
to
that
solution
assume
similar fashion. Such a process is, however, unlikely to stand up to the
philosophical scrutiny required to establish an epistemological criterion of S's
knowing that T knows that the world is one of distinct material bodies moving
about in space and time. For example, although S may observe T acting as
though T knows the world to be one of material bodies moving around in space
and time, if S 'knows' the world to be of this nature, then could S observeT
acting in any other way (particularly if, as may or may not be the case,part of
S's 'knowing' this arises from observing T acting as though T 'knows' this)?
Thus while QI may seemto be a perfectly sensiblequestion to ask, it is in fact a
question which sits uncomfortably, although necessarily, Nvitha question (Q2)
for which we have no immediate epistemological criterion for its solution. We
therefore need, I would suggest, to ask Q1 in a slightly different way, or to
10

different
QI
question of S knowing something which sits more
replace
with a
knowing
S
the
that T knows something.
with
question
of
comfortably

The method of arriving at this 'slightly different' version of QI is, of course,to
firstly find a relevant question referring to S knowing that T knows something
(a relevant re-working of Q2 perhaps) for which we feel that a strict
epistemological criterion for its solution is possible. I intend to propose the
following:

Q3. If S knows that there are n (rather than n+ I or n- 1) material bodies
interval
region
space
given
within
a
given
over
some
of
moving about
time, then how does S know that T knows that there are n.(rather than
n+1 or n-1) material bodies moving about within this same region of
5
spaceat this sametime?
So why should we believe that an epistemological criterion for the solution of
Q3 is any more likely to presentitself than an epistemological criterion for the
solution of Q2? The answer to this is that we may formulate it with respectto
something which, in theory at least, is independent of what either S or T
perceive the world to be like. In addressingQ3 we may refer to the properties
of a consistent integer arithmetic - an arithmetic whose properties may, in
theory at least, be enumeratedquite independentlyof what S and T know about
the world (or independently of S and T's 'knowing' the world to be one of
material bodies moving about in space and time). For example, we may

It could of course be argued that if we had to hand a criterion of S Mowing that T latows
there to be n (rather than n+ I or n-1) material bodies moving about within a given region of
space over somegiven interval of time, then it would not be unreasonableto assumethat we
had also developed a criterion for answering Q2 in certain circumstancesand to a certain
quantifiabledegree- sinceif S knows that T knows there to be n material bodiesmoving about
within a given region of spaceover some given interval of time (rather than n+I or n-1), then
surely S must also know that T knows (to a certain quantifiabledegree)the world to be one of
materialbodiesmoving about in spaceand time?
11

develop the systemof ordinal nwnbers from an axiomatic set theory and derive
their arithmetic proper-tiesdirectly. Moreover, we may consider the principles
employed in the application of this integer arithmetic to what S and T 'know'
the world to be. For example, in my own understandingof the material bodies
which I perceive to be around me I generallythink that two such objects cannot
be at the sameplace at the same time, or that one such object cannot be at two
places at the same time - and it is principles such as these that allow me to
count objects (and add to and subtract from their number) in accordancewith
an abstract integer arithmetic. These additional 'applying principles' are not
themselvespart of the integer arithmetic of S (or T) but are principles (about S
or T's understandingthat the world is one of material bodies moving about in
spaceand time) via which the properties of this arithmetic are applied to the
world and revealed.

Consider, for example, that S claims that there are three tea-cups upon a
particular table at a particular time and that T agrees with S. From this
corroboration alone nothing can be deduced about S's knowledge of what T
knows. If however S removes one of the tea-cupsand claims that there are now
only two, and if T agrees,or if S addsanothertea-cup and claims that there are
now four, and if T agrees,then the combination of thesecorroborationsindicate,
although perhapsonly partially in this limited case,the common application of
both a consistent integer arithmetic (for we may independentlydetermine what
both S and T mean by 'two', 'three' or Iour') and a common set of applying
principles (such as two tea-cups cannot be at the same place at the sametime
and one tea-cup cannot he at two places at the sametime).
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Of course, the simple set of corroborations discussed above do not, in
themselves,amount to much; they do not, in themselves,justify that a common
integer arithmetic and common set of applying principles are at play betweenS
and T. However, Nvemay imagine that over many such corroborationsand over
many different conditions and circumstances(in the empirical justification of
the theories of classical vector mechanics for example), that S may, in effect,
test the properties of T's integer arithmetic and the principles by which theseare
applied to the world and find them to correspondto the properties of S's own.
Thus S may establish (to a certain degreelimited, perhaps,by the logical nature
of the arithmetic itself) that S and T sharea common integer arithmetic and that
S and T apply the properties of this arithmetic via common principles (for if T,
unlike S, did not 'know', for example, that two objects cannot be at the same
place at the same time, then we should expect to be alerted to this fact via
differences in the counting claims of S and T). There is then no certainty in the
increasing
Q3;
to
and repeatedcorroboration
simply an
epistemological solution
which leadsus to believe that S may know that T knows that there are n material
bodies moving about vAthin a given region space over some given interval of
time. In other words, no matter what is going on inside T's head, no matter how
different T's understandingof the world is from S's, S may corroboratethat in
some senseboth S and T apply a similar integer arithmetic via a common set of
applying principles.

Now perhapsit may be arguedthat a suitable criterion for Q2 (a criterion of Ss
knowing that T knows that the world is one ofmaterial

13

bodies moving about in

be
formulated
by not dissimilar methods; that by an
litne)
and
may
space
increasing and repeated corroboration of statementsbetween S and T, S may
somehow come to know (independentlyof Q3) that T representsthe world in a
qualitatively similar fashion (as indeed Nveactually do in our everyday lives).
My argument is simply that it is extremely unlikely that we could rigorously
formulate and expressthe criterion thus developed- and since this doubt exists,
and since no such doubt (or at least a lesserdoubt) exists in connection with the

epistemologicalcriterionof Q3, thenit is to Q3 ratherthan Q2 that anyserious
investigation of thesematters should be directed- at least in the first instance.

Let me then recap. We (philosophers,psychologists,physicists, biologists) may
well want to ask Q1 [How does S know (or believe, or think) that the world is
one ofmaterial bodies moving about in spaceand time?]. There may well be, of
course, many different motives behind asking this question, and equally no
doubt, many methods of addressingit. All of these 'motives' and 'methods',
however, unavoidably assume(except via unacceptableconstruction) that S is
not alone in this view, or that S is a variable amongst a range of individuals
(including you and me) - othenvise philosophers,psychologists,physicists and
biologists would not be interested in asking it (and universities would certainly
not be interested in funding researchfor it). It is possible to argue, of course,
that as a question about S (an individual) it stands in its own right. But this is
not really how the question is asked (and to pursue this particular line of
argument is disingenuous). It is asked specifically in the sense that S is a
variable - and if it is askedin this sensethen QI must be necessarilyassociated
(even if we choose to ignore it) with the epistemological question Q2. My
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in
is
difficult
is
Q2
that
to
too
a strict epistemological
simply
answer
argument
have
be
(although
it
is
I
to
wrong)
an explicit
could of course
unlikely
sense;
criterion. A much better question, in the sense of the availability of an
(rather
I
is
[IfS
knows
Q3
than
that
there
n+
or
criterion,
are
n
epistemological
bodies
moving about within a given region space over somegiven
n-1) material
interval of time, then how does S know that T knows that there are n (rather
than n +I or n-1) material bodies moving about within this sameregion ofspace
(as
].
So
if
to
this
this
time?
actually
arrive
answer
question
at
an
we can
at
same
an epistemological exercise), but cannot arrive at an answer to Q2 in equally
by
if
(in
Q2
terms,
or we can only answer
some quantifiable sense)
rigorous

least)
forget
(for
let
Q3,
Q3
the
then
to
at
aboutQ2.
moment
us ask and
recourse

We arrive then, via this somewhattorturous route, at that question which bears

to Q3 the relationshipthat Ql bearsto Q2. or that questionwhich (now that Q2
is to be rejected)mustreplaceQl:
Q4. How does S know that there are n (rather than n+I or n-1) material
bodies moving about within a given region of spaceover some given interval
6
of time?
This is essentially the question which (with some slight modification discussed
below) will concern me in this current thesis. It is a question which we may at
first address purely via analysis - for we may transform the claim that S
'knows' there to be n material bodies within a given region of space over a
(as
be
S
'claims'
into
interval
to
that
there
the
time
n such objects
claim
given
of
6 This is

a question which is not the concern of establishingan epistemologicalunderstandingof
the methods of empirical science (since this is already contained in the answer to Q3) but a
question about S and T themselves,or at the very least perhaps,a question about the types of
theoriesthat S and T might put forward for empiricaltesting.
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part of an intersubjective corroboration perhaps),and having expressedQ4 in
terms of a statementformulated by S we may ask what is it exactly that is being
claimed. Thus I shall be concernedinitially with the analysis of statements(or
that statement formulated by S) pertaining to there being n material bodies
moving about within a given region of spaceover some given interval of time
(Book 1).

However, it should be emphasisedthat, given the route by which we have

for
(the
for
Q4
the
arrivedat
question
need a strict criterion Q3), it is not in any
it.
how
is
hidden
S
There
It
trick
simply
asks
sensea
question.
nothing
within
knows that there are n (rather than n+1 or n-1) material bodies moving within a
given region of spaceover some given interval of time; how S knows that there
five
it
four,
for
is
four
than
than
this
three
or
number,
are
rather
rather
only
and its relation to a common arithmetic, which may be intersubjectively
does
bodies
It
not
ask
material
are, nor what spaceand time
corroborated.
what
are, nor what it is to be moving in space and time. In other words, we may
be
bodies
knows
Q4
S
that
the
to
one
of
material
as: given
world
express
moving around in space and time (regardlessof whether or not T knows this
how
does
S
(rather
I
bodies
know
1)
that
than
there
are
n+
or
nmaterial
n
also),
moving about within a given region of spaceover some given interval of time
(becausewe can know that T also knows this - to some quantifiable degree)?

Now, of course, anyone,be they philosopher, psychologist, physicist, biologist,
it
if
they
to
they
can
answer
and
wish or whatever, may ask whatever question
their own satisfaction, then all well and good (and if they can get funding to
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answer it, then even better). My opinion, however (and it is, of course,only an
opinion), is that the question QI [How doesS know (or believe, or think) that the
world is one of material bodies moving about in space and time?] is not a
question which we should, at the outset at least, be asking; or at least not if S is
intended to be a variable amongsta range of individuals (it may be of interest to
S but it is not of interest to T). The question Q4 is as close as we may come to

Ql. Simplybecause'S' in Q4 maybe a legitimatevariableamongsta
addressing
individuals
(becausewe can have an epistemological criterion for Q3)
range of
whereas'S' cannot be a legitimate variable amongsta rangeof particulars in Q1
(becausewe have no epistemological criterion for Q2 except that which we have

for Q3).

1.2 Re-identification, Continuity and the Infinitesimal IntervaL
Although I have therefore presentedat least somejustification for the question
which is to concern me in this theses,I am not yet in a position to outline the
analytical claims which I shall make regarding this question (Book 1), nor the
philosophically speculative interpretations of these 'claims' which I shall
consider later (Book 2). For whereas until now I have been content to simply
pass over the expression"moving about in space and time" (in the formulation

be
further
(in a discussionof
Q4)
Q2,
I
Ql,
Q3
to
shall
not
able
precede
and
of
this analysis) until I have a presentedto the reader a more accuratedescription
of what this expression means. Thus while I hesitate to burden the reader so
soon Avith a description of the infinitesimal interval and the derivative, so
important is this topic to this current work (and to an understanding of this
introduction) that its inclusion at this stage is unavoidable. Let me then, as
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briefly

as possible, introduce the important relationship between our

understandingof continuity (or more specifically 'continuous motion') and the
formal nature of infinitesimal terms - for it is upon the basis of an
understanding of this relationship, as much as anything perhaps, that the
analytical claims of this thesis depend.

Unless it can be argued that Kinematic concepts are either reducible to, or
derived from, Dynamic concepts7, then Kinematics (the analysis of mechanical
systemsin terms of the concepts of position, time, velocity and acceleration)
must capture a description of the continuousre-identification of material bodies
(the numerical re-identification of material bodies over continuous spatial and
temporal intervals). For we cannot conceive of velocity, in any classical sense,
except in terms of the velocity of a single entity, nor can we conceive of
accelerationexcept in terms of the accelerationof that which is acceleratedand
which remains the same throughout the acceleration. The concepts of velocity
and acceleration are therefore inseparable fonn our understanding of the
continuousnumerical re-identifi cation of material bodies. If then our description
of spatial and temporal continuity, or at least that description which is free of
the seemingabsurditiesand infinite regressesof Zeno, is one which employsthe
derivative and the definite integral (as described in Appendix 1), then this
'description' must itself be basedupon the description of the re4dentification of
material bodies over infinitesimal spatial and temporal intervals; for the
derivative is nothing more than the finite ratio of infinitesimal terms, and the
definite integral is nothing more than the finite sum of the infinite addition of

7 TNs would be Kant's view for example.
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infinitesimal terms. The description of numerical re-identification over
infinitesimal intervals is therefore central to the formal description of the
Kinematic conceptsof velocity and acceleration- and thus to the description of
the cardinality (total number) of moving bodies within some designatedregion
ofspace.

This is not to suggest,of course, that the infinitesimal is in some sensea real
cbaracteristic of the world - that infinitesimal intervals in some sense exist
independently of our own chosen analysis of movement. They almost certainly
do not. The infinitesimal interval is a product of logical analysis alone; it is the
recognition that an infinite regresslies at the heart of the analysis of continuity
(Zeno) and that this infinite regress must be terminated in order to reach a
conclusion or avoid logical absurdity. The infinitesimal exists, in as much as it
&exists'at all, in order that we may consolidateour understandingof continuity
with our understandingof logical analysis.The infinitesimal interval is simply
the point at which we decide to stop regressing.Nor should we believe that we
bave some understandingof the infinitesimal beyond purely its logical role in
the analysisof continuity (its logical role in the construction of the derivative or
definite integral). To say that an infinitesimal term is nether finite nor Zero but
'tends towards Zero' is to say nothing at all. To say that the infinitesimal is
indivisible is equally uninformative (although it does exhibit certain important
characteristicsof indivisibility). The infinitesimal is a term describedsolely by
its logical operations(operationsdesigned solely to facilitate the termination of
the infinitely regressive analysis of continuity); firstly, that the ratio of two
infinitesimal terms may yield a finite result (and in this operation may 'mimic'
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the properties of finite magnitudesand numbers),and secondly,that they vanish
when taken in product with finite terms (and in this operation may 'mimic' the
I
properties of Zero), or as Leibniz put it: "quantities infinitely small such that
when their ratio is sought, they may not be considered zero but which are
rejected as often as they occur with quantities incomparably greater" (Kline
1980. p 137). It is in this latter operation, of course,that the infinitesimal term
plays its most important role in the termination of infinitely regressive
arguments.For if the infinitesimal exhibits the properties of Zero when taken in
product with a finite term (i. e. remains itself the same,as in 0x5=

0), then the

infinitesimal has no properties of finite division. It may be taken in ratio with
another infinitesimal term but may not be taken in ratio with a finite one. You
cannot have half an infinitesimal, or a quarter of an infinitesimal - although one
infinitesimal may 'mimic' the property of being half the magnitude of another,
if
Thus
the infinitesimal interval is
the
a
or quarter of
magnitude of another.
'indivisible' in this somewhattechnical sense(not submitting to finite division),
then you cannot carry on an infinitely regressiveargument acrossit. If the same
arrow is claimed to be re-identified over an infinitesimal interval of spaceand
time, then, in terms of analysis at least, there is no sensein asking if it was also
somewhere 'in-between' these locations; for there is no 'in-between' these
locations (the infinitesimal does not submit to finite division) and thus any
infinite regressionis terminated.

That we should look upon the infinitesimal as some kind of 'sleight of hand' on
the part of the logician and the mathematician is perhaps understandable.
Equally, the accusationthat the infinitesimal is simply a responseto, rather than
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doubt).
be
legitimately
(no
Yet
Zeno
the
made
paradoxesof
may
a solution of,
it must be admitted that theseparadoxesthemselvesarise only becausethere are
things which we "know dam well to be the case" (that a body may move from A
to B for example) but which logic will allow us to approachonly via an infinite
number of steps.It is then perhapsto the genius of Newton and Leibniz that we
darn
be
indebted
for
'know
to
the case' above the
well
placing what we
are
having
drawn
likely
for
logic,
our
more
perhaps,
necessities
of
or
sterile
attention to the absurdity of explaining physical continuity in terms of the
properties of real numbers8.It is not that the infinitesimal is real, or corresponds
in some way to a characteristic of the world, but that our own concept of the
is
(what
bodies
'motion')
call
real we
of
material
continuous re-identification
its
infinitesimal
(most
formal
The
term
the
to
notably
properties
of
us.
or real
resistanceto finite division) is therefore to be treated within this thesis as no
familiar
ideas
intuitive
fon-nal
than
and
about
of
representation our
more
a
familiar
ideas'
in
'intuitive
these
the
are
and
sense which
continuity - or
ideas
familiar)
intuitive
(no
doubt
about the
and
equally
Nvith
our
consolidated
logical consistencyof arguments.

My task then, as I see it here, is to addressthe question Q4 [How doesS (or T)
know that there are n (rather than n+J or n-1) material bodies moving about
in
]
terms
interval
time?
of
of
of
space
over
some
given
a
given
region
within
The application of the arithmetic of real numbers to physics depends solely upon the
in
derivative
like
finite
(whose
the
those
terms
of
real
numbers)
and
are
properties
emergenceof
the definite integral, and so long as the principles of physics may yield these finite terms the
it
be
itself.
And
infinitesimal
little
has
the case
to
the
yet
surely
cannot
physicist
need scrutinise
that physics is really secure in relying upon the derivative and the definite integral (the finite
infinite
infinitesimal
finite
infinitesimal
the
terms
terms
the
addition
of
sum
of
and
ratio of
it
its
it
has,
as
armoury
were, someunderstandingof what
conceptual
within
respectively)unless
the infinitesimal actually is; and where else should we look for this 'understanding' than in the
it
itself
that
an
upon
understanding
of
relies
primarily
what
concept
which
concept of motion
is to re-identify a materialbody over infinitesimal intervalsof spaceand time?
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this understandingof the relationship between things "moving about" and the
infinitesimal term (or between things "moving about" and our intuitive and
familiar ideas about continuity). As such, the actual question which I shall
addressis not Q4 (as statedin the previous question) but a question from which
Q4 may itself be constructedvia the methodsof integration:
Q4a. How does S (or T) know that there are n (rather than n +I or
n-1) material bodies moving about within a given region of space
iven infinitesimal interval oftime?
over some91
If we should be capable of finding a solution to this question, then we should
have equally answeredQ4; since Q4 may be re-captured from Q4a simply by
the integration of infinitesimal terms over finite regions - as we do all the time,
for example, in the application of the principles of classical mechanics(which
are invariably expressed in terms of first and second order differential
expressions)to real world (finite) situations.

1.3 A Summary of the Analysis of Lockean Cardinality
(A Summary of Book 1).
We have arrived then, finally, at that question which we may submit to the
methods of analysis. For we may analyse the statement (formulated by S):
"There are n (rather than n+1 or n-1) material bodies moving about within a
given region of space over some given infinitesimal interval of time" and may
reveal, in formal terms, what it is exactly that is being claimed within this

statement.

Of course, in the analysis of any statementwe may find nothing essentially
new; merely a logical clarification of what is already held within it. In this
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feel
however,
I
that what we may reveal about S's statementvia analysis
case,
is of such importance to an understandingof Q4a, that not only shall I dedicate
three sectionsof this thesis to its analysisalone (Sections2,3 and 4), but I shall
take the risk of presentinga summaryof this analysisat the outset.And while it
may appearpremature to summarisesuch an analysis before its full derivation
has been presented to the reader, in this case I feel that a far greater
understanding of my concerns will result form its early presentation and
summary.

In addressingQ4a via the methods of analysis (Book I of this thesis) I shall in
fact do little more than addressthose identity and diversity relationships which
together both indicate and justify the value of n. When we come to consider
material bodes, however, we are confronted with various identity and diversity
conditions which must somehow be consistently accommodated in order to
arrive at our common understanding of this number. Firstly, we have (for
historical reasonsand perhapsdue to a slight informality in our considerationof
material objects) what we might call the "identity and diversity properties of
material bodies at a given time". These are those principles to which I have
already referred, namely; that two objects cannot be at the saine place at the
be
(two
that
time
time
two
the
and
one
object
cannot
same
same
at
places at
principles which I shall later refer to as "Locke's Principles" and whose nature
Nvill be explored more fully in Section 2). Secondly, Nvehave what Nvemight
more commonly refer to as "re-identifications" - the all too common
understanding that the same material body may be re-identified over finite
intervals of spaceand time (as when, for example,I claim that the tea-cupwhich
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is currently upon my desk is the sametea-cupthatwas on the draining board in
the kitchen this morning). Finally, we have that peculiar relationship between
re-identification and spatial and temporal continuity which we call motion
(roughly speaking,we feel that the tea-cupthat was on the draining board in the
kitchen this morning can only be re-identified as the tea-cup that is cmTently
upon my desk if it has somehow 'moved' between these two locations along
some sort of continuous spatial and temporal path). Put simply then, in order to
break down a cardinality claim concerning material bodies we need to take
is
in
the
that
the sameas anotheror
senses
we
one
account of
various
which
say
different from another -

'identity and diversity' relationships which are an

accommodationof the 'identity and diversity properties of material bodies at a
given time' with 're-identiflication over space and time' via our concept of
'niotion' (this topic, together with its philosophical implications, is covered
fullY in Section 3).

1.3.1 Identity and Diversity 'at a given tinte' and Re-identification Over Space
and Time
In addressingthe topic of the identity and diversity of material bodies, whether
cat a given time' or over finite regions of spaceand time, we may do little more
(in terins of analysis) than define a class of names appropriate to our
understandingof theserelationships.
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We may capture the re-identification of material bodies over finite intervals of
space and time in the ftee part conjunction of terms9:

P(a):# P(b) A T(a) #T(b) Aa=b
where 'a' and V

(i)

are temporary names applied in accordance with two

principles [which ensurethe transitivity of the identity relationship cited in (i)];
the first being a principle of identitylo and the second being a principle of
diversity' 1:

P(a) = P(b) A T(a) = T(b)
P(a):# P(b)./\ T(a) = T(b)

LP. la
LP.2a

ab...
ab...

I shall later refer to theseprinciples as "Locke's principles ofIdentity and
diversiV' (seesection 2).
1.3.2 Continuity and re-ideWicatiom
The relationship betweenre-identification (over spaceand time) and continuous
motion may be capturedby firstly formulating (i) for the small but finite spatial
and temporal intervals 8Paband 8T,,,b:
P(a) = P(b)+ 8Pa,b A T(a) =T(b)+ 8T,,,b Aa=b

(ii)

9 The object which is temporarily named'a' is at a different position [P(a) # P(b)] and a
different time [T(a) #T(b)] from that object which is temporarily namedV, and 'a' and V are
two namesfor one and the sameobject (a = b].
10If that object which is temporarily named'a' is at the sameposition and time of that objects
which is temporarily namedV, then 'a' and V are two namesof one and the sameobject (a
claim which we might usually expressas: two objects cannot he at the sameplace at the smile
time).
11 If

that object which is temporarily named'a' is at a different position ftorn that object which
is temporarily named V at the sametime, then 'a' and V are not namesfor one and the same
object (a claim which we mýightusually expressas: one object cannot he at two places at the
sametime).
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and then allowing the third conjunction (A) of this expression to become an
inference (in the sensethat the symbol "->" occurs in the definitions LP. Ia and
LP.2a) in the limit as 8Ta,b tends towards zero, or as 8Pab/8T,,,b becomesthe
instantaneousvelocity of a material body in the limit as 8Tý,,
b tends towards

Zero:
P(a)=P(b)+dP,,,
T(a)=T(b)+dTab
A
b
-> a--b
b=
where dP,,,b / dTi
5TZ;40

Lim

8Pab

...

LP. lb

/8T,,b.

Here then we see the role of the infinitesimal term in the formation of logical
arguments (we have employed it in the process of transitioning from a mere
statementto a principle or definition), and we note that as dp,,,b and dT,,,b vanish
in LP. lb we arrive at the expressionLP. la.

The equivalent continuous form of LP.2a (or an expression which becomes
LP.2a as its infinitesimal terms vanish) suffers from the fact that it requires an
isolated infinitesimal term, and at the outset we must note that there exists
nothing within our understandingof the motion of material bodies which might
lead us to believe that such 'isolated' (or non-quotiented12)infinitesimal terms
are possible or meaningftil. We may overcome this problem, bowever, by
formulating it in relation to two instancesof LP. lb in which an infinitesimal
term may be defined in terms of the first order derivative of position with
respectto time of a material body:

P(a)=P(a')+dP,,,.A T(a)=T(a)+dT,,,,, -> a=a'
P(b)=P(b')+dPb.b'A T(b)=T(b')+dTbb, -->b=b'
12An infinitesimal term which is defined otherwisethan via a derivative, or otherwisethan in
terms of the ration of two infinitesimal terms.
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and
P(a)# P(b') AT(a)=T(b')+dTab'-> a#b'
dT,,,
where
and
b'=

=

...

LP.2b

dTbb'.

Again we note that as dT,,,b,becomeszero in LP.2b we obtain LP.2a, i. e. that
LP.2a and LP.2b are logically continuous.

1.3.3 Cardinality.
If the cardinality (total number) of a collection of entities is n, then we must
accountfor n instancesof the reflective, symmetric and transitive relationship of
instancesof symmetric but non-transitive relationship
identity (=), and 1/2(n2-n)
13
(:
'difference'
t) . Having fonnulated the identity and diversity principles of
of
material bodies over a vanishing temporal interval (LP. lb and LP.2b) we may
then say that the claim that there are n material bodies within a given region of
interval
instances
temporal
such
a
given
requires
of LP. lb and
space over
n
1/2(n

2

2b.
LP.
instances
of
-n)

For the set of objects al, a2, a3,
this as:
an,
we
may
express
...,
a/
b/
C/
d/
C/

P(al)=P(al')+dP,,,,,,,. AT(al)=T(al)+dTal, al'-> al=al'
n
P(a2)=P(a2')+dPa2,
instances
a2=a2'
a2'->
a2'/\T(a2)=T(a2')+dTa2,
of LP. lb
'
P(an)=P(an')+dP., AT(an)=T(an')+dTan,
an--a
an'->
ýa,,,
P(al):#P(a2') AT(al)=T(a2')+dTal, a2'-> al:;6a2'
P(al)#P(a3') AT(al)=T(a3')+dTal, a3'-> al#a3'

f/P(an-1)#P(an') AT(an-1)=T(an')+dT,,,.,

2
1/2(n
-n)
instances
of LP.2b

I#W
an->

13For n objects we may consider n2 relationshipsof identity and distinction betweenthem. Of
these ný relationships, n will refer to the identity of each object with itself-, thus leaving F?-n
relationshipsof distinction. However, since the relationshipof 'difference' is symmetric(but not
transitive) half of these relationships are redundant, and thus the total number of distinction
relationshipswill be 1/2(ný-n).
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We note that due to the definition of LP.2b (its necessaryrelation to at least two
instancesof LP. lb) and the transitivity of the diversity relationship (or that for
each pair of distinct objects within the system there must exist at least one
symmetric diversity statement of the form LP.2b) all infinitesimal temporal
terms in a/-f/ are equal.

Given the equality of infinitesimal temporal terms in a/-f/ the following

conditionis true of a/-f/:
S:

3
P(m)=P(m')+dP.,
T(m)=T(m')+dT
A
..ý,
M,
.....
for all x in 1,2,3,.
T(ax)=T(m) A T(ax')=T(m)

m=m'
n.

where m may be any of the objects al, a2, a2,. . ., an or any other object whose
continuity principle is captured by LP. 1b. Substituting this term in a/=f/ then
gives:

0/

3,

al/
bl/

P(al)=P(al')+dPal,
[T(al)= T(m) A T(al')=T(m')]-> al=al'
al'A
P(a2)--P(a2)+dPii2, [T(a2)= T(m) A T(a2)=T(m')]-> a2=a2'
a2'A

cl/

P(an)=P(an')+dP,,,,,,,,,
A [T(an)= T(M) A T(an')=T(m')]-> an=an"

dl/
el/

P(al)#P(a2') A [T(al)=T(m) A T(a2')=T(m')]-> al#a2'
P(al)#P(a3') A [T(al)=T(M) A T(a3')--T(m')]-> al:p'-a3'

fil

P(an-l)-AP(an')A [T(an-l)=T(m) A T(an')=T(m')]-> an-1;6an'

in'P(M)--P(M)+dP.,

A T(m)=T(m')+dTn,., -> m=m'

This gives an expressionof those relationshipsrequired to claim that there are n
material bodies (rather than n+I or n-l), %vithina given region of spaceover an
infinitesimal interval of time which is itself defined from the first order
derivative of position with respect to time of the object rn (this expressionis
derived fully in Section4).
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We now make the important step of recognising that 0/-fl/ is not a necessary
and sufficient forra (or that it contains terms and expressionswhich contribute
nothing to the determination of a cardinality statements). The term
P(m)=P(m')+dP.

in 0/ plays no active role in the actual expression of the
ým,

in
(a)
Firstly,
The
terms
that:
a/-c/ are
spatial
statement.
we
note
cardinality
vanishing (infinitesimal) and the meaningof a/-c/ is dependentupon theseterms
being vanishing. (b) That the spatial terms in d/-f/ are finite and the meaning of
d/-f/ is dependentupon these tenns being finite. (c) That we cannot substitutea
finite, or non-vanishing, spatial term [P(m)#P(m)] for a vanishing one
[P(m)=P(m')+dP

], nor a vanishing spatial term for a finite one, without
.......

losing the meaning of either a/-c/ or d/-f/. Thus while we may make a common
temporal substitution S in a/-f/ (as in 0/-fl/) we cannot make a common spatial
(in
Oý
The
P(m)=P(m')+dP,,,,
therefore
condition
a/-f/.
substitution within
n,
plays no role in the construction of al/-fl/ (the cardinality statementitself). It is
not substituted within al/-fl/,

and could not be alternatively employed as a

substitute within a/-f/ (because a/-f/ will not submit to a common spatial

substitution).

In other words, all that the term P(m)=P(m')+dP. jn, does is (in conjunction with
T(m)=T(m')+dT.,,,. ) ensurethat the common temporal infinitesimal term dT.,,.
is well defined (in this casevia the first order derivative of position with respect
to time of the object in) and that in being 'well defined' as an infinitesimal is not
therefore subject to finite division and is thus suitable for the inferential tenn
(->) employed in 0/ to fl/. The actual determination of those relationships
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required to claim that there are n material bodies within a given region of time
over a given infinitesimal interval only require that a valid infinitesimal interval
be supplied - how it is defined is irrelevant to theserelationships themselves.In
other words, those relationships required to claim that there exists n material
bodies within a given region of space over a given infinitesimal interval are
formally independentof the spatial propertiesof the referenceobject m.

As such we may equally formulate 0/-fl/ with the omission of the condition
inference in 0/ with a conjunction,
P(m)=P(m')+dP
the
replace
providing
we
. .....

i.e.
Ol/

3, T(m)=T(m')+dTmm- A
ý,vnl,

al/
bl/

P(al)=P(al')+dP.,,,,,,-A [T(al)= T(m) A T(al')=T(m')]-> al=al'
P(a2)--P(a2)+dPa2, [T(a2)= T(m) A T(a2)--T(m')]-> a2=a2'
a2'A

cl/

P(an)=P(an)+dP.,., A [T(an)= T(m) A T(an')=T(m')]-> an--an'

dl/
el/

P(al)#P(a2') A [T(al)=T(M) A T(a2')=T(m')]-> al#a2'
P(al)#P(a3') A [T(al)=T(m) A T(a3')=T(m')]--> al#a3'

fl/

P(an-])#P(an') A [T(an-l)=T(m) A T(an')=T(m')]-> an-I:Aan'

M=M'

The sufficiency of these expressions(to capture those relationships required to
claim that there are n material bodies within a given region of space over a
given infinitesimal interval) remains unchanged- providing that dT,,,,,, is still a
valid infinitesimal and exhibits the property of resistanceto finite division. The
necessity of them, however, arises in eliminating the possibility of an
interpretation of Ol/ in terms of a single instanceof LP.2b - i. e. an interpretation
which would involve an undefined isolated temporal infinitesimal. We might
say that 0/ is a classical interpretation of the necessaryand sufficient form 01/,
or that 0/ is an interpretation of 01/ in which the infinitesimal temporal reference
30

(dT ) is defined in the first order derivative of position with respectto time of
. ....
a classical material body.

Of course,the expressions01/-fl/ will always stand in need of interpretation to
ensurethe validity of the infinitesimal referenceterm dT,,,,n (that the this term
exhibits the properties of an infinitesimal interval - most importantly; a
resistanceto finite division in the sensediscussedin section 1.2) but does not
insist that this infinitesimal reference term be defined via the first order
derivative of position vAth respect to time of a material body. If there should
defining
such a tenn, then these 'other equally
exist other equally valid ways of
definition
do
for
formal
the
of cardinality statements.
ways'
would
as
well
valid

In summary then, the analysis of the question Q4a reveals to us the wholly
bodies
if
fact
that
that
there
say
are
n
material
within a given
you
unremarkable
region of spaceover a given infinitesimal interval of time, then you have to say
what 'given infinitesimal time' you are talking about. What is important,
however (and indeed so important, in my opinion, that I shall require to dedicate
three whole sectionsof this thesis to demonstratingit rigorously) is that there is
nothing in the formal structure of thoserelationshipsrequired to claim that there
are n such material bodies which in any way demandsthat this 'infinitesimal
temporal interval' is defined from the first order derivative of position with
respectto time of a material body. As long as dT.

is 'supplied', and 'supplied'

(of
infinitesimal
legitimate
term
the
resistanceto
possessing
properties
as a
finite division) that an infinitesimal term must possess,then these relationships
can be fully realised and n can be claimed.
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It must therefore be admitted that this analysisleadsus directly to two questions
more immediately suited to a doctoral thesis in philosophy than the analysisof
statements itself Firstly, it begs the purely logical question of whether an
infinitesimal temporal interval can be legitimately defined (i. e. maintaining the
properties of an infinitesimal term) other than in terms of the first order
derivative of a continuesfunction of position and time, or other than in terms of
the motion of material bodies. Secondly (and this is where the philosophy
comes in, or where the analytical concernsof Book I of this thesis must give
way to the philosophical concerns of Book 2) it begs the question of whether
there exists, within any established,accepted,or even merely muted philosophy,
an understandingof time within which an infinitesimal temporal interval may be
defined otherwise than in terms of the motion of material bodies.

The second of these questions must, of course, stand in need of a positive
response to the first; since if an infinitesimal temporal interval defined
otherwise than in ternis of the first order derivative of position with respect to
time of a material body is simply logically impossible (or if Ol/ has one and
onlY one legitimate solution - that solution held in 0/), then no legitimate
philosophy of time may posit such terms. It is essentialthen, at the outset,that I
should argue that isolated (or non-quotiented)infinitesimal intervals are at least
logically possible, or that it is possible to define an infinitesimal temporal term
otherwise than with respectto the first order derivative of position with respect
to time of a material body. As I shall demonstratein the next sub-sectionof this
introduction, however, it is perfectly logically feasible to define an isolated
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infinitesimal temporal term, and further, that we already know how to do it from
my previous discussionson motion.

1.4 The Logic of Isolated (non-quotiented) Infinitesimal Temporal Terms.
The analysisthat I shall outline and summarisehere is more naturally, perhaps,
the topic of Book 2 of this thesis - since it concerns more than simply the
analysis of question Q4a itself. However, it not only justifies those purely
philosophical questionsthat I shall addressin Book 2 (in attempting to address
the "HoW' part of Q4a), but points the way to these questions themselves- it
does not therefore sit uneasily between my concerns of analysis (Bookl) and
philosophical speculation (Book 2) but occupies instead a central role in the
method by which I shall pass between these concerns. I should re-emphasise,
however, that in addressing the question of isolated (or non-quotiented)
infinitesimal temporal terms I am not necessarilyaddressinga question about
the world or ourselves(I shall argue later that it does indeed refer to something
about ourselvesbut, at this stage,this neednot concern us). At this stage,or for
the purpose of this introduction, I am simply interested in demonstratingthat
such terms are logically possible and, if indeed they are possible, in considering
how this may guide us in the philosophical concernsof Book 2 of this thesis.

Let us firstly then remind ourselves about the importance of the infinitesimal
term (and its property of resistance to finite division) in the description of

motion.
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I have previously arguedthat the three-partconjunction of tenns involved in the
claim of the re-identification of a material body:
P(a) = P(b)+ 5Pa,b A T(a) =T(b)+ 8T,,b Aa=b

(ii)

is continuous with that 'principle' which determinesthe transitivity of identity
relationships expressed in terms of what I have called 'temporary names'
(Locke's first principle LP. la: P(a)=P(b) A T(a)=T(b) -> a--b) under the

condition:
P(a)=P(b)+dPa,
T(a)--T(b)+dLb
A
b
-* a--b

...

LP. lb

/8T,,
Lim 8P,,,
where dP,,,b/ dT.,b = 8T&,
b
b.
b-->O
In this casethen, it is the logical propertiesof the infinitesimal (its resistanceto
finite division) which allows us to move from the third conjunction

(A)

of (ii)

to

the inference (-->) of LP. lb.

As a logical exercise only we may therefore equally define an infinitesimal
temporal term from the description of purely temporal re-identification
statements,i. e. statementswhich claim the re-identification of an entity over
time without any referencewhatsoeverto spatial terms (and whether or not such
're-identification statements' correspond to anything in reality is irrelevant to
the concernsof this sub-section).

Suppose,for example, that we were to claim that the object temporarily named
m (and I make no assumptionas to what object, or even what type of object, m.
is
be)
is
the
temporally named n and that the
which
object
as
may
re-identified

time of m is not the time of n:
34

T(m): # T(n) A m=n

(iii)

The validity of this statement is then dependentupon a principle (referring to
the application of such temporary names)which ensuresthe transitivity of the
identity relationship (m=n) cited in (iii). By analogy to LP. I a, we might (as a
logical exerciseonly) posit the principle:

T(m) = T(n) -> m=n

(iv)

We may then (by analogy to the formulation of LP. lb) introduce a continuity
term firstly by expressing(iii) in terms of the small but finite temporal interval
8T

:

T(m)=T(n)+6T

Am=n
.....

and then defining a principle (which is logically continuous with the principle
(iv)] in the limit as BT.,,, tends towards Zero:

T(m)=T(n)+dT
Where dT.,,, is Lim 8T.,,,

-> m =n

*II

(V)

14

8T.,. -+O

In this casethen the infinitesimal term dT
is defined at the point of transition
.....
from (iv) to (v) - the transition from a conjunction of terms to the inference of
one term from another Oust as it occurs and is defined in the description of the
motion of material bodies) in the temporal continuity of m and nis.

14This expressionof the limit as 5Tm, 'tends towards Zero' is not ideal. Normally
we would
simply interpret it asZero. In this case,however, I use it merely as a convenientnotation to
indicatethat (v) shouldreally be expressed:
Lim T(m)=T(n)+5T,, --ý m=n
15It is obvious that the expressionT(m)=T(m')+dT.,.
-> m--m' can apply neither to the case
where rn and m' are materialbodies,nor to the casewhere T(m) and T(rn') are times in the
senseof the measuredtimes of the physicist.The propertiesof this expressionare also rather
abstract(and the implicationsof applying it as a solution to Ol/ are somewhatcomplex) and thus
I shall leave any further discussionof it until Book 2 of this thesis.
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We have therefore defined a temporal infinitesimal term (dT,,,, -a term which
n
exhibits the logical properties of an infinitesimal, i. e. a resistance to finite
division) other than in terms of the first order derivative of position with respect
to time of a material body. Thus we may claim, in purely logical terms at least,
that the necessary and sufficient expression Ol/ (arising in the analysis of
Lockean Cardinality statements) is not restricted purely to the classical
interpretation 0/ - and thus, Nvithsome relief perhaps,my analysis of Lockean
Cardinality statementsis not trivial.

Really this is all I need to say to summarisethe topics of Book I of this thesis
(whose concerns lie solely with the analysis of statements- those statements
fonnulated by S). However, it will undoubtedly leave the reader somewhat
unclear about my intentions if I do not, even at this early stage, give some
indication of the solution to Q4a which I hope to develop in Book 2. Let me
then return briefly to that question which is to concernme throughout this work.

Giventhe questionQ4a:
Q4a. How does S (or T) know that there are n (rather than n+1 or
n-J) material bodies moving about within a given region of space
over somegiven infinitesimal interval oftime?
then we may claim (via the methods of analysis alone) the following to be a
perfectly logically acceptable,although only partial, answer (which is no doubt
simply one logically acceptableansweramongseveral):
S (or T) knows that there are n (rather than n+l or n-1) material
bodies moving about within a given region of space over some
given infinitesimal interval of time becauseS (or T) has reference
to, or equally 'knows' about, purely temporal re-identification
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statements of the form T(m)=T(n)+bT,,, /i in =n which are
themselves dependent upon
condition
continuity
a
T(m)=T(n)+dT,, --;ýIn =n where dT,,,,,is 6T,,,,,in the limit as bT,,,,,
,n
'tendstowards Zero.
Or, if I Nvereto be brave enough to make an as yet unjustified leap (but one
which I shall attempt to justify in Book 2 of this thesis):
S (or T) knows that there are n (rather than n+1 or n-J) material
bodies moving about within a given region of space over some
given infinitesimal interval oftime becauseS (or T) is, in part, or in
some aspect of S associatedwith Ss knowing things, itseýfa thing
persisting through time alone with no spatial properties (whether
actually or only seeminglyso to S).
It should be evident to the readerby now that it is my intention to arguethat our
ability to formulate cardinality statements(or our ability to 'see' the world in
terms of material bodies moving about in spaceand time) is dependentupon our
recognition of ourselvesas temporally persistententities - thatwe can 'feel time
passing' in some peculiar way.

In moving from the analytical claims of Book 1 to the philosophically
speculative argumentsof Book 2,1 am therefore interested in philosophies in
which S (a thing that can 'know things' about the world) is itself, in part at least,
ccathing persisting through time alone with no spatial properties (whether
actually or only seeminglyso to S)". And there is no point in my pretendingto
the reader that I do not intend to claim that this is consciousness,or that the
condition T(m)=T(n)+dT,., -* m=n is not a property of measuredtime, as the
physicist might measureit, but a property of phenomenological time: tinze as
experiencedby consciousness.
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But this need not concernus in Book I of this thesis and, as a claim, is best laid
to one side for the moment.
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Book I- An Analysis of Identity, Diversity
Re-Identification
Statements.
and
The Formal Properties of the Identity, Diversity and Re-ldentification of
Material Bodies over Infinitesimal Spatial and Temporal Displacements.
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2. The Lockean Principles of Identity and Diversity.
2.1 Identity, Diversity and Locke
Before we can address ourselves to the topic of re-identification across the
infinitesimal interval (Chapter 3) we must firstly acquaint ourselves with the
properties of the identity and diversity of material bodies 'at a given time'; for
while neither experience nor measurementmay reveal to us the non-extended
instant and the non-extendedpoint, these ideas nonethelessplay an important
role (at least historically) in our understandingof identity.

Two seemingly intuitive principles, both found in Locke's treatment of "Identity
is
first
The
DivershY',
the
of
material
underlie our counting
objects.
and
principle that two objects 'of the samekind' cannot be at the sameplace at the
same time: "For we never finding, nor conceiving itpossible, that two things of

the same kind should exist in the same place at the same time, we rightly
conclude that whatever exists anywhere at any time, excludes all of the same
kind, and is there itseýfalone" [Locke (1690) XXVII, Pringle-Patterson(1934)].
In the "Identity of Substances"(XXVII 2) Locke informs us that we have "but
three sorts of substance: I God. 2. Finite intelligences. 3. Bodies" and that
"though these three sorts of substances, as we lerin them, do not exclude one

but
that they necessarily
the
we
conceive
another out of
sameplace, yet
cannot
each of them exclude any of the same kind out of the sameplace". Here then,
Locke seemsto be using the expression"of the saine kind" to mean either of the
tAx "God', "Finite intelligences", or "Bodies"16.It is in this sense,or in the
16He does
"so" predicate'
expression
not thereforeusetheterm"kind' in thesenseof thecontemporary
(Wiggins1980ch 3), or asa conceptby whichwe maycountthe numberFs (e.g. donkeys,cats,chairs,or
tables)within a givenregionof spaceat a giventime; sinceif he did, thenthereis nothingwithin the first
principlewhichexcludesa tableanda chairbeingat the sameplaceat the sametime.Equally,in claiming
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sense in which "Bodies" constitute a "kind', that Locke's principle is most
clearly applicable to the concerns of, say, classical mechanics- for Arithinthis
science we do not distinguish the kinematical or dynamical properties of
"Bodies" upon the basis of their sortal predicate or the peculiarities of their
intrinsic properties. There is not, for example, a mechanics of chairs and a
separate mccbanics of tables; simply a mccbanics of material objects, or
"Bodies", in general.

At one level we may consider Locke's first principle to be a practical
descriptive principle - one applying, in this case,to the simple fact that we may
identify objects by different methods.For example, when Strawsonasks"Hen
shall we say that a hearer knows what particular is being referred to by a
speaker?" (Strawson 1959. p17) he suggeststhat that we may employ linguistic
means to isolate a particular within a given range of particulars which are
themselvesisolated by a "demonstrative identification" - that the hearer may
"p ick out by sight or hearing or touch, or can otherwise sensibly discriminate,
the particulars being referred to" (Strawson 1959. p18). It is therefore
conceivable that two different speakersmay make a hearer know that they each
refer to the same particular by different demonstrative identifications and by
different linguistic means (or by the use of different words to isolate the
particular to which they refer within the range of particulars which they have
demonstrably identified). In this sense then we may think of Locke's first
principle as defining a rule regarding different identifications which relate to the

that material bodies constitute a 'kind', and in relating this kind to his principles of identity and diversity,
we may consider Locke's principles to constitute a 'criterion of identity' for material objects in general
(seeentry under 'Identity, criterion of' in the Oxford Companionto Philosophy(Ed HonderichT, 1995).
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sameplace and time, i. e. if Nveidentify x by one method and y by another,and if
we should then learn that x and y are at the same place at the sametime, then
Locke's first principle informs us thatwe must claim that 'x is y'.

Yet the first principle is not without a metaphysical heritage (for we may
legitimately ask about the origin of this 'rule' within our understandingand it is
not unreasonablethat this 'origin' may lead us into metaphysicalmatters),nor is
it treated purely descriptively by Locke. Within the Cartesian tradition, for
example, it arises from the argument, or 'Law', of contradiction (Smith 1963,
409). If the essenceof matter is spatial extension (if the essenceof a material
thing is to be extended in space), as Descarteshad claimed it to be, then it is
seemingly contradictory to assume that two material bodies may occupy the
sameplace at the sametime - since they would then be of the sameessenceand
thus no longer be distinct. This was, however, unacceptableto both Kant and
Leibniz; both of whom espousedthe view that the characteristics of matter
cannot be deduced from extension alone and must instead entail a dynamic
element (or an element which cannot be reduced purely to the description of
places, times, velocities and accelerations). Most importantly, in order to
maintain his empirical theory of knowledge,Kant was forced to reject Cartesian
mathematical extension as the 'essence' of matter (i. e. a mathematical property
which can be directly graspedby the mind -withoutrecourseto the contribution
of the senses)and with it, of course, he was forced to reject the application of
the TaNvof Contradiction' in the fonnulation of what I refer to here as "Locke's
First Principle". Realising perhaps that the description of motion is itself
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impossible without this 'first principle' 17Kant then proposesthat we re-institute
this principle, not from the Law of Contradiction, but from a dynamic
metaphysicsof matter. For Kant, two material bodies cannot be at the same
place at the same time since matter possessesa dynamic 'force' or 'power' to
resist penetration (Kant 1786) - thus establishing (together with Leibniz
perhaps)a philosophical tradition within which the topics of identity, diversity
and re-identification are forever intimately linked with dynamic (as opposedto
purely kinematic) issues18.

Locke is not then alone in supposing a metaphysical intention for his first
principle rather than a merely descriptive one, or in presenting an intention
which goes beyond the simple practical interpretation discussed earlier "Another occasion the mind often takes of comparing, is the very being of
things, when, considering anything as existing at any determined time and
place, we compare it with itself existing at another time, and thereonform the
ideas of identity and diversiV' [XXVII. I]. In effect, Locke is keen to define for
it
it
is
be
body,
to
more
accurately
perhaps,
us what
a material
or
what is to be a
single material body (to be counted only once in any act of counting). This is
more clearly seen,however,,Mth respectto his secondprinciple.

Locke's secondprinciple is that one object cannot be at two places at the same
time: " Wien we see anything to be in anyplace in any instant of time, we are

17Kant treats the 'essenceof matter' to be movement.Matter is that which moves or can be
moved. Only via movement,argued Kant, may matter effect the sensesand thus be known by us
as appearances.
18The overriding kinematicnature of the analysispresentedin Book I of this thesistherefore
standsin needofjustification with respectto this Kantian position.
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sure (be it what it will) that it is that very thing, and not another, which at that
same time exists in another place, how like and indistinguishable soever it may
be in all other respects" (XXVII 1). It is in the formulation of this second
principle that Locke is making a more obviously metaphysical claim - since if
different places at the same time must be different regardlessof
objects
at
j
whether they are otherwise indistinguishable, then particularity is not to be
detennined upon the basis of intrinsic properties alone (or that an object, or a
substance,is to be considered as something more than simply its properties).
Traditionally, however, this metaphysical position is challenged by Leibniz in
the principle of the "Identity of Indiscernibles". For Leibniz, diversity goes
beyond mere spatial and temporal properties and must constitute instead an
internal principle of distinction ["it is not true t1wt two substancesmay be
exactly alike and differ only numerically, solo numero" - Discourse on
Metaphysics (Hollis 1973 p284)] - and thus while Leibniz does not deny that
Locke's secondprinciple may be a practical aid to deciding that two objects are
'different' (or may help us to "distinguish things which are not easily
distinguished in themselves"), he argues that the diversity of such objects
actually entails something more than simply simultaneous spatial separation.
Likewise, Zimmennan describesthe idea (which he attributes to Locke) of "a
kernel
bears
that
an
mysterious substratum,
unreachable
properties but is not
ilset( a propeny'

as "metaphysics at its most gratuitous and pernicious"

(Zimmerman 1998).

Whether, in addressingLocke's principles, we should really consider ourselves
to be addressinga metaphysical problem is, of course, a difficult question to
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answer.Certainly the idea that spatial and temporal position are alone sufficient
to characterisethe diversity of material bodies goes back as far as St Aquinas.
However, when treated as a metaphysicalproblem, Russell has arguedthat this
position may be reduced either to 'Identity of Indiscernibles' of Leibniz, or to
the belief (which Russell assumesto be the view of most modem empiricists "if
they took the trouble to have a definite view") that nwnerical diversity is
ultimate and indefinable (Russell 1948). The topic is therefore perhaps more
naturally epistemological.For example, when Popper asks for "something like a
difference
i.
sufficient condition, e., a criterion of
or non-identity of material
bodies, or bits of matter" (Popper 1957), he resorts in the end to the claim
(equivalent, at least in form, to Locke's 2ndprinciple) that "Two qualitatively
undistinguishable material bodies or bits of matter differ if they occupy at the
different
here
Yet
time
even
we are led to propose(as
same
regions of space".
does Bobik) that question which most naturally arises in connection with
Locke's principle (and Popper's epistemological formulation of it); "why are
different regions of space different? Are different regions of space to be
distinguished by different individuals; or are different individuals to be
distinguished by different regions ofspace?" (Bobik 1963)-a questionwhich is
most naturally pertinent, perhaps,to Kant's treatment of identity and diversity in
the Analytic ofPrinciples.

When Kant addresseshimself to the question of identity and diversity in the
Analytic of Principles he informs us that "Mien an object is presented to us
several times but always with the same internal determinations (qualitas et
quantitas), it, ifan object ofpure understanding,is always the same,not several
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things, but only one thing (numerica identitas); but if it is an appearance,it is
be
the same
a
matter
of
comparing
concepts,
and
although
everything
may
not
asfar as conceptsare concerned, the difference ofplace of appearanceat the
same time is a sufficient groundfor asserting the numerical difference of the
in
does
(of
(Politis
1997
117-8).
But
Kant claim
sense
pp
what
object
sense)"
that "difference of place of appearance at the same time" constitutes a
"sufficient groundfor asserting the numerical difference of the object", or in
what sense,or upon what basis, doesKant claim that one object may not be at
two placesat the sametime? The answerit would seem,or so Kant would have
inherent
diversity
in
lies
in
the
space: "For one part of
accept,
of
places
us
he
it
although
may
Perfectly similar and equal to another, is still outside
space,
it, andfor this reason alone is differentftom the latter, which is added to it to
make up a greater space. Itfollows that this must hold good of all things that
however
different
in
the
time,
the
same
similar and equal
are
parts of space at
one may be to another" (Politis 1997 pp 117). In other words, Kant asks us to
accept that the origin of numerical diversity of objects (of which we may only
know via "appearances") lies in the numerical diversity of the places which
they occupy at the sametime. Thus our understandingof the diversity of places
(at the same time) must in some senseprecede,or be more fundamental than,
our understanding of the diversity of objects themselves - and thus the
pertinence of Bobik's

question of

"why are different regions of space

different?"
1,

I shall not, however, treat Locke's principles as metaphysical definitions of the
identity and -diversity of material objects. Nor do I Nvish to engage in
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is
it
for two particulars to be
to
the
speculation
as
question
of
metaphysical
what
distinct (and in this much my adoption of the term "Locke's Principles" is
merely in linewith common convention and does not imply my equal adoption
of Locke"s conception of material bodies). My own position Nvithregards to
theseprinciples is (admittedly) somewhatcontradictory. For I shall treat them in
both a relatively pragmatic sense; in claiming that they refer primarily to our
own psychological inclinations to individuate experience, and a more rigorous
formal sense;in claiming that they are either the logical pre-requisite for, or the
logical consequenceof (but in either case necessarily associated with), the
for
bodies.
formulate
to
statements
material
ability
numerical re-identification

Why then should I adopt two so seemingly different positions with respect to
theseprinciples?

One need not venture far into the common discussion of Locke's principles to
be confronted with those questions (or type of questions) which throw doubt,
not necessarilyupon these principles themselves,but upon our ability to apply
them clearly and unproblematically to all objects and object types.For example,
be
be
the
time,
two
the
two
same
or
at the
same
place
at
can
waves
can
clouds at
same place at the same time? Similarly, one need not venture too far into the
technical philosophical literature to discover that the rigorous application of
these principles may itself seemingly lead to contradiction and absurdity - for
(see
Section
in
'Ship
6.5).
Theseus'
the
the
of
of
classical
problem
example
Finally, one need not delve too deeply into the theories of modem physics to
discover that these principles themselvesstart to fail, or become un-helpful in
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the description of physical systems, as we move away from the typical
in
(as
discussed
conditions and physical scales of our everyday experience
section2.3 below).

In short, we need to consistently address Locke's principles in two ways.
Firstly, in a relatively pragmatic sense,or a sensein which the question of their
in
(or
is
these
the
principles,
as
violation of
not critical
where
violation
be
it
for
two
to
clouds
at the sameplace at the sametime,
considering possible
is not necessarilydetrimental to our understandingof the identity, diversity and
re-identifi cation of certain objects). Secondly,we require a formal perspective
upon these principles; a consideration of the rigorous application of these
lead
their
to
violation
us
would
principles a class of objects and problems where
to radically re-think our opinions on the identity, diversity and re-identification
of theseobjects.

These two ways of considering Locke's Principles (the 'pragmatic' and the
'formal') correspond to the cases where we are respectively uncertain and
certain as to whether we can unproblematically re-identify objects over space
and time. For example, the claim that the cloud which is currently above my
head is the same cloud that was just above the Eastern horizon at 10 o'clock
this morning is likely to be subject to a number of irritating questions which
itself.
For
lead
doubt
in
the
the
to
validity
of
claim
cases,
us
extreme
may,
its
despite
is
the
changeof shapeand mass?
a
cloud
same
cloud
when
example,
When does a cloud become fog or fog becomea cloud? Where does the cloud
like
by
is
Sun?
it
burnt
We
that
things
then
the
suspect
might
off
go when
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clouds wrill not only have a complicated criterion of re-identification but may
well, in some circumstances,or under some arguments,violate Locke's first
principle.

Equally, however, when I claim that the tea-cup which is currently upon nzy
desk is the same as the tea-cup that was on the draining board in the kitchen
this morning I feel there to be no ambiguity in what is meant by this claim (even
if it should turn out to be false). I mean that the same tea-cup has moved
continuously from the draining board in the kitchen to my desk. In this case,not
only does a criterion of re-identification clearly presentitself, but the claim that
tNvotea-cupscould actually be at the sameplace at the sametime seemshighly
contradictory to my understandingof the identity, diversity and re-identification
of such objects.

We therefore require a 'pragmatic' approach to Locke's principles for things
like clouds and waves (for sometimeswe may like to claim that two clouds or
two waves may be at the sameplace at the sametime) and a 'formal' approach
for things like tea-cups(for we may never wish to admit that two tea-cupsmay
be at the sameplace at the sametime).

The first of these (and unavoidably a somewhatweak philosophical position) is
to reformulate Locke's principles in a somewhat protected form (or in a form
protected from those occasional questionswhich at once seem intuitively clear
but which nonethelesschallenge our ability to apply the first principle). For
example:
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If there is sufficient reason, or inclination upon our part, to
individuate those qualities which we observe at the position pi at
time tl, or to assignto these qualities a single name 'a', and if there
is sufficient reason, or inclination upon our part, to individuate
those qualities which we observeat the position p2 at time t2, or to
assignto these qualities the single name V, then if tI is (or seems
to us to be) numerically identical to t2 and pl. is (or seemsto us to
be) numerically identical to p2, then we will often, although not
necessarily universally, be inclined to say that 'a is numerically
identical to W (Locke's first principle). If, on the other hand, tI is
(or seemsto us to be) numerically identical to Q but pl is not (or
seemsto us not to be) numerically identical to p2, then we Nvill
often, although not necessarilyuniversally, be inclined to say that
6ais not numerically identical to W (Locke's secondprinciple).
These principles arise then (or at least are treated as such above), not as the
result of a metaphysical principle of identity and diversity, but as a result of
those 'sufficient reasons', or 'inclinations upon our part, to individuate those
qualities at a place and time and assignto them a single proper name (that there
may be reasonswell enough for us to have such 'inclinations', and that these
'inclinations' may themselves be described in scientific, philosophical and
evolutionary terms will be discussedlater).

With respect to this somewhat convoluted definition the reader might well
object that it is qualified too strongly, or that it's provisos may eliminate from
my discussion all violating situations. It does not insist that Locke's principles
apply to all situations (even those of our most common experience and
understanding) nor even that there be any more to spatial and temporal
simultaneity than our own belief in such situations. In short the readermay feel
that I have been too timid in my definition, or that I have defendedit so strongly
from attack that, in effect, it says nothing of interest. To some extent this is
indeed the case. For Locke's principles are interesting simply becausethey
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describefor us a 'norm' or a typical situation. The idea that two objects cannot
be at the sameplace at the sametime, or that one object cannot be at two places
at the sametime, is a kind of useful rule of thumb by which we make senseof
the Nvorld and can successfully interact with it. Of course it is possible to
questiontheserules. Can two clouds be at the sameplace at the sametime? Can
two waves be at the same place at the same time? Equally, of course, it is
possible to be lead towards absurdity by their strict application - as, for
example, in the problem of The Ship of Theseus (which I shall consider in
section 6). But to concentrate upon these exceptions at the expense of the
4norm' itself, or to develop a philosophy of individuation which insists upon
accommodatingthese exceptions with the 'norm', is to mistake the methodsof
philosophy with theory of empirical science.Certainly the need for consistency
requires us to accommodateexceptions Nvhenthey contradict the 'norm' itself just as we must reject an accepted scientific theory (the 'norm' in this case)
is
if
(the
But
'exception').
this
contrary
empirical
arises
only
we
when
evidence
accept the 'norm' to be incompatible Nvith its exceptions. My somewhat
pragmatic formulation of Locke's principles above is intended simply to express
them as a 'norm', or to express them simply as a typical responseto more or
less typical situations. Thus fonnulated they do not deny the possibility of their
own violation and thus are not incompatible with their own exceptions. The
philosophy of individuation should (in my opinion) start, not with the
metaphysical interpretation of Locke's principles and ultimately their rejection
but
basis
logical
the
of
exceptions
and
absurdity,
with the recognition that
upon
theseprinciples, first and foremost, servea purpose;and that purposeis to allow
in
from
by
thing
the
to
another
order that
us make senseof
world
separatingone
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we may interact successfully with it. Locke's principles are not, in this sense,
immutable truths about the world (truths which must be rejected when found to
stand in contradiction to certain know facts - 'exceptions') but are instead a
more or less useful guide to our own inclinations (inclinations which have their
origin in our evolution); a way of allowing us to arrive at ajudgement and act in
accordancewith it. Locke's principles are neither true nor false. They are either
useful or un-usefal depending upon the situation in which they are applied (I
shall discuss later those situations in which Locke's principles become unuseful). Locke's principles are applied "often, but not necessarily universalljP,
and it is to the fact of their being applied "often" rather than "not necessarily
universalljl" that our attention should be drawn. Likewise any sort of
metaphysics of identity and diversity (when applied to material bodies) need
only concern me if it is demonstrablythe casethat these 'sufficient reasons',or
'inclinations upon our part', require an explanation in terms of an ontology of
material objects -

and any such ontology of material objects, or any such

attempt to define their identity independently of our own 'inclinations' to
individuate them, is to be strongly opposedin this work.

In addition to this 'pragmatic' and somewhat psychological approach I also
adopt a more rigorous formal position with respect to Locke's principles.
Effectively, I would suggestthat wheneverit is claimed that 'a is b', where a is
at a different position and time from b, it is necessary, in order that this
statementbe meaningfully formulated, that both a and b are the type of objects
to which Locke's principles rigorously apply. This is not, of course, in anyway
contradictory to the pragmatic treatment of these principles outlined above; for
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it is a position Nvith respect to the formal properties of re-identification
statements,and is thus pertinent only when those 'inclinations on our part' are
such as to lead us to formulate such re-identification statements.The exact
nature of this fonnal position Aith respectto Locke's principles Nvillbe covered
fully in section 2.4 when we come to consider the formal symbolic
representation of these principles themselves. However, for the sake of
completeness,I shall brieflY outline this position here.

In claiming, say, that the tea-cup which is currently upon my desk is the same
(numerically the same) as the tea-cup that was on the draining board in the
kitchen this morning, the important point is the use of the word 'same'. In this
identity
is
implied
to exist between the tea-cup which is
a
numencal
case
currently upon my desk and the tea-cup that was on the draining board in the
kitchen this morning. However, numerical identity is not without its own
identifiable properties, most importantly; its reflectivity (a is a and b is b), its
symmetry (if a is h then b is a) and its transitivity (if a is b and b is c then a is
c). Transitivity, in this case, is dependentupon a property of the relationship
between objects and names.Put simply, if either a, b or c could be the namesof
more than one numerically distinct object, then the transitivity rule would not
'a'
In
the
name
may refer to one and only one numerically
apply. other words,
distinct object, the name W may refer to one and only one numerically distinct
object, and the name V may refer to one and only one numerically distinct
be
is
it
is
b
b
is
but
that
would
possible
c
and
object - otherwise
a
a not c. So
desk
I
is the same as
is
the
that
tea-cup
my
claim
which
currently upon
when
the tea-cup that was on the draining board in the kitchen this morning, and
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when I intend, by the formulation of this statementto use the word 'same' to
imply a numerical identity, I must equally imply that the names 'the tea-cup
which is currently upon my desk' and 'the tea-cup that was on the draining
board in the kitchen this nzorning' are each names which can be the name of
only one (numerically distinct) object. In other words, I must imply that there
may only be one tea-cupwhere the tea-cup which is currently upon my desk is,
and only one tea-cup where the tea-cup that was on the draining board in the
kitchen this morning was - and thus in simply formulating the statementin the
first place (and regardless of whether the statement is true or false) I must
implicitly suggestthat tea-cups,at least, are the types of things which rigorously
kind,
be
first
(that
Locke's
two
the
to
principle
of
same
cannot
at
adhere
objects,
the sameplace at the sametime). This then is the sensein which I suggestthat
Locke's principles (or more accurately the first principle) is a logical prerequisite for, or a logical consequence of (but in either case necessarily
associatedwith), the ability to formulate a numerical re-identification claim for
material bodies.

I shall not therefore be concernedwith the metaphysicsof material objects;,%vith
the metaphysicsof their particularity or diversity, their relationships to qualities
(whether these qualities be universals or not), nor with whether such objects are
more than their qualities and relations or nothing more than their qualities and
relations. In fact I shall admit no individuation to material objects except that
individuate
if,
impose
in
'inclinations'
them
to
and
our
which we ourselves
like Locke, we equate identity with existence [as is equally a position within
Logical Metaphysics (Benardete 1989)], then I shall admit no existenceto these
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individuate
in
'inclinations'
to
them. I do not,
to
except
our
objects
relation
own
however, adopt this as a philosophical position, nor as one arising from an
analysis of traditional and contemporary metaphysics. For regardless of the
ontology of reality, or regardless of whether material objects actually exist
independentlyof our concept of them, we must still addressthe questionof how
in
the
to
the way that we do (or how we come to
represent
world
we come
individuate and characteriseit in the way that we do) - and as we shall see in
the follovring section, this latter question has aspects which are quite
independentof metaphysicalor ontological considerations.

22 The Epistemological Status of Locke's Principles
If justification be sought for my current approach to Locke's principles, or if
justification be required for separating an ontology of identity and diversity
from the study of our own 'inclinations to individuate' and their formal
least
identity
diversity,
(as
treat
though
the
and
at
we
could
subject
of
properties
for material objects, not as a topic of metaphysicsbut as a topic of our own
psychology),then we might do little better than to inquire asto the empirical, or
first
Locke's
principle (Popper 1959p39).
synthetic,nature of

ZZI The Empirical (or otherwise) Nature ofLocke's First Principle.
If we take Locke's first principle to be a principle concerning what it is to be a
first
it
is
for
body
be
in
body
to
the
place,
or
what
such
a
material
material
(to
be
in
identity
counted
only
once
any act of counting),
of
singular
possessed a
then we may certainly question if this principle is synthetic. Whatever the
numerical identity, or individuality, of a material object may be, or whateverwe
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may imply by the term (metaphysically), Nve are entitled to ask if this
'individuality' is itself an observableproperty. In other words, can experience
reveal to us the individuality of a material body?

At one level it seems relatively trivial to claim that we cannot observe, or
measure,or detect, the numerical individuality of a material thing, nor can we
observethat one material thing has been numerically re-identified as another,
nor that one material thing is numerically continuous over time. Neither pure
experiencenor pure sensationwould seemto reveal to us the identity of external
material objects19.For example,Zimmerman (1997) claims that "All we observe
detect
are the properties of things, and a particular substance is nothing
or
more than a bundle ofproperties". Personally,I take this to mean that ive may
observe and detect properties and qualities at places and times, but that our
inability to observea "mysterious substratum,an unreachable kernel that bears
is
Mth
inability
but
is
itself
to
synonymous
our
not
a properOP
properties
observeor detect the numerical individuality of a particular. However, we must
treat such a claim with considerable caution. If individuality were to be
diversity
if
in
'bundle
the
terms
of
properties',
and
of an
of
understood
individuals is then guaranteedby the Principle of the Identity of Indiscernibles,
then it may be claimed that this ability to distinguish one individual from
infer
itself
basis
(upon
the individuality of that
the
must
of experience)
another
19My labouring of the term 'material' is intendedto avoid possiblephilosophical problemswith
claiming that all types of identities are actually non-observable.My claim here is merely that
the identity of a persistentmaterial object is unobservable.As to whether the identities of such
things as properties and relations, for example,are observable,I shaHnot inquire, Nor shall I
inquire into what we meanby the term 'observation' (for example,in the question of whether a
genuine observation must entail the conscious direction of the n-dndupon a subject within
experience - and thus, in effect, an individuation). My claim is simply that in its most
embryonic form, or in the form or pure sensation,experiencecannot contain or immediately
revealto us the identity of a material object.
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My own opinion, however, is that
which is distinguished from something elSe20.
we cannot anyway assumethat a 'bundle of properties' is itself observable.
Certainly the properties themselvesmay be observable(may be revealedto us
via pure sensation), but their collection into a 'bundle' is not. Of course,
experiencemay lead to our attention being drawn to a collection of properties
(for example if they all seem to occupy an isolated region of spaceand time)
and this processof 'being led' to a collection of properties is no doubt important
to the way in which we represent experienceto ourselves.But again this is a
processof representation.Experience itself does not reveal that theseproper-ties
are in fact a 'bundle'.

Similarly, in Leibniz' principle of the "Identity of indiscernibles" we are
presentedwith the claim that if every intrinsic non-relational property of A is
also every intrinsic non-relational property of B, then A is the same as B (or
A=B). In other words, in enumeratingevery possible observableproperty of an
object we exbaust all observablemeans of determining identity or diversity 1.
identity
itself
itself
(pure
is
since
particularity)
not
observable2 Surely, if

20 However,
the Principle of the Identity of Indiscernibles (which, it might be claimed,
guaranteesthe diversity of different 'bundles of properties') is not itself an observableproperty.
We may observer different 'bundles of properties' perhaps (although I would deny even this)
but we may not observethat they are therefore distinct individuals. We may go on to represent
these 'bundles' as distinct individuals if we also, as part of this representation, employ the
Principle of the Identity of Indiscemibles, but this is representation. It is perception, not
experience.Equally, if it were the casethat the Principle of the identity of Indiscernibleswere a
metaphysicalprinciple, then surely the sameis true. If we representto ourselvestwo 'bundles of
properties' as being distinct, then this cannot be upon the basis of experience(pure sensation)
alone. It must employ a representationwhich itself employs a principle (not necessarilythe
Principle of the Identify of Indiscernibles).
21 1 do not mean to directly support Leibniz' principle, nor Zimmerman's 'Bundle Theory',
merely that the possibility of their formulation is itself sufficient to demonstratethat identity is
not an observable.Most importantly, Leibniz' 'identity of indiscernibles',or the very possibility
of this theory as a legitimate philosophical position (one that is not to be immediately
abandonedupon the grounds of absurdity) must itself be proof that identity is not a directly
observableproperty.
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numerical diversity were observable then there would be no need for
philosophical debate about the respective merits of Locke's second principle
and Leibniz' 'Identity of Indiscernibles' - since the matter could be settled on
purely empirical grounds This, of course, is a point which could equally be
made about a great deal of contemporary philosophy of identity and
individuation. For example, could we really accept as genuine the respective
philosophical positions of Sortal Dependency and Sortal Relativity (Wiggins
1980), and the philosophical debatebetween the proponentsof each, if it were
nothing more than a matter of mere observationwhich could settle this debate?
Numerical identity is simply not an observableproperty.
Even if we were to admit for the moment that qualitative identity, diversity and
re-identification were observable properties of material bodies (and I would
deny even this), still we should find it difficult to justify in any strict
philosophical sensethat numerical identity, diversity and re-identification are
likewise observable. Supposeit were possible that A and B were alike in all
their observableproperties (i. e. they are qualitatively identical) but that at any
given time A was at an observably different place from B. Of course, given
theseobservations,our instinct is to claim that A and B are numerically distinct
j
be
(or
two
the
time
ect
since
one
ob
cannot
at
places
at
same
so we are
inclined to think). But what is it that we have observed which correspondsto
this numerical diversity? We have observedtwo qualitatively identical bodies
and we have observedthat they are at different placesat the sametime. We have
not observedthat one object cannot be at two places at the same tinzesince this
is merely a principle; not something which is itself at a place and a time and
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which can affect our senses(and I shall shortly argue that it is not an empirical
principle). If then this principle is required in addition to, or to be applied to the
interpretation of, theseobservablepropertiesof A and B in order to arrive at the
judgement of their numerical diversity (over and above their qualitative
identity), then in what sense may we claim their numerical diversity to be
observable?
Similarly, in the observation of the continuous motion of a material body, can
this observationreveal anything to us other than the a continuous qualitative reidentification? And surely we must admit that the observation of continuous
qualitative re-identification can reveal nothing more to us about numerical reidentification than can the observation of qualitative re-identification over
periods of non-continuousobservation.For example, Strawsonwould have it (in
reaction to Hume's claim that all re-identifications over periods of noncontinuous observation must be treated as essentially qualitative) that a
condition for our having a conceptual spatio-temporal scheme with respect to
be
described
is
"the unquestioning
cations
numerical
re-identifi
can
which
acceptance of particular-identity in at least some cases of non-continuous
observation". In other words, even within the anti-revisionary scheme of
Strawson numerical re-identification (Nvhat Strawson refers to here as
64
particular-identhy')

must reference

a non-observable

(or

non-directly-

observable)element.
From a somewhatless philosophical perspectivewe are perhapssimilarly drawn
to the unobservable nature of individuality by consideration of observable
properties within empirical science. The physicist, for example, has long since
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subsumed his or her understanding of 'observables' under the science of
quantum mechanics and must have long since accepted that there is no
eigenvalue of identity itself (Cassels 1970, p8); there is no operation (no
Hermitian Operator22)which we may perform upon the wave equation to yield
the measurable result that 'a--b'. Numerical identity, diversity and reidentification fall outside of the range of measurableand observablethings of
23
There is nothing whatsoever within traditional quantum
the physicist
.
mechanics,no operation upon the wave equation or superposition of multiple
wave equations, which correspondsin anyway whatsoeverto the intuitive and
familiar claim that the tea-cup which is currently upon my desk is the saine teacup that was on the draining board in the kitchen this morning.
Finally, we must consider that point which stands against the philosophical
arguments presented in this section, namely; that individuality should be
considered as a primitive notion - one requiring no 'principle' or further
analysiS24.

In this case,it may be arguedthat Nvecan observethat something is

an individual because to observe an object is to observe that object-as-anindividual. While this is by far the most philosophically complex position to
it
how
I
(personally)
follows from the assumptionthat the
address, cannot
see
notion of numerical diversity is "ultimate and indefinable" (Russell 1948) that
individuality is itself observable in the sensethat I mean here. We certainly

22Only a certain kind of linear operator (upon the wave function) is suitableis suitablefor
representingan observablewithin traditional quantumtheory. Theseare known as 'Hermitian
Operators' (Cassels1970,p9).
23The absenceof identity and diversity statementsfrom the expressionsof empirical scienceis
not necessarilysurprising,nor does it standin immediatecontradiction with philosophical
positions other than the one proposedin this thesis.
24This is a position which becomesimportant, for example,in considerationof how
indistinguishablepoints in spaceare to be considerednumericallydistinct,
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it
bodies
(as
the
and
may
material
result
of
a
representation),
perceive
processof
well be the case that our notion of the individuality of these 'perceived'
particulars is "ultimate and indefinable", but it does not then follow that these
it
is
directly
(pure
to
experience
us via
sensation)- and
particulars are presented
only the with the denial of this direct presentationof particulars via experience
that my current argumentsare concerned.
Whatever one's opinion on the argumentsof this current section, or whatever
one's own philosophical position regardingthat nature of identity and diversity,
it seemsa relatively unproblematic claim that pure sensationalone cannotreveal
to us the individuality of material bodies. For I may as easily argue that pure
sensationmay no more reveal to us the identity and diversity of material bodies
than may the coloured dots on a photograph capture the identity of the objects
which we ourselvesrecognisewithin then (or which are realised through them).

The individuality of a material body is not then 'given' in experience,and thus
Locke's first principle is not synthetic; not learnt from experiencealone.

ZZ2 The Empirical (or otherwise) Nature of Locke's SecondPrinciple.
We may discover an equally non-synthetic character in the second of Locke's
principles (that one object cannot be at two places at the same time). In this
immediately
drawn,
its
implications
however,
to
metaphysical
are
not
we
case,
(of, which, as discussedearlier, there are significant aspects),but to the question
indeed
if
its
justification.
For
this
an empirical principle, or
were
of
empirical
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learnt
from experience, then we might expect that experience was itself
one
sufficient to justify it. Formally, however, this is not the case.

Firstly, since it is patently obvious that we cannot, under any circumstances,
observe all places at a given time, then Locke's second principle cannot be
strictly justified upon the basis of empirical test. In other words, if the claim
that: "one object cannot be at two places at the same time" is based upon
observation,then it must involve an unjustified induction, or an induction from
the observationthat this principle applies to a finite range of placesto the claim
that it applies to all possible places.

Now although the problem of induction [that there is no logical basis by which
we may proceed from any number of particular statements to a general
legitimate
indeed
be
Popper
1959
a
may
philosophical
pp27-9)]
statementproblem, we rarely find it difficult to construct such inductions in practice. As
such, this particular argument against the empirical nature of Locke's second
principle is not particularly convincing. Of far greater significance, however, is
that this principle is not, in practice, a synthetic principle, or would never, in
be
falsified
by comparison to experience. If we admit within our
practice,
description of the physical world the possibility of the relationship of
qualitative identity (Strawson 1959 p34, Baillie 1993 p5), or the relationship of
two 'different' (not-same)material objects which are at different places at the
falsifying
indistinguishable,
but
then
time
any
event
are
otherwise
-%vhich
same
of Locke's secondprinciple (one object actually being at two placesat the same
time) could always be explained away by citing this relationship of qualitative
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identity. In other words, the condition of one object actually being at two places
at the sametime must be empirically indistinguishable from an instanceof the
relationship of qualitative identity (againjustifying the non-observablenatureof
identity), and we may well ask ourselvesunder'what circumstanceswe would
be NNrilling
to interpret a given experiment in terms of the former rather than the
latter? Locke's second principle therefore can be neither strictly justified nor
falsified by comparison to experience,and is thus not strictly an empirical (or
synthetic) principle.

We conclude then that neither Locke's first nor secondprinciple is, in any strict
sense,an empirical principle, and thus are left with the idea that theseprinciples
arise in those processesby which we ourselvesrepresent our experiences,i. e.
they are principles pertaining to our own 'inclinations to individuate'.

23 The Scientific Limitations of Locke's Principles.
Further support for my approach to these principles, or further support for
treating them, not as metaphysicalprinciples, but as principles pertaining to our
own 'inclinations to individuate', is to be found in the observation that they
may be limited in their application - or that there may be situations (or certain
interpretations of situations) in which these principles do not seemingly apply.
In the field of quantum theory, for example, -%ve
are presentedNvithnumerous
examples where both the classical conception of the particle and its Lockean
identity and diversity characteristicsmay be brought into question.Experiments
such as the experimental realization of the Bose-EinsteinCondensate(Anderson
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et al 1995 Cornell, Wieman 1998) present us with situations where it is
theoretically impossible to associatea unique number Nvitheach instanceof an
object of a kind - or Nvith "indistinguishable things" (Simons 1997) - and
experiments such as dual slit electron diffraction (Feymnan 1983 p79) present
us with situations where it is seemingly possible for a particle to passthrough
more than one place at one time. In quantumtheory then, we are presentedwith
many situations in which the identity and diversity properties of particles may
be seen(under certain interpretations)to deviate considerablyfrom the Lockean
characteristicsof classical bodies.However, it would be inaccurateto claim that
the violation of Locke's principles in quantumsystemsis either well understood
or universally accepted.Ever since Bohm's illustration of how nonrelativistic
Schr6dingertheory can be made compatible with the existenceof point particles
(Bohm 1952) various variants on the 'Real Particle' interpretation of quantum
mechanicshave been proposed.Within theseinterpretations something like the
conception of the classical particle survives (albeit often with some
compromise). Equally, a number of contemporary philosophers [for example
French (1989,1998), Van Fraassen(1985) and Huggett (1997)] have argued
that the 'indistinguishable' particles of quantum theory can be treated as
individuals to which standardidentity conditions apply. The important point is
that while the application of Locke's principles of identity and diversity are
certainly open to question within many areas of quantum theory, the issue is
generally not straightfonvard.

When we come to look at the transitions between classical mecbanics and
relativity theory we again find problems NvithsustainingLocke's principles (but
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in this case in a slightly less obvious fashion). In claiming that one object
cannot be at two places at the same time Locke imposes a principle upon the
condition of a finite spatial separation in conjunction with a single
(instantaneous)time. These are the conditions associated xvith the classical
concept of temporal simultaneity, and it is the relative nature of this concept,
with respect to the state of motion of the observer (or the "relativity of temporal
'
simultaneilj?

forms
basis
Einstein
1920
the
the
theory
p25),
which
of
of
-

special relativity. Although relativity theory deals with the spatial and temporal
relationships of events (and while events exhibit quite different identity and
diversity

characteristics from

material

objeCtS25) we may translate the

conclusions of the special theory in the following terms: What one observer
seesas two objects at different places at the sametime (temporal simultaneity),
another observer(in a state of relative motion Nvithrespectto the first) may see
as two objects at different places at different times. This doesnot itself imply a
violation of Locke's principles (since we may assume that both of these
observerscontinue to apply them independently) but does raise the questionof
how it is to be decided that these two objects are distinct. For in the caseof the
first observer we may apply Locke's second principle to determine their
diversity, but in the case of the second observer we cannot. Thus while we
cannot claim that the secondprinciple is actually directly violated in such cases,
we may consider that its application as a descriptive principle upon which to
base a mechanics must become increasing problematic - since two different
observerscan no longer apply it to the samesituation.

25For example,Russellarguesthat eventscannotre-occur and thus cannotbe re-identified (as
particulars)with eachother over time (Russell 1948).
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While it is far from straightfonvard to claim that Locke's principles are directly
violated in quantum and relativistic systems, there is certainly evidence to
suggest that the application of these principles must become increasingly
problematic (and in needof considerablecompromise)within certain situations.

24 The Symbolic Formalisation of Locke's Principles.
Having established, albeit imperfectly, a philosophical position regarding the
application of Locke's principles to material bodies, or having arguedthat there
is sufficient epistemological and scientific evidence for questioning their
metaphysical status and attributing them instead to the processesof our oxvn
'inclinations to individuate', I shall now turn to the question of how these
principles may be expressedsymbolically.

In presentinga symbolic formalisation of Locke's principles I do not claim to be
able to fully capture these principles in all their philosophical glory. Nor do I
formulated
(as
Locke's
that
originally
and as commonly
claim
principles
conceived) may be symbolically expressedin a truly non-circular fashion. In
fact, as we shall see,there are good reasonsto assumethat theseprinciples must
forever elude a truly consistent non-circular symbolic formulation. All I shall
here
is
develop
form
is
do
to
to
symbolic
a
which
commensuratewith,
attempt
or derived from, at least the intentions of these principles, and then claim that
is
from
these
an analysis of
symbolic expressions
any consequencearising
equally a consequence of the adoption of Locke's principles within our
'inclinations to individuate' material objects Oustification for this latter claim
formulations
in
following
be
The
the
symbolic
section).
presented
will
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presented below are therefore largely methodological. The analysis of the
subsequentsections, and thus the argumentsupon which much of this thesis is
based, could equally be fonnulated with respect to the description of these
principles as originally presentedby Locke; only the reader would soon tire of
the convoluted argumentsand the simplicity of the analysiswould be lost. Thus
while I am readily aware of the limitations of the symbolic approach in this
case, the advantages of clarity which result from this formalisation must
outweigh any potential logical objections. Let us turn firstly then to the
problems which a fon-nalisationof Locke's principles must unavoidably face.

We note firstly that Locke's principles apply to the identity and diversity of
particulars (particular material objects), and thus we must firstly consider what
constitutes a valid identity statementconcerning such 'particulars. An identity
assertionof the form a--b, Nvhenapplied to particulars, is essentially the claim
that the particular object whose name is 'a' is also that particular object whose
name is V; or that 'a' and V are two names for one and the sameparticular
The proviso here is that the type of names used, or the types of
objeCt26
.
26 That this simple definition may itself be inadequateis made clear when we apply it to the
reflective form 'a is a' (the principle of identity); sincehere our definition becomestautologous.
As Wittgenstein put it ". to say of one thing that it is identical with itself is to say nothing at
.
all. " (Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus 5,5303) [Wittgenstein's actual objection is that we should
not treat identity as a relationship"Roughly sl)eaking,to say of two things that they are identical
is nonsense,and to say of one thing that it is identical with i1seyis to say nothing at all', or that
anything useful which can be said using the words 'is the same' can equally be said by a
sentence using a repeated expression.]. With respect to our original definition we may be
tempted to agree with Wittgenstein - as though in recognising some meaningin the claim 'a is
b' (although Wittgenstein may deny even this) we then go on to recognisethat we may equally
say 'a is a' without realising that these words no longer have meaning.But even this may not
satisfy us completely. For in Logic at least the locution 'a is a' has some considerablepower in
in
is
for
logical
3a(a--a)
the
the
example,
of
statement
evidenced,
use
existential
as
metaphysics(Benardete 1989) and in the implementationof the principle of identitywithin the
miom of extension in axiomatic set theory [the identity of two sets, or the claim that one set is
the same as another, is determinedby these sets having exactly the same membership.While
this 'criterion of identity' for sets has many usefiil applicationsit clearly suffers from the same
paradox of identity which Wittgenstein claims applies to the simple locution 'a is a']. Thus
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relationshipsthat thesenamesmay bear to particular objects, must be such as to
ensure the reflectivity [(Va) a--a], the symmetry [(Va,b) a--b -), b=a] and the
transitivity [(Va, b,c) a--b A b=c -> a--cl of the identity relationship7 Not all
.
name types are therefore suitable for formulating valid identity statementsfor
material particulars. Basically, the required condition is satisfied for any classof
nameswhere one particular object may have many namesbut where one name
may be the name of one and only one particular object. lf this condition is not
satisfied for a given class of names, then such names are not suitable for
formulating identity statementsfor particularS28

Now if Locke's first principle is true (and two material objects of the samekind
cannotbe at the sameplace at the sametime), then this principle itself definesa
class of names suitable for formulating valid identity statementsfor particulars.
Any name type which is fon-nulatedwith respect to a given position and time
(what we might call a 'temporary name') will be a valid name for employment
within identity assertionsconcerning particular material objects. For example,if
the material object q moves along the continuous spatial and temporal path

while the locution 'a is a' may have no meaning and yet have significant ramifications within
Logic, in those case where we can see clearly that we have named the same thing twice, or
where there is good reasonon our part for having namedthat samething twice, then the claim 'a
is Y is seeminglystraight forward.
27Thesebeing the first three of what are commonlyreferred to
as 'The Axioms of Identity'. It is
not uncommon, however, to add a fourth axiom concerning the complete community of
properties,or the "congnience of sameness,affirmed by a principle usually knoivn as Leihnizss
LaW'(Wiggins 1980 p19),
28For example,the name 'man' may be the name of more than one
particular object. As such
the identities a--man and b=man do not imply that a--b; or the application of this nametype to
identity statementsdoes not entail the transitivity of the identity relationship and is thus not
suitable for formulating identity assertionsabout material particulars. If however, we were to
talk about the identity of classes,and insist that 'man' is the name of one and only one class,
then a--man and b=man would imply a--b. In other words, names like 'man' can be used in
identity assertionsabout classes(that one classis the sameas another) but not about particular
materialobjects.
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p=f(t), and if (pi, ti) and (p2,t2) are two solutions of p=f(t), then how are we to
indicate the continuity of q between the locations (pi, ti) and (P2,t2)? SiMPlY
claiming that q--q tells us no more about q at (pl, tj) and (P2,t2) than it tells us
about q at (pj, ti) gr (P2,t2). One solution then is to say that q is temporarily
named 'a' -vvhenit is at (pj, tj) and V when it is at (P2,t2)- We may then express
the continuity of q in the identity a--b (or that 'a' and V are two namesof the
same particular object). The claim a--b is a valid identity assertion,of course,
only if it is reflective, symmetric and transitive, but as long as Locke's first
principle is true, then there cannot be more than one particular object at (pl, ti) or
more than one particular object at (P2,t2). i. e. 'a' can be the name of one and
only one particular object, and V

can be the name of one and only one

particular object.

We might then begin to see the nature of the logical problem facing us in
attempting to symbolically formulate Locke's first principle, namely; that this
principle (that two objects cannot be at the same place at the same time) is
likely to posit some kind of identity assertionabout particular objects (namely,
that what is at one place at one time is one and only one object - or is possessed
first
identity),
know
Locke's
that
a
singular
already
of
and yet we
we assume
principle in formulating such valid identity assertionsabout material objects.

However, this observation need not restrict us from symbolically formalising
this principle. All Nveneed to remember is that any such formalisation Nvill, in
effect, constitute a rule, or definition, for applying certain types of nameswhere
the nature of thesenamesthemselvesassumeLocke's first principle to be true.
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Let us then extend the definition of 'temporary names' in the following fashion:
If q is named 'a' at (pi, ti), then P(a)=pj and T(a)--tj
and
(p2, t2),
T(b)--t2.
If q is named V at
then P(b)=p2and
We may then define Locke's first principle (that two objects of the saine kind
cannot be at the sameplace at the sametime) as the inferential form:
I

P(a)--P(b)A T(a)=T(b) --> a=b

I
...

LP. Ia

In words, we would say that if that particular object which is temporarily
named 'a' is at the sameposition and time as that particular object which is
temporarily named V, then 'a' and V must be two names of the same
particular object. In this case then the inference (->) is taken from the
prescriptive, rather than descriptive, nature of Locke's principles themselves.In
other words, Locke's principles do not simply claim that it is the casethat no
two objects ever have or never will be found at the sameplace at the sametime
(descriptive), but that no two objects ever can be found at the sameplace at the
sametime (prescriptive). It is only in this sensethat the inference usedin LP. Ia
should be interpreted. It is not therefore an immediate inference as commonly
understood(Joseph 1914, pp 23248), but simply a symbol which capturesthe
claiMS29.
Locke's
prescriptive nature of

291 shouldadd, perhaps,that I nave not qualified this expression(neither existentiallynor
universally).Mainly becauseI do not needto qualify it in order to carry out the analysisI
intend. Any universalqualification would perhapsbe largely circular; sincethis would require
the specificationof a set of particulars [for examplethe set P in terms of which the universal
qualification Vbcp could be made] and any such specificationwould be likely to imply Locke's
first principle itself (and thus the circularity). The expressionis perhapsmore naturally
existentiallyqualified (as in 3, b) but sinceLP. Ia is little more than a rule for applying certain
types of names(what I havetermed 'temporary names')such qualification seemssomewhat
unnecessary.If the readerprefers such statementsto be qualified, then I would suggestthat they
be existentiallyrather than universallyqualified, but (as statedabove)this makeslittle
differenceto the following analysis.
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Having already recognised that the use of such temporary names (in the
formulation of the identity statementsof material particulars) itself assumes
Locke's first principle, then I shall claim that LP. la is simply a condition
defining how such namesare to be applied to such objects. This is why I do not
claim to have fully captured Locke's first principle (in all its philosophical
glory) within a symbolic expression, nor that this symbolic expression is
necessarilynon-circular, but simply to have developed an expressionwhich is
commensuratewith, or derived from, this principle. That I shall go on to claim
that the consequencesarising from the analysis of this symbolic expressionare
equally consequencesof our adoption of Locke's principle will be addressedin
the following section.

Turning now to the secondof Locke's principles (that one object cannot be at
tvvoplaces at the same time), we may equally expressthis secondprinciple as
the inferential form:
I

P(a)#P(b) A T(a)=T(b) -> a#b

I
...

LP.2a

In words, we would say: If that particular object which is named 'a' is at a
different place but at the same time as that object which is named V, then 'a'
and Vare not two namesofthe sameparticular object.

25 Locke's Principles and Cardinality (ajustification of the inferences
employed in LP. Ia and LP. 2q)
Given the logical complexities and circularities involved in the derivation of
LP. Ia and LP.2a (which I shall addressfurther when I come to consider their
continuous forms) it may well be asked upon what basis I may maintain that
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these symbolic expressionsare commensuratewith Locke's principles, or upon
what basis I might claim that in analysingthesesymbolic expressionswe might
learn something about theseprinciples themselves?The answerto this concerns
our treatment of the identity and diversity of material objects themselves,and
more specifically, our treatment of the identity and diversity of material objects
in determinations of their cardinality the total number of material objects
within a given region of spaceat a given time. For I shall argue that LP. Ia and
LP.2a apply to the determination of such a cardinality in exactly that sameway
that Locke's principles apply to such a determination. Thus while LP. la and
LP.2a may well be little more than definitions of how temporary namesare to
be applied to particular material objects, they play, in certain circumstances,
exactly the same role as do Locke's principles (and as long as the subsequent
concerns of this thesis refer solely to these 'certain circumstances' then I am
justified in addressingthe intuitive principles of Locke in terms of the symbolic
fori-risLP. Ia and LP.2a).

Firstly, however, we should understand that when we claim that there are n
material objects within a given region of spaceat a given time, we are making a
somewhat specific claim about the identity and diversity relationships which
exist between these objects. In effect we are claiming that there are n distinct
objects where no one object is being counted twice. Formally, this requires n
2 instances
instancesof the identity relationship (one for each object) and 1/2(n
-n)
of the symmetric but non-transitive relationship of 'difference' (see Section 1).
To claim that there are three (n=3) such objects, A, B and C, therefore requires
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2
2
1/2(3
three instanceof identity: A=A, B=B and C=C, and three [1/2(n
-n)=
-3)=3]
instancesof distinction: AAB, A#C and B#C.

Intuitively (for material objects) we arrive at these relationships by the
application of Locke's principles. We know, for example, that A and B are at
different places at the same time and must therefore be different obj ects
(Locke's secondprinciple), that A and C are at different places at the sametime
and must therefore be different objects, and that B and C are at different places
at the sametime and must therefore be different objects. So far then we seemto
have decided that there are three objects. However, we only know that there are
three objects becausewe also know that two objects cannot be at the saineplace
be
first
(Locke's
In
A
time
the
words,
only
can
same
principle).
other
where
at
A is (there is not another object there as well - adding to our total), only B can
be where B is, and only C can be where C is.

My justification for LP. Ia and LP.2a (that they are commensuratewith Locke's
principles and that their analysisNvilltell us somethingabout theseprinciples) is
based upon the fact that they apply to a determination of cardinality in an
identical fashion. For example, in claiming that there are three tea cupsA, B and
C, upon a particular table at given time, we may formulate three (n=3) instances
of LP. I a:

P(A)=P(A) /\ T(A)=T(A)
P(B)=P(B) A T(B)=T(B)
P(C)=P(C) /\ T(C)=T(C)

A=A
B=B
C=C

2
instances
[1/2(n2-n)
1/2(3
3]
LP-2a:
three
of
ý
=
and
-3)
P(A):?,
T(A)=T(B)
A#B
A
->
-P(B)
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M
(VI)

P(A)#P(C) A T(A)=T(C)
P(B)#P(C) A T(B)=T(C)

A:?A-C
B#C

We note that neither (1), (11)and (111)in isolation, nor (IV), (V) and (VI) in
isolation, are sufficient in themselvesto claim that the cardinality of this set is 3.
For example, given A=A and B=B we do not know that A:?B unlesswe stipulate
-,
this condition via (IV). Equally, given A#B we do not know whether there may
be many tea cups at both P(A) and P(B) unlesswe restrict this possibility by (1)
and (11).Thus while in practice we might intuitively feel that we need refer
simply to LP.2a to determine the cardinality of a collection of objects at a given
time, this is simply due to our familiarity with LP. I a, or our "never finding, nor
conceiving it possible, that two things of the samekind should exist in the same
place at the same time". Fort-nally, however, we require both n instances of
2 instancesof LP.2a to claim that there
kind
LP. la and V2(n
objects
are n
of a
-n)
within a given region of spaceat a given time.

So despite the logical complexities and circularities of LP. Ia and LP.2a, they
seem to apply in an identical fashion to the description of cardinality as do
Locke's principles (as we intuitively understandand apply them), and thus are
at least commensuratewith them. And as long as I restrict myself purely to
considerationsof cardinality (as I shall in section 4), 1 may therefore continue to
apply LP. Ia and LP.2a in the place of Locke's first and secondprinciples.

We may note one further important point. Lockean Cardinality, as described
above in (1) to (VI),

is concerned with those relationships of identity and

diversity required to claim that there are n material objects within a given region
of space at a given time; and this may seem somewhat arbitrary. What is so
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special about counting objects within a given region of spaceat a given time?
Why not, for example, count the number of objects within a given region of
time at a given place? The answer to this, however, is relatively straight
forward; for we simply do not possessthe principles necessaryto determine
such a number.

Suppose,for example, we wanted to know how many objects there were at the
place pI over the temporal period tI to Q. We could, of course, still apply
Locke's first principle to this problem. For example, if the object x were at the
place pl. at time t' (where tI (t' (Q) we could claim that no other objectsmay be
at pI at t' and thus would count only one object. The problem arises,however,
when we come to distinguish objects. For if we restrict our considerationto one
place over an extended period of time then we can no longer apply Locke's
secondprinciple. For example, supposethe object at pI at t' was a red tea cup
and that an indistinguishable red tea cup was at this same place (pl) at t"
(where t" :;6 t'). Could we say whether this %vas
numerically the same tea cup
(and thus count both instancesas only one object) or qualitatively the sametea
cup (and thus count eachinstanceas distinct objects)?The simple answeris that
without the application of Locke's second principle we have no way of
distinguishing between numerical and qualitative identity, and thus have no
meansof counting the number of distinct objects at a given place over a given
interval of time.
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26. Summary
We have seen then, that far from being necessarily metaphysical principles,
Locke's principles may (depending on one's interpretation of physical theory)
exhibit transient applicability across physical scales.Equally, they have about
their nature nothing which must force us to assumethat they are essentially
empirical, or that they are learnt from experience.These are not, then, or not
necessarily, metaphysical truths about the Nvorld; not immutable principles
applying to a class of ontologically real bodies, but principles which we are at
least entitled to suggestare imposed by ourselves in our own 'inclinations to
individuate'.

Having said this, however, we have also equally seen something of the
fundamentalnature of theseprinciples in our attemptsto symbolically represent
them - or the problem that such a representationis not free from the claims of
circularity and must be consideredas essentiallya definition.
The Lockean Identity and Diversity of Material Bodies
Locke's Principles lead to a naming convention (based upon position and time)
which ensures the transitivity of identity relationships for particular material bodies,
i.e. P(a), T(a), where P(a) is the position of that object which is temporarily named 'a'
at the time T(a), and where Locke's principles themselves become:
LP. 1a
P(a)=P(b) A T(a)=T(b) -)ý a=b
...
P(a)#P(b) A T(a)=T(b) -> a#b
LP. 2a
...

Nonetheless,these symbolic representations(although far from perfect perhaps)
have proved sufficient at least to describethe concept of Lockean cardinality and as long as I restrict my analysis of these principles to the description of
Lockean cardinality I may continue to assumethat this analysismay reveal to us
somethingabout the nature of Locke's principles themselves.
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3. Identity, Re-identification and the Infinitesimal
3.1 Introduction.
Having consideredsomethingof the nature of Locke's principles of identity and
diversity, and having started to lay upon these principles the rudiments of a
symbolic expression,I now wish to turn to the important technical question of
the relationship behveen.these principles and our understandingof what it is to
re-identify a material body over space and time. More specifically, I intend to
ask how these two aspects of our understanding (our understanding of the
identity and diversity of material bodies 'at a given time' and our understanding
that material bodies may be numerically re-identified over finite regions of
spaceand time) are related. May we, for example, treat Locke's principles as
somekind of limiting caseof our understandingof re-identification, or are these
conceptually distinct understandingsof identity and diversity?

Intuitively, we might supposethat some kind of continuity must exit. Suppose,
for example, I Nvereto observe two tea-cupsupon my desk. In this caseI may
apply Locke's first principle (that two objects, of the samekind, cannot be at the
sameplace at the same time) to conclude that wherever one of these tea-cups
may be there may be only one tea-cup at this place. Equally, I may apply
Locke's second principle (that one object cannot be at two places at the same
time) to conclude that these tea-cups(in being at two places at the sametime)
must be numerically distinct. Thus, upon the basis of these principles I may
understandsomething of the identity and diversity of tea-cups at a given time.
However, if I am reliably informed that one of the tea-cupswhich is currently
upon my desk is the sametea-cup that was on the draining board in the kitchen
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this morning, then I am no longer dealing with the identity and diversity of teacups 'at a given time', but with the identity and diversity of tea-cups at two
different times ('now' and 'this morning'). Intuitively, we might assumethat as
these 'different times' become closer together (as when, for example, I might
claim that the tea-cup which is currently upon my desk is the sametea-cupthat
was at this same position upon my desk one secondago) and as these 'times'
ultimately become the same time, our ideas of re-identification must somehow
convergewith Locke's principles, i. e. that our understandingof re-identification
over spaceand time must somehow become our understandingthat two objects
cannotbe at the sameplace at the sametime.

Thus we may feel that some continuity is inevitable, but still we must
understand what it is we mean by 'continuity' in the first place. More
specifically, 1 wish to consider the relationship between re-identification and
Locke's principles in relation to two important but significantly distinct ideas
about the nature of motion itself. firstly, in relation to the idea that movement
can be reduced to a description in terms of distinct places and times (an idea
seemingly adopted, for example.- by Strawson in his treatment of reidentification), and secondly, in relation to Bergson's denial of such a
reducibility, i. e. his "metaphysical individuality of every movement"(Mullarkey
1999,P15)10.

30Bergson makesa number of claims as to the "metaphysical individuality of
every nzovenzenf'
which I shall neither adopt nor attempt to support here. I merely adopt Bergson's stance(itself
fully commensurate,I believe, with at least the formalism of classical mechanicsif not its
implied metaphysics)that movement (as a concept) cannot be reducedto a description in terms
of distinct points in spaceand instantsin time.
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Let me firstly. however, address the nature of this continuity (between reidentification and Locke's first principle) in straight fonvard analytical terms.

3.2 Re-Identification and Locke's First Principle
In the previous section I have claimed that we may express Locke's first
principle in the forra:

P(a)=P(b) A T(a)=T(b) -> a--b

...

LP. la

where the inference (-->) captures the prescriptive, as opposed to descriptive,
is
first
(or
Locke's
in
LP.
Ia
the
that
sense
nature of
principle
a definition - in
this case,a definition of how the temporary names'a' and V are to be applied).
In other words, if we replace this inference with a conjunction (A) then we can
no longer claim to have captured Locke's principle - even though, in any given
instance,this conjunction might be true. This observation is important because
in claiming that the material body 'a' is re-identified as the material body V
8T,,,
and
over the small but finite spatial and temporal intervals 8P,,,
b
b we
effectively form the conjunction of three tennS31:

P(a)=P(b)+8P,,,
T(a)=T(b)+8T,,,
A
b
b A a--b

...

RI

At first sight then, our ideas of re-identification and our appreciation of Locke's
different
to
two
to
seem
refer
aspectsof our understandingof material
principles
bodies. Most importantly, if we substitute 8Pabý0 and 8Tab =0 in RI we obtain

it
does
is
first
(in
Locke's
as
much
expression
not
as
not
which
principle
an
its
capture prescriptive nature):

31This being a slightly modified form of the generalclaim of a re-identification over finite
regionsof spaceand time: P(a)#P(b) A T(a)#T(b) Aa--b.
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P(a)=P(b) A T(a)=T(b) A a--b'
Now obviously we cannot simply take RI and replace its second conjunction
with an inference (since this would meanthat any two material bodies which are
spatially and temporally separated would be the same). However, intuition
would seem to suggestthat as long as 8Paband 8Tab are very small, then it is
directly
if
For
that
there were a red
to
assume
a--b.
reasonable
example,
often
ball on a particular table at three o'clock and an indistinguishable red ball upon
this same table at half past three, then we cannot detennine (upon the basis of
this information alone) whether that ball has simply remained (implying and
identity) or has been replaced by an indistinguishable but different red ball
(denying an identity). If, however, we were to make our second observationat
one secondpast three o'clock, and were to discover that there was still a red ball
upon the table, then Nvemight feel more confident that the ball has simply
feel
(or
there has probably not beensufficient time for someone
remained would
to exchangethe ball) -a confidence which approachescertainty, or so we might
assume,as the time betweenthese observationsbecomesinfinitesimal (or as our
). Thus while we cannot simply
observations, in effect, become continUOUS32
inference,
in
RI
the
conjunction
with
common sensemight
replace
second
an
lead us to believe that if we replace 8Paband

8Ta,

b

NvithdPaband

dTLb

(where

AD ddT,,,b is the ratio 8P,,,b/8T,,,b in the limit as 8Tab 'tends towards zero' - see
%.a,

Appendix 1) then Nvemay indeed replace this second conj unction with an
inference to obtain:

T(a)=T(b)+dT,,,
P(a)--P(b)+dPa,
A
b
b -> a=b

...

LP. lb

32This fink betweenour observationsbecomingcontinuousand the infinitesimal is important
since,as discussedin section 1, the infinitesimalis essentiallya formal construct which allows
us to maintain our conceptof continuity in the face of unremitting regressionin logical analysis.
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This being an expression which is directly continuous with Locke's first
principle (or an expressionwhich immediately becomesLocke's first principle
as its infinitesimal terms becomeZero).

Here then, Nve employ the derivative dP,,,b /dT,,,b to capture our intuitive
understandingof the connection betweennumerical re-identification and spatial
and temporal continuity (i. e. motion), and we can easily seethat this is fully in
line Nvithcommon sense.Suppose,for example,that having claimed that the teacup which is currently upon my desk is the same tea-cup that was on the
draining board in the kitchen this morning [a claim of the form P(a)#P(b) A
is
learn
in fact the case. I do not, of
I
T(a):;,
this
that
not
subsequently
Aa--b]
-T(b)

in
to
the
greatly
my
of
world
order to
course, need
reconstruct
view
accommodatethis news. A fact which I assumeto be true has simply turned out
to be false. It is simply the case (I assume)that the tea-cup,%vhichis currently
from,
desk
but
distinct
is
identical
the teato,
numerically
qualitatively
upon my
have
board
in
kitchen
I
draining
the
this
the
morning.
simply
on
cup which was
been
had
My
nothing more than a three part
original
claim
made a mistake.
conjunction of different conditions; one of which (a--b) has turned out to be
false. In claiming that the tea-cup which is currently upon my desk is the same
tea-cup that was on the draining board in the kitchen this morning I am not
claiming some principle of the world whose violation would astound me or
would force me to radically re-think- my understanding of the identity and
diversity of material bodies. However, had I continually observedthe tea-cup,
from its being on the draining board in the kitchen this morning, to its moving
continuously from the kitchen to my study, to its finally arriving upon my desk
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and not moving again till now, then I might well feel there to be some greater
degree of certainty in my original claim, or some greater degree of certainty
than can be captured merely by the claimed conjunction of these conditions.
Indeed,were I to be reliably informed in this casethat the tea-cup which is upon
my desk is not in fact the same tea-cup that was in the kitchen this morning,
then I may well feel that I have somehowmisunderstoodthe nature of material
bodies and may well feel that some more definite principle of this understanding
has been violated. This then is our understandingof the intimate relationship
between spatial and temporal continuity and numerical re-identification (our
concept of motion) - that while we may well accept that we are wrong in
reidentifying a body which we have not seenmove from one place to another,
we would vigorously defend any reidentification where such a motion was
observed, and this is NvhyLP. lb contains an inference (-->) and not a second
conjunction. For if LP. lb is true of any part of the continuous observationof the
passageof the tea-cup from the kitchen to my desk, then its inference will
survive the integration of its infinitesimal terms over finite spatial and temporal
regions and we shall arrive at a conviction whoseviolation is equally a violation
of a principle of our understanding(a principle of our understandingof material
bodies).

Thus LP. lb is not only a valid analytical solution to our question of the
relationship between re-identification and Locke's first principle, but it is one
fully in tune with the intuition.
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Now this expression (as thus derived) is simply an intuitive extension of
Locke's first principle (if indeed we can acceptthat there is any such thing as an
intuitive interpretation of the derivative dPab/dT,,,
from
thus
the
and
suffers
b)
samelimitations asLocke's first principle itself, namely (as we shall see);that it
doesnot apply to all of those classesof bodies which we may wish to refer to as
'physical', nor to all philosophical theories and interpretations of reidentification (see Chapter 6). What is important about this expression(LP.1b)
is its formal relationship, firstly to temporality (as describedin Chapter4), and
secondly,to our consciousmovementsand actions (as described in Chapter 6).
For now, however, it is the intention of the remainder of this section to derive
and consider this expression(LP. 1b) in more detail and to consider its relation
to Bergson's claim of the irreducibility of movementto a description in terms of
points in spaceand time.

3.3 Re-identification and Movement.
That the topic of re-identification should be closely related to the idea of
movement is perhapsobvious. For example, Strawson clams that ". for many
kinds of thing, it countsagainst saying that a thing, x, at oneplace at one time is
the sameas the thing, y, at anotherplace at another time, ifwe think there is not
somecontinuous set ofp1acesbetweenthesetwo places such that x was at each
successivemember of this set ofplaces at successivetimes between these two
times andy was at the sameplace memberof the set ofplaces at the sametime"
(Strawson 1959 p37). Equally, when Wiggins asks:"Is a, the man sitting on the
left at the back of the restaurant, the sameperson as b, the boy who won the
drawing prize at the school I was a pupil at in 1951?" he admits that; ". what
.
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organizesour actual inethod is the idea of a particular kind of continuouspath
in space and time which the man would have had to havefollowed in order to
(Wiggins
here
1980,
Thus while both
in
the
p49).
tip
restaurant
end
. ."
Strawson and Wiggins go on to addressthis topic of re-identification in their
in
least,
both
they
that,
terms,
principle
at
agree
what Nvemean
own respective
(or what we imply) when we claim that a material body is re-identified over
space and time is that a single (numerically identical) body has moved
?
3.
from
continuously
one place and time to anothe

While Wiggins' seemingly remains non-committal on the subject of the
reducibility of movement to places and times (at least in this single quotation)
Strawson gives a far clearer indication of his belief in such a reducibility,
between
but
in
his
"some
these
twoplaces"
specifically;
continuousset ofplaces
does not perhaps define his use of the term "continuous" so explicitly that we
may be sure of his beliefs from this single quotation alone. For Bergson,
however, movement is irreducible, or more accurately, movement cannot be
reduced to locations in spaceand time; "Bergsons solution [to Zeno's paradox
of the affow] is that the arrow is only at a point if it stops there; any other point
that we might pick along its course will only represent a possible co-ordinate
[in
Zeno's
Like
the
than
steps
ofAchilles
place.
overtaking
a
real
resting
rather
paradox of Achilles and the tortoise], the course of the arrow is a single unique
33 We

itself
that
to
this
must
entail
motion
make
an
objection
claim
and
argue
of
course,
may,
re-identification (thus reducing a description of re-identification in terms of motion to a
circularity). However, we might then simply argue that all Wiggins and Strawson are proposing
bodies,
is,
deep
is
the
there
that
material
an
of
of
world
within our understanding
above
inseparable intimacy between numerical continuity (re-identification) on the one hand, and
intimacy'
is
'inseparable
the
that
this
temporal
what we call
on
other,
continuity
and
spatial and
movement.
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bound' (Mullarkey

1999, p15). Thus if, according to Bergson, movement is

irreducible (if the course of each movement is "a single unique bound'), and if,
according to both Strawson and Wiggins, our understanding of re-identification
is based upon our understanding that a "solid thing" has moved, then there is
some element of our understanding of re-identifi cation which is likewise
irreducible. Effectively then, Bergsonian philosophy insists upon the existence
of essentially irreducible re-identifications (and these 'essentially irreducible reidentifications'

will play a significant role in the more formal aspects of the

analysis which I shall present in this thesiS)34.

Put simply, or so I shall shortly demonstrate,if movement can be reduced to
distinct places and times, then we cannot claim a continuity between Locke's
principles and our understanding of re-identification. If, on the other hand,
movement cannot be reduced to distinct places and times (if there exist
irreducible re-identifications as Bergsonian philosophy implies) then we find a
continuity between these principles and our ideas of re-identifi cation which is
both intuitive and logically compelling. I therefore intend to argue that given
our intuitive inclination towards such a continuity (as discussedearlier) we must
equally be intuitively inclined towards a view of movement which cannot be
reducedto a description in terms of 'points' in spaceand 'instants" in time.

Firstly, however, we must consider the important role of transitivity within the
formulation of our everydayre-identification statements.
34Bergsonpresentsa numberof argumentsfor the metaphysicalirreducibility every
of
movementwhich I personallyfind unsatisfactoryand which are not directly supportedhere.In
this work I adopt a Bergsonianview only in as much as it is claimedthat movementcannotbe
reducedto a descriptionin terms of non-extended'points' in spaceand 'instants' in time.
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3.4 Re-idenifflFcationand the Infinitesimal Interval of a Path.
When I claim that the tea-cup which is cuffently upon my desk is the sameteacup that was on the draining board in the kitchen this morning, I make a reidentification claim, i. e. a claim that a material body that Nvasat one place and
time is numerically identical with (is 'the sameas') a body that is at a different
place and time. Suppose,however, that I was leam later that at three o'clock this
afternoon there Nvasa tea-cup on the table in the breakfast room and that my
wife claims that this was the very sametea-cup that was on the draining board
in the kitchen this morning.

There seemsto be no conceptualdifficulty in accommodatingthis new fact. The
tea-cuphas simply moved from the draining board in the kitchen to the table in
the breakfast room and, at some stage, moved again from the table in the
breakfast room to my desk - and has not moved since. If, as Strawson and
Wiggins agree,each re-identification is effectively the belief that the sameteacup has moved, then I can recover my original claim by

exploiting the

transitivity of the identity relationship.
Firstly, the tea-cup on the draining board in the kitchen this
morning (A) is the sameas the tea-cupon the table in the breakfast
room this afternoon (B) because,at some stage,the tea-cup on the
draining board moved to the table in the breakfastroom (A=B).
The tea-cup on the table in the breakfast room this afternoon (B) is
the same as the tea-cup which is currently upon my desk (C)
because,at some stage, it moved from the table in the breakfast
room to my desk and has not moved since (B=C).
Finally then, from the transitivity of the identity relationship, if
A=B and B=C then A=C, i. e. the tea-cup which is currently upon
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desk
is the same tea-cup that was on the draining board in the
my
kitchen this morning.
These transitive argumentsapply then to the casewhere the tea-cup is known to
have moved in a seriesof distinct movements(firstly in the movement from the
draining board to the table in the breakfast room and then from the table in the
breakfast room to my desk). Each of these 'distinct movements' are separated
by an instance of stopping (or of ceasing to move) and thus the transitive
argumentsabove are equally applicable to Bergson's claim that theseindividual
movementsare "distinct boundV'. However, even if its movement had not been
punctuated by these instances of stopping, Nvestill find little difficulty in
applying some kind of reduction to its movement. For example, if I were to
observethe motion of the tea-cup in moving from the draining board, first to the
table in the breakfast room and then on to the desk in my study, I would
certainly be able to observedifferent phasesand formulate different elementsof
description for this movement. For example, I would see it being lifled off the
draining board and carried through the doonvay to the breakfast room. Equally,
I would see it moving towards the table in the breakfast room and then arriving
at the table and being put down. I would then, at some stage,seeit being picked
up from the table in the breakfast room and carried to the door of my study, and
finally, I would see it approaching the desk in my study and being put down
there. Indeed, the transitivity employed in the argument above could still be
employed in relation to these 'phases' and 'elements of description' and could
therefore account fully for my original claim that the tea-cup on my desk is the
in
kitchen
thatwas
the
the
this morning (i. e. the use of a transitive
sameas
one
argumentin the formulation of a re-identification statementdoesnot require that
the movement of the object concerned must have at some stage stopped).
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Further, these 'phases' or

'elements of description'

are themselves

distinguishable, or are distinguishable descriptions of the various stagesof the
movement of the tea-cup, so how can Bergson still maintain that movement is
irreducible; for it is patently obvious to everyone that it is reducible to these
identifiable and distinguishable 'phases' and 'elements of description'?

Now Bergsondoes not, of course, deny that we may make this kind of reduction
to a movement in terms of

such 'phases' or 'stages' or 'elements of

description'. What he denies (or what is ultimately of significance within his
arguments)is that we can reduce movement to a description of points in space
associatedwith instants in time; and in terms of re-identification we can see
why this may be so. There are an infinite number of points on the path of the
tea-cup in moving from the draining board to my desk. Thus if its motion were
reducible to some idea of its 'being at' each of these points at certain times (as
Strawsonseemsto imply) then I should need to construct an infinite number of
transitive argumentsto explain what I mean in claiming that the tea-cup which
is currently upon my desk is the sametea-cup that was on the draining board in
the kitchen this morning. In fact, we could never reach a justification of the
claim that the tea-cup is re-identified over any finite interval, no matter how
small, upon the basis of transitive argumentsalone.

Thus -%vhile
the scientist may translate the common reduction of a movementto
'phases' and 'elements of description' into the measurementsof position and
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35,
time this processmust stop some-where.As we divide the path of a movement
into ever smaller intervals we require ever more steps in the sequenceof
transitive argumentsby which we may claim that what started moving is also
what stoppedmoving. Finally, either our measuringinstruments or our patience
will fail us and we Nvill have to accept that there are very small intervals within
the path of a movement over which re-identification is just accepted(or else
descend into Zeno-like paradoxes); and it is the sense in which these reidentifications are 'just accepted' which distinguishesa Bergsonian conception
of re-identification from that which I have ascribed (hopefully not incorrectly)
to Strawson.

Formally, the physicist terminatesthe infinitely regressivesequenceof transitive
arguments employed in a re-identification claim at the point of 'the
infinitesimal' (see Appendix 1). For example, in defining the instantaneous
velocity of a body as the ratio dx/dt = 8x/8t in the limit as 8t 'tends towards
zero', dx and dt are infinitesimal intervals of distance and time, i. e. intervals
which are neither finite nor zero but which 'tend towards zero', or "quantities
infinitely small such that when their ratio is sought, they may not be considered
zero but which are rejected as often as they occur with quantities incomparably
greatei"' (Kline 1980. p 137). For the scientist, the infinitesimal is largely a
practical device (albeit a remarkably fruitful one). It is an admission that a
problem involves an infinite regressand that to get an answer you will have to

35Physicistsdo not actually
perform such a reduction, or do not conceptuallyreducemovement
to placesand time. Their use of 'functions' of position and time is not to be mistakenfor a
conceptualdescription of movementitself but as a formal definition of certain forms of coordinate systems- as for examplein the definition of the inertial referencesystemas a systemof
co-ordinateswith respectto which the spatial positionsof a "freely moving" particle are a
simplelinear function of time.
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stop somewhere. The infinitesimal interval is where scientists from the
SeventeenthCentury to today have decided that infinite regresswill stop; for
they have so contrived the infinitesimal that when one is divided by another a
finite number results, but when one is divided by a finite number it exhibits the
properties of zero and is equal once again to itself In other words, you cannot
chop up the isolated infinitesimal into bits and so you cannot carry on a
regressivetransitive argument over it. The re-identifi cation of a body over an
infinitesimal interval of its path is an irreducible claim.

It is relatively easyto seewhy this should be so. An infinitesimal interval is one
which is neither zero nor finite but which 'tends towards zero', or may be 'as
small as we like'. Supposethen that it is claimed that a is b but that a and b are
separatedonly by an infinitesimal interval. To apply the transitivity of identity
to explain a--b would, in this case,require us to posit the existenceof an object,
y say, which lays somewherein the interval between a and b, i. e. somewhere
which is closer to a than is b and closer to b than is a. But bow could we
possibly describe the location of this object y? If the interval between a and b
already 'tends towards zero' then we would needto locatey at an interval which
tends more closely towards zero than an interval which already 'tends towards
zero'. Even more ridiculous perhaps,if the interval between a and b is already
cassmall as we like', then y would have to be located at an interval which is
smaller than an interval which is already 'as small as we like'. In other words,
transitive argumentscannot sensibly apply acrossan infinitesimal interval (this
property of the infinitesimal is describedmore fully in Appendix 1).
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We can see this property of the infinitesimal clearly from a simple example of
the derivative of the continuous and differentiable function y=f(x) at the value
of the free variable x--a:
f (a) = Lim (F(a+h) -F(a))/h
h-0
2

For example, if our function were y=x then ive may define the derivative at the
,
value of the free variable x--a in the following fashion.
f (a)

Lim ((a+h)2-a
h-+O
2+

Lim (a
h-->O

2)

/h

(a)

2ah+h2_a2)/h

(b)
(C)

=Lim2a+h
h--->O
=2a

In this simple example we may clearly see Leibniz' methodological claims in
action. Step (a) to (b) is simply the expansionof (a+h)2.In moving betweenstep
(b) and (c), however, we not only remove a2-a2 to leave (2ah +h2 )/h, but we
divide 2ah + h2 by h to leave 2a + h. However, this process requires that we
divide h2 by h to obtain h and divide h by h to obtain 1. Here then we encounter
our "quantities infinitely small such that when their ratio is sought, they may not
be consideredzero", which may more accuratelybe expressed:

h
Lim
h2/h
Lim
=
h-+O
h->O
hfh =I
Lim
h--*O
In the step between (c) and (d) however, h has somehowvanished- it has been
replacedby zero, i. e. it has become one of those values which can be "rejected
as often as they occur with quantities incomparably greater". More accurately
we may expressthe step (c) to (d) as
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2a + Lim h= 2a
h-40

In other words, h (as it tends towards zero) exhibits the properties of ratio

(h2lh=h and h/h=l) but not the properties of magnitude with respect to finite
values (2a+h = 2a).

We may use this latter property of the infinitesimal to demonstrate its
indivisibility with respectto finite terms. Considerthe two limits:
(2a+h) = 2a
and
(4a+h)/2
(2a+h/2)
Lim
Lim
2a
=
=
h-->O
h-40
In the first caseNvehave the expansion
Lim (2a+h) = 2a + Lim h= 2a
h--A
h--*O

(e)

In the secondwe have
(4a+h)/2 = 2a + Lim h/2 = 2a +
Lim
h-40
h-+O

1/2

YMo

h=2a

(f)

Thus from (e) and (f)
h
h
/2Lim
Lim
=!
h-*O
h->O
In other words, the infinitesimal:
h
Lim
h-+O
cannotbe divided by a finite term; or in as much as we try to divide it it exhibits
the properties of zero - and thus, in all interpretationsto which we are sensible,
is not divisible at all. As such we cannot distinguish (for a single differential
1/2AT
AT
from
'tends
the
towards
the
coefficient)
casewhere
zero'
casewhere
'tends towards zero'. We cannot distinguish between a single value 'tending
towards zero' and half of this single value 'tending towards zero' - and thus the
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(such
infinitesimal
in
infinitely
the
terminating
as
regressivearguments
role of

thoseof Zeno)is evident.

3.5 Re-identififcation and its Continuity with Locke's Principles.
The derivative is therefore employed in the termination of infinitely regressive
discussed
'ideas'
However,
two
the
above (the first being
of
motion
arguments.
that motion is reducible to a description in terms of points in spaceand time and
the seconddenying this) will result in our placing different interpretationsupon
the significance of the derivative itself. Consider,for example the claim that an
intervals
finite
5Pa,
but
is
temporal
and
spatial
object re-identified over small
b
'temporary
5T,,,
In
terminology
terms
names' we may
of
earlier
of
my
and
bdiscussed
(as
the
three
this
above):
part conjunction
claim as
easily express
P(a)=P(b)+ 8P.,b A T(a)=T(b)+8T.,b /\ a--b
If we now allow these 'small but finite' terms to becomeinfinitesimal, or define
in
limit
'tends
BT,,,
8P,,,
/8Tab
the
towards
the
the ratio dPab/dT,,,
as
ratio
of
as
b
t,
b
zero', then Nvemay expressthis as:
P(a)=P(b)+ dPab A T(a)--T(b)+dLb

A a--b

be
to
If Nve believe that the motion dPa,
a
reduced
can
ultimately
b/dT,,,
b
description in terms of points in space and time, then Nve must treat the
limitation
derivative
the
own
our
simply as an admission of
employment of
(either of our patience or our measuring devices) and can make no further
The
description
this
re-identification a--b
to
the
of
re-identification.
reduction
dP,,,
P(a)=P(b)+
for
the
conditions
bA
ever remain simply conjoined Nvith
must
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T(a)=T(b)+dTa,b. If, however, we believe that that motion cannot ultimately be
reducedto a description in terms of points in spaceand time, then the derivative
dP,,,
becomes
intimately
itself
Put
the
related
with
re-identification
a--b
b/dT,,,
b
simply, Nve may claim that the re-identification a--b is, in this case, an
irreducible re-identification. The nature of this intimate relationship can,
however, be simply derived (as described earlier) from our knowledge of the
prescriptive, as opposedto descriptive, nature of Locke's first principle (which I
have previously formulated as the expressionLP. I a).

dT,,,
in
description
If we allow the infinitesimal terms dP,,,
the
and
above
of reb
b
identification to actually becomezero, then we arrive at the expression:

P(a)=P(b) A T(a)=T(b) A a7-b
But we already know that Locke's first principle insists that:
P(a)=P(b) /\ T(a)=T(b) -> a--b

...

LP. Ia

Where (as describedin section 2) the inference '-->' capturesthe prescriptive, as
opposed to the descriptive, nature of Locke's principles. We may therefore
expressour description of re-identification in a forrnwhich we know is logically
continuous with Locke's first principle (or which becomes Locke's first
principle as its infinitesimal terms actually becomeZero):
P(a)=P(b)+ dPa,b A T(a)=T(b)+dTab-> a--b
LP. lb
...
My argument,of course,is that this expression(LP. lb) cannot be derived if it is
believed that motion can be reduced to points in space and time - since, as
discussedabove, under this interpretation of motion the derivative is merely an
The
that
in
limitation
claim
and
measurement.
own
patience
admission of our
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motion can be reducedto points in spaceand time must force us to no more than
conjunct a re-identification a--b with conditions of spatial and temporal
separation.We may therefore conclude that this interpretation of motion (that it
may be reducedto points in spaceand time) must lead us to an understandingof
re-identification which is forever separatedftom Locke's principles, or where
Locke's principles cannotbe a limiting caseof our conceptionof motion - for in
simply allowing infinitesimal terms to becomezero we may never miraculously
transcend from a conjunction (A) to an inference (->). If our ideas of reidentification and Locke's principles are to be logically continuous, as intuition
might suggest, then our description of re-identification must contain an
inference (like that employed in Locke's first principle) even before we allow
infinitesimal terms to vanish. But in what sensecan we assumethis inferenceto
exist within our understandingof re-identification unless we assumethat such
re-identifi cation is intrinsically irreducible across the infinitesimal interval;
intimately
derivative
dP,,,
iS
the
where
related to the re-identification a7-b
b/dTa,
b
itself? The answer, of course, is in the sensethat movement cannot be reduced
to a description in terms of points in spaceand time (as Bergson claims).

Bergson's claim as to the irreducibility of movementto points in spaceand time
is therefore of special significance to our understandingof re-identification. Reidentification is not simply conjoined with the infinitesimal interval of a
is
infinitesimal
interval
it
have
AND a
that
movement's path not simply
we
an
re-identification, but that the interval and the re-identification are intimately
wound up in each other - or that this is our understandingof movement; the
inseparable combination of numerical continuity with spatial and temporal
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continuity. The derivative is not a limitation of either our patience or our
measurements.It is the irreducible association between movement and reidentification - movement which cannot ultimately be reduced to a description
in terms of points in spaceand time.

Of course it is somewhat abstract to attach such significance to the use of an
inference rather than a conjunction (since both LP. lb and the conjunctive fonn
discussedabove are equally commensuratewith Locke's principles). However,
we must none the less differentiate betweenthe claim that two objects cannotbe
at the sameplace at the sametime (Locke's principle), and the far weakerclaim
that no two objects (anywhere within the physical universe over all time)
happen to be at the same place at the same time. The fonner is a prescriptive
principle whereasthe latter is merely a descriptive statement(possibly of fact).
My argument is therefore that a consolidation of our understanding of reidentification with Locke's principles, or the claim that the latter is a limiting
caseof the former, requires a principle of continuity as expressedin LP. lb.

3.6 The Symbolic Expression of the Continuous Form of Locke's Principles
I have therefore argued that, Nvith respect to the Bergsonian claim of the
irreducibility of movement, our citing of continuous motion as an 'explanation'

for the re-identificationstatement:
P(a)=P(b)+5Pa,
T(a)=T(b)+8T,,,
A
b
b A a=b
is basedupon the principle:
T(a)=T(b)+dT,,,
P(a)--P(b)+dPii,
A
b
b -> a--b
dP,,,
Lim
5P,,,
=
whereBT,
b/8T,,,
b/dT,,,
b
b
b---)'O
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...

LP. lb

and which is logically continuous NvithLocke's first principle:
P(a)=P(b) A T(a)=T(b) -> x=y

...

LP. la

This continuity betweenLP. 1b and LP. Ia is, however of a specific nature.If we
allow both dP,,,b and dT,,,b to becomezero in LP. Ib then we simply obtain LP. Ia.
Likewise, if we allowjust dPabto becomezero, then we obtain:
P(a)=P(b) A T(a)=T(b)+ dTa,b -> a--b
identity
little
it,
face
than
the
to
the
continuous
claim
more
of seems
which, on
in
displacements
time with no associatedspatial
through
continuous
of an object
displacement (the persistent identity of a 'stationary object'). However, if we
start with LP. 1b and allow dT,,,b to becomezero, then we obtain:
T(a)=T(b)
P(a)=P(b)+ dP,,,
/\
b
-> a--b
is
in
in
to
and
seemingly
our
experience
which
which corresponds nothing
least
force
inference
in
[or
2a
LP.
the
to
at
would
us to assume
contradiction
some radical alteration - some logical discontinuity - in the persistentqualities
finite
from
infinitesimal
its
displacements
to
pass
simultaneous
of an object as
dTa,
become
dP,,,
We
that
therefore
may
zero
unless
allow
cannot
values].
b also
b
becomeszero.

That we should find such a restriction, and that this restriction should apply to
the relationship between the first and second of Locke's principles, is to be
dPab
become
if
dLb
For
remains vanishing, then the
while
may
zero
expected.
instantaneousvelocity of the object would tend towards infinity. In other words,
be
'tend
towards'
the
can
at two placesat the
object
case where one
we would
sametime (a violation of LP.2a).
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We must, however, be careful of this intuitive amendmentto LP. I a. For we may
readily conceive of situations in which LP. Ib can be violated. I refer here to the
case of vanishing or 'point-like' particles - of the type often presentedin the
(for
descriptions
example, Nvhen
simplified explanation of classical mechanical
in
'point-like'
describe
terms
the
a
a
mechanical
system
of
motion
single
Nve
of
particle at its centre of gravity). In being themselvesnon-extended,it is evident
that two such imaginary objects may interact over vanishing spatial and
temporal intervals and thus: P(a)=P(b)+ClPabA T(a)=T(b)+dT.,b A a;6b. It is
therefore implicit in the following work that I am concernedwith the identity,
diversity and cardinality of extendedobj ects, or that the principles which I shall
addressare concerned,not with spatial and temporal objects in general,but with
fact,
In
the application of LP.lb will
objects.
a particular sub-class of such
require us to be somewhatmore selective even than this (as describedin section
6), but in this section I am concemed simply vAth giving some justification
(regardlessof how philosophically tenuous)for my adoption of it.

Having addressed the continuous expression of LP. lb with respect to the
properties of vanishing terms, we may now perform a similar operation upon
LP.2a (the principle that one object cannot be at two places at the same time).
However, in this case we must be somewhat more careful. Suppose, for
example, we were to formulate (in the terminology of 'temporary names') the
interval
b
finitely
that
of
separated
over
small
a and are
spatially
a
statement
time and that a is not the sameas b, i. e.

P(a)#P(b) A T(a)--T(b)+8T,,b A w6b
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and that that this statementbecomesthe principle (continuous with LP.2):
P(a)#P(b) A T(a)=T(b)+dT,,,b -> a#b

...

LP.2a

whereST,LimO8T,,,bý=dT,,,b
b---),

This method does indeed seem to be equivalent to our derivation LP.lb and
provides us with a principle (LP.2b) which is obviously continuous with LP.2a.
In other words, if we allow dTab to become zero in LP.2b, then we obtain
LP.2a. The difference, however, is that whereasthe limit we employedto derive
LP. Ib actually meanssomething (the instantaneousvelocity of a material body),
the limit employed to obtain LP.2b does not seemto refer to anything tangible.
In the form derived above it does not, for example, appearwithin a finite ratio
of two infinitesimals. In other words, it is simply a mathematical operationupon
the small but finite temporal interval 5T,,,b (some abstract process of 'tending
towards zero') which may or may not mean anything in reality.

Fortunately, however, this particular point neednot concern us greatly; for what
is important is the way in which LP.2b is applied rather than the way that it is
derived (and, as we shall see, this makes any doubt over the validity of the
infinitesimal used in LP.2b redundant). When we move from the application of
Locke's principles 'at a given time'

to their application over a vanishing

temporal interval, it is only with somedegreeof construction that we may apply
'single
in
first
diversity
More
this
the
specifically,
of
a single principle
place.
diversity'
diversity
the
to
of
applies
of continuants themselves,
now
principle
i. e. to the diversity of objects which are themselves continuous in time.
Consider, for example, two instances of the continuous form of Locke's first
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principle (LP.1b) applied to the re-identification of tNvocontinuants a--a' and
b=b'

P(aý--P(a')+ClPa, A T(a)=T(a)+dT,,, -> a7-a'
a,
a,
P(b)=P(b')+dPb, b'A T(b)=T(b)+dTbb, -> b=b'

The claim that these are indeed two different, or 'distinct', continuantsseemsto
but
four statementsof diversity, i. e.
not
require,
one,
(1) a#b
(2) at-b',
(3) a':;,-Lb
(4) a':F,
-b',
and the violation of any of these statementswould be sufficient to disrupt our
intuitive comprehensionof the diversity of moving objects - and thus all four
are necessalyfor this 'intuitive comprehension'.

However, if we assumethat we already know that a--a' and b=b' (i. e. if we
instances
know
two
that
the
already
assume
we
of LP. Ib above), then given any
one of these four statementswe may derive the remaining three, i. e. we only
need to argue that one of these is true in order to claim that all are true. For
example:

Given
From (2) and (i)
From (4) and (ii)
From (3) and (i)

a# b'
a'# b'
a'# b
a #b

(2)
(4)
(3)
(1)

In other words, all we need is one principle which will tell us that a#b', and this
principle is LP.2b as defined above, i. e.

P(a)#P(b') A T(a)=T(b')+dT,, b,-> a#b'
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...

LP.2a

However, since this single application of LP.2b only works if we already have
access to t-%voinstances of LP. lb, then we no longer need to rely upon an
definition
of the infinitesimal term dT,,,b'. In this case we can merely
abstract
substitute the meaningful temporal infinitesimal from the instances of LP. lb,
i. e. dT,,,b' = dT,,,,,.= dTb,b'. Put simply, in applying a single instance of LP.2b to
determine the diversity of two continuants, the infinitesimal term employed
instance
is
2a
LP.
this
within
of
not a primitive temporal interval but a temporal
interval 'borrowed' from the infinitesimal temporal intervals employed in the
instancesof LP. Ib to which it relates.

In summary then, we have a continuous expression of Locke's principles
contained within the expressionsLP. lb and LP.2b, but where LP.2b can only be
applied (as a single principle) in conjunction with at least two instances of
LP. lb, or else its infinitesimal term is not defined (i. e. not defined as an
infinitesimal, or not defined as a term which is resistantto finite division). This
is not to suggestthat Locke's secondprinciple is in some sensedependentupon
the first. It is simply that we have chosento expressthe diversity of continuants
in tenns of a single principle.
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17Summary.
We have seenthen that Locke's principles apply not simply to the identity and
diversity properties of material bodies at a given time, but also determine the
nature of (or our understandingof) the re-identification of material bodies over
spaceand time. We may summarisethis conclusion as follows:
The Lockean Identity and Diversity Material Bodies
Locke's Principles lead to a naming convention (based upon position and time)
which ensures the transitivity of identity relationships for particular material bodies,
i.e. P(a), T(a), where P(a) is the position of that objects which is temporarily named
'a' at the time T(a), and where Locke's principles themselves become:
LP. 1a
P(a)=P(b) A T(a)=T(b)
a=b
...
LP.2a
P(a); -P(b) A T(a)=T(b)
a;,-b
...

The Lockean Continuity of Material Bodies
With respect to this terminology, the re-identification claim over a small but finite
spatial and temporal interval:
T(a)=T(b)+6T.,
P(a)=P(b)+8Pa,
A
b A a=b
b
is based upon the principle:
LP.
Ib
T(a)=T(b)+dT,,,
P(a)=P(b)+dPa,
a=b
b ->
bA
...
where dPa,b / dT,, b is 8Pa,b /6T,,b as BT,,b 'tends towards zero', and where LP. 1b is
continuous with LP. 1a. With respect to two instances of LP. Ib we may construct the
diversity of a=a' and b=b' by a single instance of the principle:

LP.2b
P(a);eP(b')A T(a)=T(b')+dT,,v -->a#b
...
Where dT,,b,is a substitutionfrom the related instances of LP.1b, and where LP.2b is
continuouswith LP.2a.
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4. Temporality andLockean Cardinality
4.1 Introduction.
In concluding the topic of the previous section we now have two important
expressionsat our disposal: firstly, an expression referring to the identity of
material bodies over infinitesimal temporal intervals (LP. 1b), and secondly, an
expression referring to the diversity of material bodies over infinitesimal
temporal intervals (LP.2b). As such we have to hand those expressionsrequired
for describing cardinality statementsover infinitesimal intervals of time - for a
Tardinality Statement' is composed of nothing more than n statements of
2 statementsof diversity (as already discussedin section2.5).
identity and 1/2(n
-n)

In this section I therefore intend to examine the logical nature of Locke's
principles as they are applied to the problem of cardinality, i. e. the claim that
there are n distinct objects within a given region of spaceover an infinitesimal
interval of time. As such it is the intention of this section to finally submit to
analysis that statementformulated by S (see Section 1) which I take within this
be
indicative
in
distinct
S's
'see'
to
the
terms
to
of
ability
world
of
material
work
bodies moving about in spaceand time.

In presenting more fully that analysis which has already been outlined in the
introduction to this work, my intention is merely to convince the reader that
isolated (non-quotiented) infinitesimal temporal terms arise naturally within the
analysis of cardinality statements,and thus arise naturally within our common
understandingof the world of material bodies.
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Of course,analysis may often be a somewhatarbitrary process.One may choose
to follow one route rather than another,or to highlight one logical property at the
expenseof others. The only advantagebeing that, once presented,the steps in
any such analysis are open to the scrutiny of the reader and they may decide for
themselves whether the methods employed have lead us naturally to the
conclusion, or whether the conclusion has itself been artificially coaxed out of
the analysisby some selective process.

4.2 An Analysis of Lockean Cardinality (a necessaryand sufficient
formulation).
In section 21 discussedthose relationships necessaryin order to claim that there
exists three material objects within a given region of spaceat a given time -a
description in terms of three (n--3) instancesof Locke's first principle (LP. I a)
2
instances
(LP.
1/2(n
Locke"s
2a):
[
of
second
principle
and three
=3]
-n)
P(A)=P(A) A T(A) =T(A)
P(B)=P(B) A T(B)= T(B)
P(C)=P(C) A T(C)= T(C)
(IV)
(V)
(VI)

A=A
B=B
C=C

A#B
P(A)#P(B) A T(A)=T(B)
P(A)#P(C) A T(A) =T(C)
A#C
P(B)#P(C) A T(B)= T(C) -> Bql-C

By extensiontherefore, those relationshipsnecessaryin order to claim that there
are n continuant objects (al=al', a2=a2', ...,

an=an') within a given region of

space over a given infinitesimal temporal interval may be constructed by n
instancesof Locke's first principle as captured in LP. 1b and '/2(n2-n) instances
(as
2b
LP.
lb
in
LP.
LP.
2b
Locke's
and
of
secondprinciple as captured
- where
describedin section 3) are the continuous forms of Locke's principles:
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P(a)=P(b)+dPa,
bAT(a)=T(b)+dT,,,b-->a=b
P(a)#P(b)AT(a)=T(b)+dTab-+ a#b

LP. lb
...
LP.2b
...

and where the isolated infinitesimal term in LP.2b requires that LP.2b be
formulated in relation to at least two instancesof LP. lb.

i.e.
a/
b/
C/
d/
e/
fl,

P(al)=P(al')+dPal,
al'AT(al)=T(al')+dT, ýl,al'-> al=al'
n
P(a2)=P(a2')+dPa2,
a2'AT(a2)=T(a2')+dTi2,a2'-> a2=a2zýl- instances
ofLP. lb
P(an)=P(an')+d*Parian'AT(an)=T(an')+dLr,,.,,
Iil
-> an--an'
P(al)--#P(a2')AT(al)=T(a2')+dT,, ],,2'-> al#a2'
P(al)#P(a3') AT(al)=T(a3')+dT,, I,
al#a3'
a3'->

2
1/2(n
-n)
instances
LP.2b
of
P(an-l)#P(an')'AT(an'l)=T(an")+dT,,,
an.
anCJ'
r-,
->
-l:
-,,.,

The first thing we notice about this formulation of a cardinality statementis that
all temporal terms must be equal. This is becauseof the way in which I have
defined LP.2b (or the decision on my part to express the diversity of two
material bodies in terms of a single diversity

statement). For any two

continuants, ax = ax' and ay = ay', their diversity is contained within the
expression

P(ax)#P(ay') AT(ax)=T(ay')+dTa,,,ay,-> ax#ay'
but this expressionrequires:
P(ax)=P(ax')+dP,,,, AT(ax)=T(ax)+dT,,,,,,,,, ax=ax'
a,,,
P(aY)=P(aY')+dPay.
ay=ay'
ay'AT(ay)=T(ay')+dTay,
ay,
dT,,,,,,.
dT,,,
= dT,,y,,,
=
where
y,
. "'Y'.
Therefore, becausethere must exist at least one diversity statementfor eachpair
infinitesimal
distinct
the
all
of
continuants within
set of counted continuants,
terms in a/ to f/ must be equal.
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Given the equality of infinitesimal temporal terms in a/-f/ the following
condition is true of a/-f/:

S:

3m,,,,,P(m)=P(m)+dPmm,A T(m)=T(m')+dTmm, -> m=m'
for
in
1,2,3,.
T(ax')=T(m')
T(ax)=T(M)
all
x
n.
and
A
. .,

Which claims that the objects m, and m' exist and are re-identified over
infinitesimal intervals of spaceand time, and that the temporal locations of al,
a2, a3, ...,

an are equal to the temporal location of m, and that the temporal

location
This
locations of al', a2', aY,
to
the
temporal
m".
an'
are
equal
of
...,
form
be
interpreted
having
(which
the
as
of a
may
equally
condition
substitution) contains the case where the pair (m.m') may be any of the pairs
(an, an'), i. e. that we may take the temporal interval of
(al, al'), (a2, a2'),
...,
it
in
the
a/-f/
and
substitute
Arithin the
any of
re-identification statements
temporal term of all other re-identification statementsin a/-f/, For example, if
S
i.
then
as:
may
m=
al
and
m'=al',
we
construct
x=l, e.

P(al)=P(al)+dPal, al'/\T(al)=T(al')+dTI,,,.
Substitute
T(ax)=T(al) and T(ax') = T(al')
For all x in 1,2,3,
n
...,

-> al=al'

The substitution S is not, however, restricted to this interpretation alone and
body
in
interpretation
terms
material
m
and
of
of
m'
any
may apply an
(contained within the counted set or otherwise) whose re-identification is
subjectto LP. Ib

Thus with respect to the substitution S: Nvemay formulate a more generalized
form of a Lockean cardinality claim over an infinitesimal temporal interval
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is
which itself defined by the first order derivative of position with respectto
time of the material body m at the time T(m):

0/

P(m)=P(m')+dP

al/
bl/

P(al)=P(al')+dP,,,,,,,, A [T(al)= T(M) A T(al')=T(m')]->
[T(a2)= T(m) A T(a2')=T(m')]->
P(a2)=P(a2')+dPa2,
a2'A

cl/

P(an)=P(an')+dPnan,A [T(an)= T(m) A T(an')=T(m')]-> an=an'

dl/

P(al)--PW(a2)A [T(al)--T(M) A T(a2')=T(m')]--> al#a2'
P(al):t-P(a3') A [T(al)=T(m) A T(a3)=T(m')]--> al; 4a3'

el/

P(an-l)#P(an')

A T(m)=T(m)+dT. ,

m=m'
al=al'
a2=a2'

[T(an)=T(m) A T(an')=T(m')]-> an-1--,,
an'

Having therefore constructedthis expressionof those relationships (of identity
and diversity) required in order to claim that there are n material bodies vAthin a
given region of space over the infinitesimal interval dT.,,., (where dTn,,., is
itself defined in ternis of the first order derivative of position with respect to
time of the material body m) we may now 'stand back', as it were, and address
ourselvespurely to its logical structure- forgetting (or ignoring) for the moment
that thesesymbols are intended to mean anything in particular.

We note firstly that the n statements of identity and 1/2(n2_n)
statementsof
diversity necessaryto justify a cardinality claim are held in al/ to fl/ (which are
merely the expressions a/ to U under the substitution S). The additional
interval
included
0/
is
infinitesimal
temporal
to
merely
expression
provide an
(ffý,,, ) which is substitutedwithin a/ to F. In this casethe expression0/ merely
m,
guaranteesthat dTm, - is a valid infinitesimal term (i. e. cannot be subjectedto
finite division) and is thus suitable for forming the infinitesimal terms in al/ to

fit
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However, upon examination, it is obvious that the spatial term in 0/
(P(m)=P(m')+dPm, ) plays no role in the definition of a cardinality statement
m,
other than (in combination with the temporal term in 00 guaranteeing this
property of dT,,,,m-.For example:
The spatial terms in a/-c/ are vanishing (infinitesimal) and
the meaning of a/-c/ is dependentupon these terms being
vanishing.
The spatial terms in d/-f/ are finite and the meaning of d/-f/
is dependentupon theseterms being finite.
Thus while we may make a common temporal substitution in a/-F (as in 0/-fl/)
we cannot make a common spatial substitution within a/-f/ since:
We cannot substitute a finite, or non-vanishing, spatial term
[P(m):#P(m)] for a vanishing one [P(m)=P(m')+dP,, W], nor
a vanishing spatial term for a finite one, without loosing the
meaning of either a/-c/ or (1/_fý6.

The condition P(m)=P(m')+dP,,,,, (in 0/) therefore plays no role in the
n,
construction of al/-fl/.

It is not substituted within al/-fl/,

and could not be

alternatively employed as a substitute within a/-f/ (becausea/-f/ will not submit
to a common spatial substitution). In other words, the expressionof cardindjjy
captured in al/-fl/ is totally indepgndentof the spatial nature of that reference
continuant (m=m') with resWct to which the common tempL)ral interval is
determined37 The only role played by the spatial condition P(m)=P(m')+dP.,,.
.
36Here we see the significanceof formulating the "continuous form of Locke's principIesý'in
terms of formally vanishing, of 'infinitesimal', terms. Since if we had not made this move, or if
we have formulated these 'continuous forms' in terms of small but finite spatial and temporal
intervals, then the inability to substitutethe spatial terms of a/-c/ for the spatial terms of d/-9 (or
visa versa)would not be a formal condition.
37 This point is of some importance. Although the spatial term P(m)=P(m')+dP,. is not
substitutedin the formulation of 0/-fl/, if it were the casethat an alternative substitution of this
spatial term were possiblefor a/-f/, and if this alternativesubstitution were in somedeterminable
way related to 0/-fl/, then we would have to claim that the spatial term in 0/, whilst not
substitutedwithin 01/-fl/, is still necessaryin the formulation of 0/-fl/.
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(in 0/) is in contributing, together Nviththe condition T(m)=T(m')+dTm,, to the
n,,
identity of m and m' in a manner commensurateNvithLocke's first principle.

What consequenceswill arise then if ive omit the spatial term of 0/ from my
formulation of the cardinality statcmentOl/ to fl/?

The most obvious result is that if we omit the condition P(m)=P(m)+dPmm,
from 0/ Nvecan no longer maintain the inference (->) to the identity of m and m'
longer
Locke's
first
since
may
employ
Nve
no
principle to arrive at this
identity. We therefore have a choice (one of those arbitrary choices of analysis
discussedearlier perhaps?
); either we replace the inference (->) in 0/ with a
conjunction (A), thus claiming that the temporal term T(m)=T(m')+dTm,,n, is
merely conjoined with the identity m=m', or else we drop this identity
altogether(along with the spatial term P(m)=P(m')+dP,,,,m,).

In other words, as long as we continue to assumethat dT,,,,,, is in some way
defined
as an infinitesimal (or exhibits resistanceto finite division) we may
well
replace 0/ with either

or

Ol/

T(m)=T(m')+dTm,,,,,A

02/

T(m)=T(m')+dT,,,,.,

M=M'

As it turns out, however, and as I shall demonstratebelow, there is in fact no
arbitrary choice to be made between theseoptions. The logic of our systemNvill
insist that we choose01/ and thus formulate our cardinality statementas:
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Ol/

T(m)=T(m')+dT

al/
bl/

P(al)=P(al')+dPal,

[T(al)= T(m) A T(al)=T(m')]-->
al'A
[T(a2)-- T(m) A T(a2')=T(m')]-->
P(a2)=P(a2')+dPa2,
a2'A

cl/

P(an)=P(an')+dPman'A[T(an)-- T(M) A T(an')=T(m')]-> an--an'

dl/
el/

P(al):i,-LP(a2')A [T(al)=T(m) A T(a2')=T(m')]-> al#a2'
P(al)3,-P(a3') A [T(al)=T(m) A T(a3')=T(m')]-> al#a3'

fl/

P(an-l)#P(an) A [T(an-l)=T(M) A T(an)=T(m')]--> an-l#an'

A m=m'

.......

al=al'
a2=a2'

Here then we have no change in the expressionsal/-fl/ (since they are totally
independent of the spatial properties of the reference continuant) but have
replacedthe instanceof Locke's first principle in 0/ with a conjunction between
a temporal interval [T(m)=T(m')+dT.,,,, ] and an identity [m=m]. This, I intend

to claim, is:
The necessary and sufficient formulation of those relationships
neededto claim that there are n distinct continuants vvithin a given
region of spaceover a vanishing temporal interval dT.,,,,,.
But in what sensemay it be claimed that this expressionis both necessaryand
sufficient? It is obviously sufficient in as much as it fully capturesan expression
of thoserelationships neededto claim that there are n continuantswithin a given
region of space over a vanishing temporal interval. But why is it necessary?
Why, specifically, should it involve the conjunction T(m)=T(m')+dT,,
Vn, A
m=m" (01/) and not just the simple temporal condition T(m)=T(m')+dT,
(02/)?

If the necessary and sufficient fonnulation of Lockean cardinality over a
interval
temporal
vanishing
were formulated simply Nvith respect to the
condition T(m)=T(m')+dT ....... (i. e. without being conjoined with m=m' in 0/),
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then it would submit to an interpretation in terms of an instance of Locke's
secondprinciple:

ON

P(m)#P(m') A T(m)=T(m')+dTmm, -> m:#m'

However, we know that this principle (LP.2b) containsan infinitesimal temporal
term which is not primitive - since LP.2b cannot be applied (as a single
principle) independentlyof at least two instancesof LP.1b with respectto which
its infinitesimal temporal interval is defined. As such we cannot use an instance
of LP.2b to supply the temporal term T(m)=T(m)+dT.,,.,

for substitution

within a/-f/ (since this would be the substitution of a term which itself requires
definition in terms of other expressions)i. e. we cannot use an instanceof LP.2b
in place of an instance of LP. lb in expression0/. Therefore, in requiring us to
rule out any such a possibility, the conjunction T(m)=T(m')+dT,,,,. - A M=M" in
0/ is required (i. e. is necessary).Alternatively, we might claim that in attempting
to apply ON to the definition of a cardinality statement as the source of the
substituted infinitesimal temporal term dT,,,,., we would be forced to revert to
two additional instancesof LP. Ib which might equally, and more suitably, be
used to define this temporal interval and thus we would be forced to revert to
01/.

So finally then, we see that 01/41 is a necessaryand sufficient form in which
the conjunction between T(m)=T(m)+dT.,,,,,, and m=m' must be maintained in
order to obviate interpretations (in terms of material bodies) which would be

invalid.

III

It is to be admitted, perhaps,that this analysishasrevealedto us little more than
the not altogether surprising fact that in order to claim that there are n material
bodies within a given region of spaceover a given infinitesimal interval of time
you have to say what this 'given infinitesimal interval of time' is. The proviso
being, however, that this 'given infinitesimal interval of time' must be defined
as a valid infinitesimal term (one resistant to finite division) and thus we must
resist its definition via a single instance of LP.2b (which we do by the
conjunction of the temporal term T(m)=T(in')+dT. ý,n,with the identity m=m').

Now, of course, the simple statement T(m)=T(m)+dT.,
m, A

m#m' (the

statement 01/) does not itself guarantee that dTm,, is well defined as an
infinitesimal. It merely rules out an interpretation in terms of that one principle
currently within our system which is unacceptablefor the definition of dTm,,
(i. e. LP.2b). The statement Ol/ will always stand in need of interpretation to
ensurethe resistanceto finite division of its infinitesimal temporal term dTnm..
The aim of this analysis has been to demonstratethat there is nothing in the
formal analysis of a material cardinality statement which insists that this
infinitesimal term has to be defined in terms of the first order derivative of
position with respect to time of a material body. Any alternative definition of
the isolated infinitesimal dT.,,, (such as that presentedin the introduction to
this work) may equally be employed (even if only as a valid logical exercise)in
the formulation of a material cardinality statement.
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4.3 Summary of the Analysi&

Lockean Identity and Diversity of Continuants.

T(a)=T(a')+5T,,,
is
based
The re-identification claim P(a)=P(a')+5P,,,,
a=a'
A
A
e
a,
upon the principle:
LP.1b
P(a)=P(a')+dP,,,,A T(a)=T(a')+dT,,,,-> a=a'
in the limit as 5Ta, 'tends towards zero'. For two
Where dP,, /dTa, `26Pa,a-/6Ta,
a,
a,
a,
a,
such re-identifications a=a' and b=b', the diversity of these continuants is based
upon the principle:
LP.2b
P(a)#P(b') A T(a)=T(b')+dT,,, u -> aý,-U
...
where dT,,,w is defined in terms of dT,,,. and dTb,u and is thus not primitive.

Lockean Cardinality of Continuants.
instancesof LP.2b applied to the
Given n instancesof LP.1b and 1/2(ný-n)
continuantsal=al', a2=a2...... an=an',we may capturean expressionof
Lockean cardinality over a vanishing temporal interval (dT.....) by the
substitutionS:
T(m)=T(m')+dT,,,.
.
n.
andT(ax)=T(m),T(ax')=T(m)for all x in 1,2,3,
andthusarriveat the necessaryand sufficientform
instance
be
from
(one in which T(m)=T(m')+dT,,,
of
an
cannot
obtained
f
LP.2b):
Ol/
al/
bl/

A
T(m)=T(m')+dTm.
m.

m=m'

P(al)=P(al')+dP.,,.,, A [T(al)= T(m) A T(al')=T(m')]->al =al'
T(M)
T(a2')=T(m')]->a2=a2'
[T(a2)=
P(a2)=P(a2')+dP, 2,12,
A
A

cl/
dl/
ell

T(m) /\ T(an')=T(m')]->an=an'
[T(an)=
P(an)=P(an')+dPan,
A
anP(al)#P(a2') A [T(al)=T(m) A T(a2')=T(m')]-> al#a2'
P(al)#P(a3') A [T(al)=T(m) A T(a3')=T(m')]-> al;,-a3'

fl/

P(an-1);6P(an')A [T(an-l)=T(m) A T(an')=T(m')]-). an-l #an'
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5. Summaryof Book 1.
In the introduction to this thesis I proposed that question which, while not
does
be
S
know
"How
to
the
the
to
question:
world
one of material
equivalent
bodies moving around in space and time?" (Ql) is more well suited to the
fonnulation of such questionswhen one adoptsa certain position with respectto
the epistemologicaldescription of variables such as 'S' (Section 1.1):
Q4a. How does S (or T) know that there are n (rather than n+1 or
bodies
moving about within a given region of space
n-1) material
over somegiven infinitesimal interval oftime?
The first Book of this thesis has therefore been dedicated to an analysisof that
statementwhich Nvemay consider to be formulated by S:
There are n (rather than n+1 or n-1) material bodies moving about
within a given region of space over some given infinitesimal
interval of time.
I have firstly arguedthat we must constructthis statementfrom n instancesof a
continuity condition (what I have called the "continuous fonn of Locke's first
2
diversity
have
b)
instances
(what
I
V2(n
I
LP.
condition
and
of
a
principle",
-n)
called the "continuous form of Locke's secondprinciple", LP.2b); both of which
arise from a consolidation of Locke's principles of the identity and diversity of
be
bodies
bodies
that
may
common
such
understanding
material
Nvith our
finite
intervals
of spaceand time.
over
numerically re-identified

The result of this analysiswas to arrive at a necessaryand sufficient formulation
infinitesimal
isolated
temporal
this
to
reference
which
employs
an
statement
of
term: T(m.)--T(m.')+dTMnjýA m=rn', or an infinitesimal temporal term (dT,,,,f)
infinitesimal
legitimate
the
of
a
maintaining
properties
which, while necessarily
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(most importantly a resistance to finite division) does not have its own
definition specified within this necessaryand sufficient formulation.

The question which naturally arises is: must such an infinitesimal term be
invariably defined from the first order derivative of position with respectto time
('instantaneous velocity') of a material body (in which case my analysis is
trivial and tells us nothing new about Q4a), or is there perhapssome other sense
in which such a term may be defined? As I have already argued in Section 1.4
(and upon which I shall expand in Section 7) it is perfectly possible (as an
exercise in logic alone perhaps) to define an isolated, non-quotiented,
infinitesimal term from the analysis of purely temporal re-identification
statements,or from continuity statementsof the form T(m)=T(m')+dT,,,jn, -+
m=m'. Thus not only is the analysis of Book I non-trivial (or tells us something
new about the question Q4a) but we have before us a meansof progressingfrom
purely analytical concerns, or concerns arising purely from the analysis of
statements,to the philosophical concerns of the possibility of purely temporal
re-identifi cation and continuity and the systems within which such reidentification and continuity may be manifested.

But even if the reader is indisposed to progressingfrom analysis to philosophy
in this fashion (and it is an indisposition with which I have some sympathy)
it
has
1.
For
been
from
Book
the
something
nonetheless
gained
arguments of
has been demonstratedthat the analysis of spatio-temporal continuity and the
(or
isolated
issue
temporal
the
of
nonpurely
analysis of
continuity coincide at
quotiented) infinitesimal temporal terms; the first revealing such terms in the
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in
direct
the
the
analysis
cardinality
of
material
statements,
analysis
and
second
of purely temporal re-identification statements.And should not our curiosity be
arousedby this 'coincidence' when we rememberthat this distinction, between
description
description
hand,
the
temporal
on
on
one
spatio-temporal
and purely
the other, has strong historical echoesin the philosophy of mind (e.g Descartes).
And should ive not be forgiven (by everyone except the philosopher perhaps)
for then preceding from these analytical 'facts' to the philosophy of mind itself
logical
it
least
framework
the
this
certainty
of
carrying
with
us,
as
were,
at
be
both
formulated
future
may
speculations
and
philosophical
withinwhich any
bound?
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Book 2-A Philosophical Speculation Upon
the Nature and Origin of the Individuation
Material
Bodies.
of
An Interpretation of the Isolated Infinitesimal Term.
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6. Locke's Principles and Our Movement and Actions.
6.1 Introductiom
In moving from the analytical concerns of Book I of this thesis to the
philosophical concernsof Book 2,1 have already statedthat it is my intention to
place an interpretation upon the isolated infinitesimal

temporal term

T(m)=T(m')+dT,,,,,, which, I have claimed, arises within the necessaryand
sufficient expression of a Lockean Cardinality statement (that statement
formulated by S). However, even before we can reach the stageof constructing
such an interpretation we must be drawn unavoidably towards those
philosophical issues surrounding the terms and expressions of my previous
analysis itself More specifically, I have until now employed Locke's principles
within this analysis without any great regard to those purely philosophical
objections which may, and have, been made against then. In this section then, 1
wish to address at least two existing philosophical objections which might
naturally arise in connection with my treatment of Locke's principles. This is
is
however,
deviation
from
2
but
Book
this
thesis,
the
stated
aims
of
of
not,
a
instead a natural way to firstly ease the transition from analytical to
philosophical concerns(or to argue that such a transition is itself natural in this
context), and secondly, to start to pave the way to that interpretation which I
finally
isolated
infinitesimal temporal term of the analysis
the
shall
place upon
of Book 1.

6.2 An Outline ofMethod.
The Lockean conditions of identity and diversity which have primarily
(or
inferred
in
persistent
this
thesis
to
the
continuity
concerned me
refer
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identity)
numerical
of objects upon the basis of their spatial and temporal
continuity alone, i. e. what I have previously referred to as "the continuousform
of Locke's principles":

P(a)=P(b)+dPa,
bAT(a)=T(b)+dT,,,b-> a--b
P(a)-#P(b)AT(a)=T(b)+dT,,b-> a#b

LP. lb
...
LP.2b
...

I have already noted, however, that there are cases in which these principles
simply fail to apply, or where they do not apply equally to all object classesthat
we might wish to refer to as 'physical' or 'material'. For example, I have already
considered(Sections 2 and 3) how LP. lb is inapplicable to the interactions of
imaginary 'point-like' classical particles, and equally, that the 'objects' of
quantum theory (if it is sensibleto refer to them as such) may seeminglyviolate
both LP. Ib [as in the Bose-Einstein Condensate] and LP.2b [as in electron
diffiraction experiments].Not all object classeswhich we might wish to refer to
as 'physical', or 'material', therefore have identity and diversity characteristics
which are compatible with LP. Ib and LP.2b.

But even for the objects of our common experience(those "inaterial bodies" to
which we may assumeLocke's principles refer unproblematically - such things
as tea cups, tables, chairs, cats, dogs, trees, and mountains), or those objects
with whose spatial and temporal continuity we are seemingly familiar, there is
be
doubt
LP.
lb
LP.
2b
to
considerable philosophical
as
whether
can
and
least
(and
More
there
unproblematically)
at
applied.
accurately,
are
universally
two philosophical problems where LP. lb would seemto be directly violated or
denied
is
it
that we may infer the continuity of a material
seemingly
where
I
basis
the
temporal
shall
alone.
continuity
upon
of
spatial
and
object purely
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refer to theseproblems respectively as: A. TheProblem ofLot's wife, following
Wiggins (1980 pp 60-1), and R. Theproblem of the Ship of Theseus,following
Hobbes [De Corpore (11,7,2)] and Hughes(1997a).

In part, my approachto these problems, A and B, Nvillbe critical (in as much as
I shall present limited argumentsagainstthem) but it is not my intention, nor is
it within my limited powers of philosophical argument, to dismiss them.
Instead,I shall argue that there is one sensein which they are irrelevant to the
topic of the continuity of material bodies, or one sensein which we may discuss
the topic of continuity 'without referenceto the tenns and conceptsaroundwhich
theseproblems centre. This section will therefore be largely concernedwith the
philosophical analysis of thesetwo problems themselvesand the sensein which
LP. lb and LP.2b (my 'continuous forms" of Locke's principles of identity and
diversity) may survive them unscathed- or with isolating that sensein which
LP. lb and LP.2b may be applied unproblematically.

That I should restrict my argumentswithin this section to a purely philosophical
justification.
At first sight it does not seem
perhaps,
some
analysis requires,
unreasonableto assumethat the application of LP. lb and LP.2b might be the
subject of some form of empirical investigation. For example, the empirical
work of Spelke and Van de Walle (Eilan, McCarthy and Brewer 1999 ppl3262) seems to point towards the employment by infants of two kinematic
(a)
linking
(principles
a
principles
position, velocity and acceleration):
Continuity principle - "objects inove only it? connectedpaths from one place
distinct
"no
(b),
Solidity
of
time
to anotherý",and
parts
and
a principle of
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38.
'
These"kinematic principles" would
objects ever coincide in spaceand tiMe,
seem then to refer respectively to LP. lb and LP. la (with which LP. lb is
continuous).However, if valid, such claims do little more for the argumentsof
the current thesis than reiterate the already known fact that in our more mature
descriptionswe often employ the idea of continuity to 'explain' re-identification
over finite spatial and temporal intervals [as considered in section 3]. Thus
while such experimentsmay well be employed (albeit somewhatselectively) to
in
I
the
this
thesis,
this section to a purely
restrict
myself
support
claims of
shall
philosophical analysis.

6.3 Problem A: The Problem of Lots Wife.
In section 3 we have noted that when Wiggins asks:"Is a, the man sitting on the
left at the back of the restaurant, the sameperson as b, the boy who won the
drawing prize at the school I was a pupil at in 1951?" he admits that; ". wlwt
.
organizesour actual method is the idea of a particular kind of continuouspath
in space and time which the man would have had to havefollowed in order to
end up here in the restaurant.

(Wiggins 1980,p49). Here, of course,Wiggins
."

does not suggestthat this "actual method' is one of observing this continuous
history
be
temporal
such
a
method
since
would
unavoidably
spatial and
intervals
[or
temporal
to the
to
spatial
and
small
relatively
restricted
"discontinuities and limits on observation" (Strawson 1959 p33)]; merely that it
is the assumption of the existence of such a history which constitutes (in par-t)
be
it
is
to
re-identified as the same object over spaceand time. However,
what

311 In contrast to this, the idea that "reasoning about objects" actually involves the employment of
d3mamicprinciples, or principles employing conceptsof force and mass, is favoured by Pcacock-(Eilan,
McCarthy and Brewer 1999pl. 63-76).
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there is one important case in which Wiggins would deny that spatial and
temporal continuity (or a continuous spatial and temporal history) is sufficient
to infer re-identification.

As far as Wiggins is concerned, the tracing of continuants through spaceand
time is a sortally dependent process, or is subject to the Thesis of Sortal
DependencyD (Wiggins 1980p48):
D a--b if and only if there exists a sortal conceptf such that
(1) a and b belong to a kind which is the extensionof f,
(2) to say that x falls under f- or that x is an f- is to say what x is (in the sense
that Aristotle isolated)39
(3) a is the same f as b, or a coincides with b under f, i. e. coincides with b in the
mannerof coincidencerequired for membersof f, ..
In other words, if a is b, then there must exist a sortal concept (whether known
or not) f, such that a is an f, b is an f, and a is the same f as b. It is within the
Thesis of Sortal Dependency(D) that Nvefirst encounter problems in claiming
that LP. lb applies universally to material bodies, or that spatial and temporal
continuity is itself sufficient to infer continuant identity. For the Thesis of Sortal
Dependency is directly incompatible with LP. lb if the following possibility
(either real or imagined) can occur: That there mqy exist two objects writh a
continuous spatial and tempgral history but which can be subsumedunder no
3' This phrase"In the sensethat Aristode isolated" ID(2)] refers to the sensein which Aristotle
attemptedto
define the category of secondsubstance.For Aristotle the ultimate subject of predication is the concrete
individual (first substance).For example, Adam, Red Rum, or the stone in your engagementring. But if
you ask what this 'concrete individual' essentiallyis, then you will have to specify somekind of substance
(or secondsubstance)(Joseph1925 p50). For example,Adam is a man, Red Rum is a horse,and the stone
in your engagementring is a diamond. Here then, 'man!,'hors4eand 'diamond' are types of fs. The reference
to a and b belonging to "a kind which is the extensionof V [(I)j employs the idea of extension(as opposed
to intention) as in the relationshipbetweengenusand species- "in intension the speciesincludes the genus,
in extensionis included in it" (Joseph1925 p 135). For example,we might say that man (a species)is a kind
of animal (a genus), and thus we include the genusin the definition of a species(intension), or we might
say that the genus of animal includes (amongst others) the speciesman (extension). In modern logic,
however, the term extensionhas becomemore closely associatedwith the mathematicaldefinition; as, for
example,when we replace the intentional definition of !multiply an integer by two! with the set of ordered
pair (1,2), (2,4), (3,6),.. In D(I) the "extensionof V is the set of all things which are fs
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common sortal concept.In this case,if there is no sortal commonality, and if the
Thesis of Sortal Dependencyis true, then spatial and temporal continuity is not
itself sufficient to determine the continuant identity of material bodies and
thus, in this case,LP.Ib is violated.

Although such casesdo not obviously occur in reality, at least not without some
degree of construction (as when we reidentify a butterfly with a caterpillar),
they may occur in imaginary and allegorical situations. For example, Wiggins
cites the case of Lot's Nvifewho, in Genesischapter 19, is transformed into a
pillar of salt. In this case, or so we might imagine, even though there is a
continuous spatial and temporal history betweenLot's wife and the pillar of salt
there is no sortal concept under which both Lot's NNrife
and the pillar of salt may
be subsumed(unless,as is rightly repugnantto Wiggins, we invent somekind of
intermediate sortal concept 'woman-pillar'). Wiggins is then forced to argue,in
accordancewith D, that there is no continuant identity between Lot's wife and
the pillar of salt, or that Lot's wife cannot be re-identified as the pillar of salt
(Wiggins 1980 pp66-7). Now such examples as LoVs wife are, of course,
somewhat artificial.

However, they raise the serious question of our

fundamental ideas about the continuity and re-identification of physical objects.
For even if such events do not actually occur in reality, their analysis should
reveal something of our actual ideas about continuant identity - i. e. whether,
given such an example, Nvebelieve there to be a continuant identity between
Lofs Nvifeand the pillar of salt [in which case we are applying LP. lb - since
there is nothing here but spatial and temporal continuity], or whether we believe
there to be no continuant identity between Lot's -wife and the pillar of salt [in
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which case we must be denying LP. 1b]. My argument is that at the most
fundamental level we do in fact believe there to be some form of continuant
identity between Lot's wife and the pillar of salt, and that this arises purely
becauseof their continuousspatial and temporal histories.

6.4 How Lot should treat his wife.
GenesisChapter 19 doesnot tell us about Lot's reaction to the transformation of
his wife and so we may take the liberty of elaborating a number of possibilities.
Suppose that having just witnessed this miraculous transformation, Lot
(temporarily a strong believer in D) now believes his wife to be gone and this
pillar of salt to bear no continuity or re-identification with his wife. Let us
supposealso, that tired and hungry after his flight from Sodom, he producesa
piece of meat from his pocket and, being partial to salt, sets about chipping a
lump off the pillar (which, for the sake of argument, we shall assumeto be
Sodium Chloride) Now in being a strong believer in D Lot feels no senseof
.
shameat the possible impropriety of this action. There is no continuant identity
between his wife and this pillar. There is no sortal concept under which they
may both be subsumed.The principle by which his wife persisted is not the
principle by which this pillar persists.What grief he may feel for the demiseof
his wife has nothing to do with his obtaining salt for his lunch.

The question, of course, is: How do we feel about these imagined actions of
Lot? Do we feel that he is acting correctly? Dowe feel that his actions are free
of any moral sanction because,after all, he is merely taking salt from a pillar
his
it
for
his
food?
Or
do
feel
actions?
about
and grinding up
slightly uneasy
we
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Do we feel that his action is in some way callous or disrespectful to the memory
of his wife? For if we feel uneasy about Lot's actions, then this can only be
becausewe believe, at some fundamental level which is perhapsunavailableto
philosophical analysis, that Lot's wife and this pillar of salt are in some sense
the same,or that there is somekind of continuant identity betweenthem (unless,
of course, we harbour some kind of affection for that region of spacewhich
would have been occupied by Lot's wife but is now occupied by the pillar of
salt).

Let us now consider another situation (although in this case we must alter the
original story slightly). Supposethat upon turning to look upon the destruction
of Sodom, God's wrath is such that he makes Lot's wife instantly vanish (to
reappearnowhere and thus to ceaseto exist). Let also assumethat at the very
instant that this act is performed a pillar of salt miraculously appearssome
twenty feet from where Lot's wife was standing. Once again, Lot sets about
preparinghis lunch and once again turns to the pillar for a supply of salt.

How do we feel about the actions of Lot in this second situation? The true
supporter of D must feel the same about Lot in both these cases.It must make
no difference to them whether or not the pillar of salt is spatially and temporally
continuous with Lot's wife. In both casesthere is no sortal under which both
Lot's Nvifeand the pillar of salt may be subsumed,and thus in both casesthere is
no continuity of identity betweentheseobjects.
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Let us go one step even further with this argument. Supposethat at the instant
that Lot's wife vanisheda pillar of salt miraculously appearssome twenty miles
away. It may, of course,be many hours before Lot and his daughtersreach this
pillar, but let us assumethat there is some way in which Lot can be reliably
informed that this pillar appeared at exactly the same time that his wife
disappeared.If Lot now goes about obtaining salt for his lunch, then are we to
expressany moral indignation about his actions?

Now I doubt that anyone,even the most staunchsupporterof D, could really say
that they were perfectly happy with Lot in the first example.All of us, I suspect,
would feel some degreeof uneaseor moral indignation with Lot for hacking off
lumps of salt from the pillar which was spatially and temporally continuous
with his (now 'e)e) wife. Equally, I believe that all of us would feel a lesser
degreeof uneasiness,or a lesser degreeof moral indignation (if indeed we felt
thesethings at all) in the secondexample - since in this casewe are more likely
to condemnLot simply for eating at this terrible time rather than for his actions
towards the pillar. Finally, I suspectthat none of us (although of courseI may
be wrong) would condemnLot in the third case- despitehis knowledge that the
pillar appearedat exactly the sametime that his wife disappeared.It is only the
true believer D who must feel exactly the same about Lot's actions in each of
thesethree cases,and I suspect(although of courseI may be wrong) we would
be hard pushedto find such a person.

Now I do not, of course,propose this as a serious analytical justification of my
claims. But I would ask the reader to honestly reflect upon their moral or
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emotional opinions of these three situations. And even if it should be the case
that one is only slightly more uncomfortable or indignant in the first casethan
the secondor third (but that there is a noticeable distinction; or that we do not
feel exactly the sameabout each of thesecases),then my point is made.For the
only distinction between these cases is that in the first there is a continuous
spatial and temporal history between the pillar of salt and Lot's wife, and in the
second and third there is no such history. If then we can admit to such a
difference in our responseto these situations, then we have leamt something,
not about the philosophy of individuation and re-identification perhaps, but
about how we as human beings actually go about identifying and re-identifying
material objects. It is not then philosophical analysis which draws us to
condemn Lot (in the first of our examples) but the fundamental nature of our
ideasabout the continuity of material bodies.

The important point, however, is that this belief manifests itself as a responseon
feelings
indignation
Our
towards Lot (our 'response') arise because,
our part.
of
in this case,we assigncontinuant identity upon the basis of spatial and temporal
continuity regardlessof the lack sortal commonality. But such a 'response' to
the lack of sortal commonality is certainly not universal. For example, had we
leaving
Sodom
Lot's
and later encountereda pillar of salt outside
observed
Nvife
the city, then I suspectthat there is nothing which would convince us that there
is any form of continuity whatsoeverbetweenthesetwo things - and in arguing
this position we might well cite the fact that there is no sortal concept under
doubt
be
both
(as
Lot
Lot's
this
of
salt
no
pillar
and
wife
which
can
subsumed
would in the third of our examples above). In this case then, or in the case
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where we do not know of a spatial and temporal continuity, the lack of sortal
commonality between two objects might be the most important aspect in
determining our 'response' to the claim of such an identity. What is important is
that there are certain responsesupon our part (pertaining to the identity and reidentification of material bodies) which can be characterisedwith respect to
certain principles of identity and re-identification. In some casestheseresponses
(and thus these principles) may dependupon sortal commonality, and in others
they may dependupon spatial and temporal continuity. What I am interestedin
(in my interpretation of LP. 1b) are those caseswhere we know there to be a
spatial and temporal continuity and nothing else matters in terms of our
Cresponse' to the claim of a continuant identity, i. e. when we may infer
numerical continuity upon the basis of spatial and temporal continuity alone, or
when LP. Ib may be applied unproblematically.

I have not then, of course, dispatched Wiggins' thesis in these informal
discussionson moral indignationýo.I am merely arguing that there are certain

40 A more serious criticism of Wiggins' thesis would centre upon asking how he would
in
his
that
claim
re-identifying an object; "ahat organizes our actual method
earlier
consolidate
is the idea of a particular kind of continuouspath in space and time" with the denial of some
form of continuity between Lot's wife and the pillar of salt. For as I have previously argued
(Section 3), the citing of such a path to explain re-identification implies the re-identification of
an object over a vanishing spatial and temporal interval as a 'brute fact'. If Wiggins is then
preparedto deny this 'brute fact' in the caseof Lot's vAfe, then must he not equally abandonit
in explanationsof re-identifications citing a continuous path - and are we not then left with
recourse to nothing more than an infinite number of transitivity argumentsfor accounting for
this method which supposedly"organizes our actual method' ? It is not, however, my intention
to attack Wiggin's theory here. For at the most fundamentallevel I would disagreewith Wiggins
as to what is at issue in the case of Lot's wife, and thus generally, with what is at issuein the
question of re-identification (at least for the case of material objects - the re-identification of
4persons'is no doubt more problematic). In claiming that a is re-identified as b, we should not
supposethere is someanswerto the question; 'is a the sameas bT which is independentof our
belief that 'a is the sameas b'. In other words, there is not some truth to the matter which is
independentof our knowing, although we may know by other meansthat what we once though
to be re-identified is not. All there is to a re-identification claim is our belief in a reidentification.; there is not some truth of the matter which can be revealedby philosophical or
logical analysis.For the 'objects of our everydayexperience're-identification is not the subject
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'responses' which we make to certain situations and which are such that we
believe that spatial and temporal continuity is indicative of numerical
continuity, regardlessof any other condition (i. e LP. lb). And if this is the case,
then at a fundamental level there are ideas about the continuity of material
objects, or of tracing continuants through space and time, which make no
reference to the question of "what type of thing is it that moves?" or "what
sortal concept it is subsumedunder?", or more accurately perhaps, there are
ideas which lead us to formulate responsesto situations as though it did not
matter to us what sort of thing an object is. Indeed, Wiggins himself readily
admits that we do not need to know what it is (or what kind of thing it is) that
moves in order to know that it moves. And more importantly, that "Perhapsthe
man that makes the claim that something moves does not need to know the
answer to this question, . ." (Wiggins 1980 p15). It is here, however, in this
latter quotation from Wiggins, that part of our successfulinterpretation of LP. Ib
lies. For why should it ever be the case,or in what circumstancesmight it be the
case, that someone "does not need to know the answer to this question"? In
other words, can we generally define those situations wherein it doesnot matter
to us what sortal concept an object (like a tea cup, table, chair, cat, dog, tree, or
is
There
under?
are, of course, numerous ansiversto this
subsumed
mountain)
is
fast,
If
towards
then we do not need to
moving
us
very
something
question.
know what it is, we just get out of its way. If something is blocking our path,
then we do not needto know'what it is, we just move around it. If somethingis
blocking a drain pipe, then we do not need to know what it is, we just push it
basic
in
interactions
'responses'
(and
In
mechanical
our
other
words,
with
out.
of metaphysicsor ontology; it is the subject of psychology(the psychology of our 'inclinations
to individuate').
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to) the physical world; picking things up, putting things down, walking around
things, jumping over things, we do not necessarilyneed to know what 'kinds of
things' things are. Of course, as a matter of survival, we have learnt that there
are somethings with respectto which we have to be more careful than others,or
somethings with respectto which we must (as a matter of survival) modify our
fundamental mechanical movements.For example, it is useful to know that the
thing before you is a Scorpion before you try to pick it up, or that the thing
before you is a Lion before you try to jump over it - and perhapsthis is all there
is to sortal concepts; a sort of modification to 'normal' mechanical action in
order to avoid danger of gain reward, or a way of reacting with objects which
goes beyond (or is in addition to) a simple 'response' to the properties of their
continuity and diversity.

Underlying our common-sense conception of the world is a fundamental
framework of identity, continuity, and diversity; and it is this 'framework'
which we exploit when we move and act in such a way that it doesnot matter to
us what type of thing we believe a particular object to be. It is this 'fundamental
framework' which we exploit when we move identically with respectto a chair,
it
is
framework'
'fundamental
this
table,
television
set,
and
which we
a
or
or
a
formalise most explicitly within the descriptive basis of classical Mechanics
(within which we do not have a mechanicsfor chairs and a separatemechanics
for tables; simply a mechanics of objects in general). That in addition to this
framework we also have conceptswhich lead us to avoid picking up Scorpions
and jumping over Lions, simply means that we have additional capabilities
beyond
formulate
to
to
which
go
modify
our
actions, or
actions
which allow us
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a mere responseto the identity, continuity and diversity of material objects. It is
these 'additional capabilities' that we must fall back upon when we are
presentedwith the question of re-identification over periods of non-continuous
observation (when the spatial and temporal continuity of a material body is
unknown to us via observation), and thus it is these 'additional capabilities'
which manifest themselves within such ideas as the Thesis of Sortal
Dependency.

If I then claim that LP. lb and LP.2b are principles of this 'fundamental
framework' of identity, continuity and diversity, then LP. lb and LP.2b are not
principles of the identity and diversity of a natural kind or class of objects (or a
class of objects for which membership of this class is defined by LP. lb and
LP.2b)41 They are instead principles which account for, or describe, or arise
.
within the analysis of, a certain 'response' upon our part to identity and reidentification questions.This is why I have been careful to avoid an ontological
interpretation of Locke's principles, and have referred to them instead as
principles pertaining to our own 'inclinations to individuate' (Section 2). LP. Ib
and LP.2b refer to our response to the identity and diversity of the material
objects of our common experience,but only in those sensesin which it doesnot
matter to us what type of things objects essentially are. The identity and
diversity of material bodies (in as much as this identity and diversity is
unproblematically subsumedunder LP. lb and LP.2b) is defined, not by virtue
of their being membersof a natural kind, but by our own 'response' to them, or
in terms of our own movement and actions with respectto them.
41SinceI have arguedhere that they are the principlesof identity and diversity of a classof
materialwhich are not subsumedunder sortal predicates- and the philosopheris likely to
questionthe existenceof sucha classof materialbodies,
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6.5 Problem B: The Problem of the Ship of Theseus.
is
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that
class
of contradiction
claiming
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am not yet,
compliant to the principles of identity and distinction held in LP. Ib and LP.2b.
For there is another case in which it would seem that LP. lb is violated for the
'objects of our common experience!- albeit only indirectly. This concernsthe
question of the identities of composite objects in relation to the replacementof
their parts. For example, both Hughes (1997a) and Simons (1997) find the
following two claims (about ships) non-problematic:
rDU
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total part-replacement.
survive
ship
may
gradual
Qx-EPL)
(REAS) A ship may survive disassembly and subsequentreassembly of its
parts.
[Although Hughes goes on to modify these principles (Hughes 1997b), this
modification need not concem us here]

Here, (REPL) is essentiallya statementof LP. I b, since the gradual replacement
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additional meansof determining re-identification - since the ship (as opposedto
its part) is not continuous through spaceand time but disappearsat one place
and time and reappearsat another.
Now although (REAS) would seemto assignre-identification over an extended
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is not itself in contradiction to LP. lb. All that LP. lb claims is that if you have
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spatial and temporal continuity then you have continuant identity. That (REAS)
might be true only affects our consideration of LP. lb becausewhen taken in
conjunction with (REPL) these two principles lead to a conclusion which is
seemingly contradictory with LP. lb (or, more accurately, is in contradiction
with LP.la with which LP. lb is continuous). It is relatively easy to see that,
when taken together, (REPL) and (REAS) may seemingly lead to the direct
violation of Locke's first principle (LP. 1a). In fact, as Simons has pointed out,
they may lead both to the conclusion that two objects of the same kind may be
at the sameplace at the sametime (a violation of LP. I a), and that one object can
be at two places at the sametime (a violation of LP.2a).

Let us then firstly consider how these violations of Locke's principles arise.
Supposewe have two indistinguishable ships [in the senseof what Baille refers
to as a "qualitative identijy' (Baillie 1993)], S1 and S2, which are at two
different places,PI and P2, at a given time Ta. If we now systematicallyreplace
eachpart of SI with its correspondingpart from S2, and eachpart of S2 with its
corresponding part from SI, then at time Tb we will once again have two
identical ships at PI and P2. The question, of course, is what ship is where. If
(REPL) is true, then SI is still at PI and S2 is still at P2. However, if (REAS) is
true, then S1 is now at P2 and S2 is now at PI If, therefore, we accept both
(REPL) and (REAS) as equally true, then at Th we have both S1 and S2 at P I,
and both SI and S2 at P2. In other words, we not only have two objects of the
same kind at one place at the same time, but we also have one object at two
places at the same time (since either SI or S2 may be consideredto be at two
placesat the sametime).
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6.6 How Theseusshould treat his ship.
To analyse further the nature of these assumption, lets us modify this
description slightly. Supposethat as well as SI and S2 at PI and P2 at Ta, there
was also a third ship S3 at P3 at Ta. And let us further suppose,that while we
may inspect the disassemblyand reassemblyof SI and S2, we cannot seewbat
happensto the parts in passingbetween SI and S2, nor what happensto S3. For
example, we might imagine a screenwhich allows us to see SI and S2 but not
the spacein between them or S3. If them S1 is disassembledand reassembled
from parts appearing from behind the screen, and if S2 is disassembledand
reassembledfrom parts appearing from behind the screen, then can we now
make any assumptionsabout where SI and S2 are at Th? We note firstly that
(REPL) can be applied as before - since this principle does not rely upon the
origin of those parts which are used for replacement,only that they are at least
qualitatively identical to the parts which they replace. Also, (REPL) is
commensurate vAth LP. lb (i. e. SI and S2 have a continuous spatial and
temporal history throughout the processof part replacement).In this casethen,
we still have the solution that SI is at P1 at Ta and Th, and that S2 is at P2 at Ta
and Th. The problem, of course, arises when we come to apply (REAS). For
is
in
longer
know
if the parts with which we are
the
we
no
place
once
screen
replacing parts of SI come from S2 or S3 (or indeed SI itself), and we no longer
know if the parts with which we are replacing parts of S2 are coming from SI or
S3 (or indeed S2 itself). In this casethen, we are probably not even tempted to
apply (REAS) at all, and would probably content ourselves with simply
claiming (REPL), or that SI and S2 have persisted through the gradual
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replacementof their parts - Locke's principle, and the principle that one object
cannotbe at two placesat the sametime, therefore remains intact.

But what is really different between this second situation (where Locke's
principle survives) and the first (where Locke's principle is seeminglyviolated)?
The answerto this, of course, is simply that we no longer know the spatial and
temporal histories of the parts. We do not know whether the parts which
subsequentlyreassembleSl are spatially and temporally continuous Nvithparts
from S2 or S3 (or indeed SI itself).

What we are really asserting when we claim that the identity of a ship may
survive its disassemblyand subsequentreassembly(REAS), is that if we take
the sameparts and put them together in the sameform, then we have the same
ship. But the criterion by which we decide if these parts are indeed 'the same
parts' is (in this case) based upon LP. Ib- that the parts are known to be the
sameparts becausethey have continuous spatial and temporal histories. In other
words, as formulated here, or as formulated by Hughes and Simons, or as
implied vvitbin the classical problem of the Ship of Theseus,both (REAS) and
(REPL) are ultimately dependentupon LP. I b. (REPL) is essentiallyjust LP. Ib
reworded, becausethe continuity of the ship and the continuity of its parts are
dependentupon their continuous spatial and temporal histories (although it is
not assumedthat the same ships must have the same parts). In (REAS), whilst
the re-identification of the ship is not dependentupon a continuous spatial and
temporal history (of the ship itself) it is dependentupon the continuous spatial
its
history
temporal
of
parts.
and
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Now (REAS) is peculiar in that it deals, not with two different ways of reidentifying objects within a common class (of which both ships and their parts
are members), but with two essentially different types of objects - or objects
which submit to different principles of re-identification. And this is due, I would
argue, simply to a subjective element of analysis - of choosing those objects
which will be considered as parts (and will thus be irreducible within the
analysis) and those consideredas ships (and thus emergentfrom, and reducible
to, the arrangementof their parts). It is always possible, of course, to shift this
subjective division. There is no actual fundamental division between, say, ships
and planks. No doubt we could break down a plank into its parts (a number of
splinters perhaps)and then reassemblethem elsewhereto obtain [via a modified
version of (REAS)] the sameplank. However, we are still left with the casethat
the re-identification of these parts (this collection of individual splinters) is
dependent upon their spatial and temporal continuity - or dependent upon
LP. I b. The principle (REAS), in isolation, is regressive.We may break a fleet
of ships down into individual ships, and individual ships into individual planks,
individual
into
individual
planks
splinters, and we could then reconstruct
and
this same fleet at a different place and time from the same splinters, from the
same planks, and from the same ships - all by successivemodifications of
(REAS). But at the bottom of this processwe would require that the splinters
basis
the
of their spatial and temporal continuity, or their
are re-identified upon
compliance to LP. lb. We require LP. lb to terminate this regress,and it is at the
point where LP. lb is applied that the distinction betweenobject types is drawn in
between
distinction
(subject
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and composite objects (or emergent objects which are reducible to the
arrangementof their parts).

Now if I am to claim that there is a non-contradictory class of objects which
satisfy LP. lb and LP.2b, then I have to get rid of this subjective division - and
thus get rid of the combination of (REAS) and (REPL) for this class. Quite
simply becausewe cannot allow that Locke's principle [with which LP. lb is
continuous] may be violated. This can be done immediately, of course,simply
by not allowing any composite objects (or objects made up of parts) within this
class.However, this seemsrather drastic since I have already said that this class
includes (in a particular sense)such things as tea cups, tables, chairs, cats, dogs,
trees and mountains - and we should hardly wish to have to accept that these
things are not (in some sense)reducible to parts. In what sensethen may we
consider such things as tea cups, tables, chairs, cats, dogs, trees and mountains,
to be irreducible - and thus in what sensemay we claim them to be consistently
compliant with LP. lb and LP.2b [and free of the violation of Locke's principle
imPlicit in (REPL) and (REAS)]? The answerto this question, I would suggest
(becauseit is the same answer that I gave above), is in the sensein which we
move,%vithrespectto them. For example,in walking around a tree in order to get
out of a forest I act as though the tree were simply an object to be avoided(since
this tree and mYself cannot be at the same place at the same time). That I may
suspectthat the tree may be reducedto parts has no influence upon my physical
it
(in this case).Likewise, in picking up a radio to
to
respect
movement with
take it to another room, I act as though this radio were a simple irreducible
obj ect. The fact that I know it to be composedof transistorsand resistorsand the
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such like, makes no difference to my physical interaction with it (in this case).
In the most fundamental elements of our own mechanics; picking things up,
putting things down, walking around trees, jumping over rivers, etc, our
interactions'with 'physical objects' are interactions 'with thingswhich are treated
as singular irreducible entities. That we later learn that these things are in fact
reducible has no effect upon our most fundamentalinteractions with them.

There are, of course,specializedactions which we perform which rely upon our
understanding of the fact that things often have parts Oust as there are
specialized actions which rely upon our understanding that things may be
subsumedunder a sortal concept). If I wanted to repair my radio rather than take
it into anotherroom, then I would exploit just such a understanding.But even in
the processof this repair my most fundamental movements(picking things up,
putting things down, avoiding bumping one thing into another) would be
formulated with respect to objects which are subject to no further conscious
reduction into parts. My picking up a capacitor and soldering it to a printed
circuit board does not require me to act as though the capacitor were reducible
to parts. Our most fundamental movement and actions are formulated with
respgctto objects which are treated as irreducible.

So finally then, I may define that class of objects which I claim are subject to
the principles of identity and diversity contained in LP. lb and LP.2b, i. e. that
class of

obj ects whose numerical continuity

may be directly

and

inferred
from
their spatial and temporal continuity. But this is
unproblematically
a definition, not of the intrinsic properties of objects, but of the relationship
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between objects and our movement and interaction Nvithrespect to them. These

are:
The objects of our immediate experience (such as tea cups,
tables, chairs, cats, dogs, trees, and mountains)but only in the
sensethat: (a) It is with respect to their individuation that our
physical actions are conducted, or with respect to their
continuity that our successful motion isformulated, and (h)
that they are individuated, identified and distinguished as
irreducible entities, or that while they may befurther reduced
to parts our interactions with them are independent of this
possible reduction, and (c) that while they may be further
subsumed wider sorial concepts our interactions with them
are independentofthese sortal characterizations
(b) avoids the violation of Locke's principle which is seemingly inherent -within
the combination of (REPL) and (REAS), and (c) avoids the possibleviolation of
LP. Ib implicit within the Thesis of Sortal Dependency(D). In those caseswhere
depend
may
more
mature
and
our
reflective actions
upon ether the reduction of
an object to its parts, or the characterizationof an object under a sortal concept,
then those objects with respect to which these actions are formulated are not a
member of the class I here define. Likewise, if it is the case that our actions
towards an obj ect are in part independentof its possible reduction to parts, or
characterization under a sortal concept, and equally, in part dependentupon
thesereductions and characterizations,then this object is a member of the classI
have here defined only with respect to those aspectsof our actions which are
independentof this reduction to parts and characterizationunder a sortal.

Now it may well seem that I have laboured the definition of this class
somewhat; or that I have realised the limitations of LP. lb and LP.2b and am
is
from
But
desperately
to
this
trying
them
save
not
philosophical
criticism.
now
the case.Individuation and action are intimately connectedin the human being.
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For in what sensemay we say that we are 'inclined to individuate', if not in
individuate,
in
formulate
'response'
to
to
those
things
and
some
we
order
which
what way may we more readily formulate a 'response' than in moving and
acting in the physical world?

6.7 Sumnwry
In as much as we may describe our movement and actions with respect to
material bodies, and in as much as some of these movements and actions are
independentof the material body type (its sortal predicate) and its reduction to
parts, Nvemove and act in accordance with their identity, diversity and reidentification characteristicsalone. In moving and acting with respectto simply
the identity, diversity and re-identification properties of material bodies we
move and act in accordancewith Locke's principles (or my 'continuous form'
of them as capturedin LP. Ib and LP.2b).

But what are the ramifications of making such a claim about the way we move
and act? What does it tell us about our movement and actions themselves?
Suppose,for example, that it were the casethat we moved and acted as though
the world were made up of nothing but perfect cubes (and whether the world
is
here
In
this case,
there).
perfect
cubes
made
up
of
neither
nor
was actually
lines
from
do
in
A
B
to
we would
so
a series of straight
when we moved
be
by
(because
turns
angle
cubes of
would
right
we
ourselves
punctuated
do
tried
to
thing
top
could
so
put one
on
of another we
course), and when we
only in a manner commensuratewith the geometric packing properties of cubes.
Equally, the rotational symmetry properties of cubes would be reflected in the
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rotational symmetry properties of our actions. In this case then, it is relatively
easy to see that 'what is true of cubesis true also of our (successful)movement
and actionS42.What we could say about cubes, or what properties we might
derive from their nature, we could also say,and derive, about our movementand
actions.

do not, of course, move and act as though the world were one of
Now -%ve
perfect cubes. Instead we move and act as though the world were one of
material bodies whose identity and diversity characteristics are captured in
LP. Ib and LP.2b43 Must we not therefore equally assumethat what is true of
.
material bodies whose identity and diversity principles are captured in LP. lb
and LP.2b is true also of our (successful) movement and action? And if, as
demonstratedin section 4, LP. lb and LP.2b exhibit (even if as nothing more
than a logical possibility) a clear relationship to purely temporal continuity, then
can we not equally say that our movement and action may likewise exhibit

42In this casewe are imagining a world which may or may not be madeup of perfect cubesbut
is of sucha nature that acting as though it were madeup of perfect cubesis a way of
successfullymoving and acting within it. We then assumethat someprocessof evolution has
taken place via which has emergeda speciesof creaturesthat move and act as though the world
were madeup of perfect cubes.While thesecreaturescan move and act in anywaythey wish,
only when acting as though the world were madeup of perfect cubeswould their movementand
actionsbe successfulor beneficial.So in the current exampleI should really replacethe
expression"moving and acting7with "moving and acting successfully",but this is a detail upon
in
do
I
this simpleexample.
to
concentrate
not
which
wish
43 In this casewe are imagininga world which may or may not be madeup of materialbodies
whoseidentity and diversity principles are capturedin LP. Ib and LP.2b but is of sucha nature
that acting as though it were madeup of suchbodiesis a way of successfullymoving and acting
within it. We then assumethat someprocessof evolution hastaken place via which hasemerged
a speciesof creaturesthat move and act as though the world were madeup of materialbodies
whose identity and diversity principles are capturedin LP. Ib and LP.2b. While thesecreatures
can move and act in anywaythey wish, only when acting as though the world were madeup of
suchmaterialbodieswould their movementand actionsbe successfulor beneficial.So once
again I should really replacethe expression"moving and acting" with "moving and acting
successfully",but this is a detail with which I do not wish to distract the reader.
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(even if as nothing more than a logical possibility) just such a relationship to
purely temporal continuity?

This question would, of course,be nothing more than a mere abstractenquiry if
it were not for the fact that when moving and acting in the way that we do (or
when moving and acting as though the world were one of material bodies) we
are indeed aNvareof a relationship to someform of (seemingly) purely temporal
continuity. I refer here, of course,to our consciousawarenessof our movement
and actions and the fact that our mental eventsseemto be continuously located
in time but not in space.

There is nothing in these arguments,of course, which must lead us directly to
the conclusion that the temporality of our consciousnessand the nature of our
movement and actions are intimately related. Just the suspicion that if what is
true of LP. lb and LP.2b is true of our movement and actions, then it is perfectly
logically consistent to claim that they are. What these arguments do achieve,
however, is to provide us with a meansof moving forward with this speculative
philosophical exercise.For we may now legitimately direct our attention to the
between
Locke's principles and the
possible philosophical relationship
temporality of consciousness- its "temporal phenomenology" (or what it feels
like to feel time passing).
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7. Phenomenological Time - Its Properties and Relation to Locke's
Principles
7.1Introduction
It has been my stated intention to pursue an interpretation of the analysis of
Book I (the necessaryand sufficient description of that statementformulated by
S) in terms of infinitesimal temporal intervals which are defined otherwisethan
with respectto the 'instantaneousvelocity' of a material body. Likewise, I have
indicated in the introduction to this thesis that I shall be interested in the
definition of isolated (non-quotiented) infinitesimal terms which arises within
the analysis of purely temporal re-identification statementsand the condition of
purely temporal continuity which is associatedwith them [T(m)=T(m)+dTý,, n,do
have
I
In
that,
the
the
not
only
section
argued
continuous
m=m'].
previous
->
form of Locke's principles apply unproblematically (or free from the
philosophical criticisms discussedin the last section) to a certain description of
our movement and actions, but that in being unproblematically related to these
principles these 'certain aspects of our movement and actions' are equally
have
.
1.
Book
Thus
I
to
the
conclusions
arrived at the
9
ect
analytical
of
sub
problem of describing our movement and actions (or the movement and action
of S) in relation to our 'knowing' (or S's 'knowing) that there are n material
bodies moving around within a given region of spaceover a given interval of
time.

There is, however, no immediately satisfying route (other than by the arguments
of Section 6-7) by which I can move from this position to the claim that it is the
temporality of consciousnesswhich must naturally concern us - or that it is the
temporal phenomenologyof S which is itself purely temporal (whether actually
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or only seemingly so to S) and whose continuity may provide for S that very
term (dT.,,,, ) with respect to which S may know n. We may, however, hint at
such a claim, or more accurately perhaps, we may propose those arguments
which make such a claim less extraordinary than it may at first appear.Firstly,
there is the suggestedlink between the brain and our movement and action
itself For example, as Greenfield puts it; "So the brain then, in whatever,shape,
size and degree of sophistication, is somehowconnectedin a very basic way to
ensuring survival as both a consequenceand a causeof movement"(Greenfield
1997). So if it is to the function of the brain that we must turn for the origin of
our moving and acting in the -waythat we do, and if part of this 'moving and
acting' is to "move and act accordingly and independently of their [material
bodies] sortal characterisation and reduction to parts", and if this itself requires
of S at least reference to a "system of purely temporal re-identification
statements [T(m); zT(mq A m=M7

and a purely

temporal continuity

[T(m)=T(m )+dT,,,,,.,,-; ý m=m 7, then where else should we look for this system
of statementsand continuity than "ithin the function of the brain itself. And
whether actually or only seemingly so to ourselveswe do indeed seemto find
such a pure temporality in those operationsof the brain with which we are most
intimate and familiar, namely; within consciousness:"The things around us
normally have spatial characteristics, such as size, shape, and location. By
contrast, it makes no senseto think of our experiences,desires, thoughts, and
feelings as having size and shape, and it is even unclear whether we can assign
hodily location to thesethings" (Rosenthal 1991)- an idea which finds its most
explicit formulation perhaps in what Ryle critically refers to as the "official
doctrine" of Cartesianism: "It is a necessaryfeature of what has physical
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existence that it is in space and time, it is a necessaryfeature of what has
mental existencethat it is in time but not in space" (Ryle G, 1949).

Such arguments are, however, largely informal and will not provide for us the
rigour which we require in order to at last place a philosophical interpretation
upon the isolated infinitesimal term and, ultimately, question Q4a. as posed at
the beginning

of this work.

Instead, I 'wish to address the topic

of

phenomenological time, or time as experienced by consciousness, directly
(admitting for now that it is only a suspicion that leads us in this direction) and
enquire as to its characteristics - in as much as it may be said to have such
'characteristics'.

Only if these 'characteristics'

may themselves be shown to

correspond, even if only more or less so, to the formal properties of the purely
temporal continuity which we seek [T(m)=T(m')+dT,,.,

-)ý m=m'] may we

then feel more confident in the leap from the formal properties of temporal
continuity to the temporal phenomenology of consciousness which the above

informal argumentswould seemto imply' 4
.

Let us then turn firstly to the topic of phenomenologicaltime itself and those
issues(and problems) surrounding its seeminglypurely temporal nature.

441 do not mean to sound overly pessimisticin these comments,
nor to be overly apologeticfor
my methods. The simple truth is that there is no strict methodology for moving from formal
arguments(such as those presentedin Book 1) to philosophicalarguments(such as thosewhich
are the concern of Book 2). Analysis may only guidesus towards, and lin-dtour stupidity in, the
formulation of speculative philosophical arguments. Thus the comments here are merely
intended to highlight the fact that in moving from the analysis of purely temporal reidentification statements to the claim that the temporal phenomenology of consciousness
exhibits the samepropertiesI am, in fact, still, making a highly speculativeleap.
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7.2Phenomenological Time and its properties.
Upon what basis upon do we at first distinguish phenomenological time from
the 'measuredtime' of the physicist, or more accurately, what are the sensesin
both
the
temporal
of
nature
mental
events
which
coincide with and differ from
the temporal nature of physical events? Given that the temporal nature of
physical events are now firmly subsumedunder the Theory of Special Relativity
(Einstein

1922)45,

then the question of whether, or to what extent,

phenomenologicaltime is either identifiable as, or distinct from, measuredtime
comesdown to the following question.Upon what basis do we proceedfrom the
recognition of the temporal nature of mental eventsto the assumptionthat their
temporal properties are subsumedunder this theory? Let me firstly consider a
in
is
highly
instance
this
assumption
seemingly
and.
relevant
which
specific
made.

It would seemthat there is a suggestion[hinted at by Russell (1927, p 384), but
(1977)
formulated
by
Weingard
specifically
and Lockwood
certainly more
(1984a, 1984b, 1985)] that despitethe traditional denial of the spatial location of
mental events (e.g. Descartes- see the quotation from Ryle above), relativity
theory can somehow be employed to demonstratethat such 'events'are indeed
spatially located. For example, Lockwood proposes the following argument
(Lockwood 1989, p 72): 'ý according to special relativity, any two events
.
which are temporally separated with respect to oneframe of reference must be
spatially separated with respect to some other frame. " If mental events are
45 PerhapsI should refer here, not to the special theory, but the general theory of relativity.
However, my argumentswill not require me to move beyond the predictions of this 'special
theory' and the nature of the 'General Theory' is so removed from common sensethat to cite it
in the context of this thesiswould seemunnecessarilypedantic.
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therefore temporally separated,Lockwood argues, then they must be spatially
located ("somewhere").

While I do not agree with this particular argument6, the real question is why
Lock-wood, or indeed anyone, should consider that Special Relativity can be
directly applied to mental events in the first place?In answerto this, Lockwood
proposes that; "mental events are located in time, in the same sense that
physical eventsare", or that they "belong to the very same temporal order as do
physical events" [a position which I believe Gibbins (1985) is justified in
suggestingintroduces a level of circularity into Lockwood's argument].

Yet Lockwood must, in some sense,be right. For it will lead to absurditiesif we
do not recognise that in certain circumstances,or under certain arguments,the
temporal nature of mental events must submit to some of the prescriptions of
relativity theory. Most importantly, there are quite clear casesin which we may
arrive at the conclusion that, like physical events, mental events exhibit
temporal inertial variance (that the temporal interval betweentwo eventsmay be
different in two mutually inertial referenceframes). Suppose,for example,that a
man were to be observed picking up a sea shell, examining it, and putting it
down again. We may assumethat whatever mental processesaccompanythese
46 It seemsto me to imply that mental events may be spatially located with respectto some
referenceframes but not others - this itself violating, not only the principle of specialrelativity
(since it implies the existence of privileged reference systems for the description of mental
events),but also the co-ordinate transformation rules of SpecialRelativity itself [since it is only
spatial and temporal separationswhich may vanish under the Lorentz Transformation (Lorentz
1892), not spatial and temporal locations] Thus Lockwood's argument would seem to be
incapable of escaping the inevitable circularity, namely, that to be spatially separatedwith
respect to "some otherftame" requires them to be at least spatially located in all. Finally, the
whole of Lockwood's argumentwould seemto rely upon the acceptancethat mental eventscan,
in any case,be unproblematicallylocated with respectto an inertial referenceframe - something
which, as we shall shortly see,is not altogether obvious.
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actions they are in some way closely related to these events themselves.The
man is thinking about picking up the shell Nvhenhe picks up the shell. He is
thinking about examining it when he is examining it and he is thinking about
down
it
putting
when he puts it down. In other words, we may assumethat there
is somedegreeof simultaneity betweentheseeventsand the mental processesof
the man himself Let us then consider what happens when these actions are
observedby two different observers.If the observerA observesthe actions of
47
from
inertial
frame
K
this man
the perspective of the
the
reference
and
,
observerB observesthe actions of this man from the perspectiveof the inertial
reference frame K, and if K and K' are in a state of uniform relative motion
(they are 'mutually inertial'), then the Special Theory of Relativity predicts that
A and B will measurea different temporal interval between the man picking up
the sea shell and putting it down. The only sensible solution is then to assume
that the man is thinking faster with respectto one of these observersthan with
respectto the other - and thus we arrive at the opinion (as Lockwood suggests)
that mental events "helong to the very same temporal order as do physical
be,
However,
it
this argument is (as I shall shortly
seductive
as
may
events".
argue)itself at odds with the Principle of Special Relativity.

Now the argument above looks attractive becauseit seemsto be addressingthe
right topic. In co-ordinating spaceand time in relation to the principle of inertia,
or in terms of 'inertial referencesystems',classical mechanicsis dependentupon
those properties of physical systemswhich remain unchanged,or are 'invariant',
between
linear
transformations
the
simple
one inertial reference system
under
47An inertial referencesystemis a systemof co-ordinateswith respectto which the principle of
inertia holds true, or with respectto which the spatialco-ordinatesof a 'freely moving' particle
are a simplelinear function of time.
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and another. These 'invariants' are not spatial and temporal locations
themselves,but are the magnitudesof the intervals between locations. Hence in
Newtonian physics we have a mechanics based upon the invariance of
independentspatial and temporal intervals under the Galileian Transformation,
and in relativistic physicswe have a mechanicsbasedupon the invariance of the
spatio-temporal interval under the Lorentz Transfonnation (Lorentz 1892). In
mechanical theory therefore, it is the properties of invariants which are of
primary importance, not the properties of variant location terms. The attempted
absorptionof the temporal properties of mental eventsunder the SpecialTheory
of relativity should not then be based upon attempting to argue that mental
eventsare temporally located in the samesenseas physical events(and thus also
spatially located), but that their temporal intervals exhibit the same properties
under transformation as do the temporal intervals of physical events. The
argument above (about the man picking up and putting down sea shells)
therefore seemsto supportthe claim that the temporal nature of mental eventsis
inertially variant in the same way as the temporal nature of physical events
(which itself seemsto lead us back to Lockwood's claim that mental eventsare
spatially located). But this overlooks the most important aspects of mental
eventsthemselves.

The temporal intervals of mental eventsare simply the wrong type of thing to be
inertially variant; since they cannot be directly, or objectively, measuredby an
observer and there is no possible situation in which such intervals may be
determined with respect to different states of relative motion. Only the man
picking up and putting down sea shells knows what the temporal interval 'feels
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like' between his thinking of picking it up and his thinking of putting it down.
All that the observers 'A' and V

can observe are the physical events

themselves. In other words, the arguments above overlooks the first person
subjectivity of the temporal nature of mental events.

Let us consider another simple thought experiment which will make this
position clear. Supposethat I were at a firework display when I seethe flash of
a particular firework and shortly after hear the sound of its bang. In this case,I
am aware that the flash occurred before the bang and that between these two
events there was a single definite temporal duration. Supposenow that during
this display there is a neuroscientist (equipped with the appropriate apparatus)
who is observing my brain activity in minute detail. Let us assumethat as a
result of the stimulation of my eyesby the flash this neuroscientist observesan
event 'a' within my brain. Similarly, as a result of the stimulation of my earsby
the bang, the neuroscientist observesthe event V within my brain. Being a
physicalist, the neuroscientist then claims that the physical event 'a'
correspondsto'what is going on inside my head'when I perceive the flash, and
that the event V correspondsto 'what is going on inside my head' when I
perceive the bang. Now the events 'a' and V are, of course, perfectly normal
observablephysical events and could have been seenby anyone who had taken
the trouble to observemy brain. The question that we want to ask however is;
what is it, which can be observed and measured by the neuroscientist (and
which can thus be consideredas part of the physical world), which corresponds
to my awarenessthat the flash occurred before the bang and that betweenthese
events there Nvasa single definite temporal duration? More accurately perhaps,
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can we say that my awarenessof the temporal relationship between the flash
and the bang (-whatthis interval 'feels like' to me, or how I judge its duration)
correspondsto the observed and measuredtemporal relationship between 'a'
and V within my brain?

The answerto this is absolutely and fundamentally "No". The neuroscientistcan
measure nothing that corresponds to my intuition of the temporal duration
between the bang and the flash - and we can see this by considering the
consequencesof the reverseclaim. Let us designatemy intuition of this duration
as AT',,b and the temporal interval between the events 'a' and V, as measured
by the neuroscientist, as ATIab, and let us claim that AT',,b =ATiab(or that in
measuringthe time betweenthe events'a' and V the neuroscientisthasactually
also measuredmy intuition of the duration between my awarenessof the flash
and the bang). Let us now posit the existence of another neuroscientist
(equipped with perhapseven more remarkableequipment than the first) who is
travelling towards both the first neuroscientistand myself in a state of uniform
relative motion, and let us assumethat this secondneuroscientistsalso measures
2
interval
between
V
brain
AT
'a'
the temporal
the events and
say.
within my
ab
Now the Special Theory of Relativity insists that becauseof the uniform relative
motion betweenthe two neuroscientistsAT

2b

#ATIab,and thus AT2ab: 9ATiab-

We should then immediately see the problem. If the first Neuroscientist's
measurementis a measurementof my awarenessof the temporal relationship
betweenthe flash and the bang, then the secondneuroscientist'smeasurementis
have
Special
Principle
Relativity
In
the
of
we
a
violation
of
not.
which case
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(that all mutually inertial reference systems are equally suitable for the
fonnulation of physical laws, or that there exist no 'privileged' inertial reference
systemsfor the description of physical events).Claiming that any measurement
whatsoeverof the temporal interval between the events 'a' and V (within my
brain) is a measurementof my intuition of the interval betweenthe flash and the
bang, or a measurementof my awarenessof this interval, is to claim that there
must exist privileged inertial referenceframes- and thus to negatethe Principle
of

RelatiVity48
Special

The temporal proper-tiesof mental events cannot therefore be subsumedunder
the terms and principles of relativity theory - since paradoxically perhaps,the
claim that they may is itself a violation of the principle of special relativity - and
thus it is not true that they "belong to the very same temporal order as do
physical events". But surely we should know this anyway (regardlessof these
more fon-nal argumentsfrom relativity theory). My awarenessof the temporal
interval between two events(what this interval 'feels like' to me, or how I judge
its duration) cannot anyway be related to the measurement of the interval
between two events in 'measured time'. Two studentssitting through a second
year Mechanics lecture may experience completely different intuitions of the

49It is tempting, perhaps,to suggestthat the first of theseneuroscientistsdoes indeedoccupy a
special position with respect to my own temporal phenomenology,namely that, providing that
there is no relative motion between this neuroscientistand myself, then we are both located
within the same inertial reference system. But this can mean nothing more than that this
neuroscientistand myself would 'measure' (using a clock) the sametemporal interval between
the flash and the bang of the firework (and we should note that this neuroscientist, in
'measuring' the interval between the events 'a' and V within my brain, is, in effect,
'measuring' nothing more than the interval betweenthe flash and the bang within his or her own
inertial referencesystem).We must accept the Principle of Specialrelativity to be telling us that
there is nothing of significancein the claim that x and y 'measure' time with respectto the same
inertial reference system. Further, there is nothing within this claim which insists that the
phenomenologicalexperienceof the duration betweenthe flash and the bang is the samefor this
neuroscientistand myself.
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last ten minutes of the lecture - for one the time may seemto passquickly (such
that upon looking up at the clock she is surprised to find the lecture nearly
ended), while the other may find the time to pass slowly (such that no matter
how often he looks at the clock the last ten minutes seem interminable).
Measuring the temporal intervals between physical events cannot measurethe
phenomenological duration between those events that we experience,nor can
we say that the magnitude of the phenomenological duration between two
events as experiencedby one individual is the same as, or different from, the
magnitude of the phenomenological duration between two events as
experiencedby another individual - for what is the objective criterion by which
we could claim that one such magnitude is the sameas another?

These then, or so it would seem,are at least two of the defining characteristics
of phenomenological durations (the time between physical events as
experiencedby consciousness):
(a) Their first person subjectivity; that no one individual may experience the
phenomenological durations of another (these durations are somehow
in
independent
temporal
exist
as
are
separate
perhaps
and
separateminds
domains).
(b) That we may not identify (either as objects or as magnitudes)the extent of
one individual's phenomenological durations Nvith the phenomenological
durations of another.
7.3Are mental eventslocated in time at all.
It seemssomewhatparadoxical, perhaps,that having laboured my interest in the
temporal nature of mental events I should now ask if such events are located in
time at all. What I mean to ask, of course,is are mental events located in time;
initial
The
by
'time'
the
time
the
mean
measured
physicist?
we
of
where
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responseto this question might be to suggestthat I can at least correlate my
mental events Nvithphysical events (the positions of the hands on a clock face
for example) and in this much my mental events must be in time in the same
way that thesephysical eventsare in time. However, from the discussionsof the
previous section we now know that physical events themselves (like the
positions of the hands on a clock face for example) are not simply 'in time' (or
at least their intervals and durations are not simply 'in time') they are located
with respect to an inertial reference system - and it makes all the difference
when talking about the times and the simultaneity and the intervals and the
durations of physical events, to state what inertial reference system these
simultaneities,intervals and durations are measuredwith respectto.

Fortunately, we have to hand a relatively simply definition of what it is to be
located with respect to a given inertial referencesystem.If two physical events
'a' and V are 'located' with respectto the inertial referencesystemK, then the
interval (both spatial and temporal) between them can be equally determined,
either by repetitive operations performed upon measuring instruments (i. e. by
interval
between
'a' and V with a measuringrod and a
the
measuring
actually
clock) or by calculation basedupon the known locations of 'a' and V (within
the reference system) and the known geometry of the inertial referencesystem
itself Only if thesetwo methodsof determining the interval between 'a' and V
V
located
'a'
the
that
same
answer
may
are
with respectto
we
claim
and
yield
the inertial reference system K-

since in what sensemay we claim that two

if
interval
(as
located
their
to
are
with
system
respect
an reference
events
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actually measured) is not that predicted from the geometry of the reference
systemitself

But surely I have already argued that it is itself contrary to the principle of
special relativity to claim that the phenomenological interval between two
mental eventscan be identified with the temporal interval betweentwo physical
events within

inertial
any
reference system (my arguments about the

phenomenologicalinterval betweenmy awarenessof the flash and the bang of a
firework)? If this is so, then our definition of location within an inertial
referencesystemsimply cannot apply to mental events.

Mental events may be correlated with physical events which are themselves
legitimately located with respectto an inertia referencesystem.However mental
events cannot be likewise located. And this, of course, should be obvious. The
example of the two studentsin the final ten minutes of a secondyear Mechanics
lecture should be sufficient to convince us that there is no intersubjectively
testable geometry of phenomenological time - no geodesic along which
phenomenological time may be claimed to characteristically pass.Two 'clock
indeed
correlate their own mental eventswith the same
students
may
watching'
indicating
9:
(the
indicating
50
10:00 say)
the
clock
and
clock
events
physical
be
located with respect to the inertial
these
may
well
physical events
and
if
but
K,
one of these studentsfeels time to be passingquickly
referencesystem
it
drag,
feels
in
'feel'
to
then
the
their
turn
their own
each
other
would
while
intervals
temporal
as different from the other (although if
phenomenological
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questionedeach could only claim that ten minutes had passed),and thus there
can be no geometryof phenomenologicaltime.

The principle of Special Relativity tells us that there is no privileged inertial
reference system for the description of the intervals between physical events
(there is no 'ultimate' space and time of Newton). Thus the description of
physical events must always imply (even if not stated) the stipulation of the
reference system with respect to which they are described. If

the

phenomenologicaltemporal intervals between mental events fail even the most
fundamentaldefinition of location (with respectto an inertial referencesystem),
then what sense is left to us in the claim that mental events are located in
cmeasured'time?

Thus we arrive at that conclusion which we knew all along. There is no possible
way in which the phenomenologicalintervals of two different individuals may
be compared(be said to be the same or different). More worrying perhaps,nor
is there any way to say that the phenomenologicaltemporal locations of mental
events of two different individuals are actually correlated with the same
physical event - i. e. if the individual Y correlatesthe mental event 'm,," with
the physical event TF, and the individual 'y' correlatesthe mental event 'myl
with the samephysical event 'Pl' (if indeed it is possible to say that the mental
events of different individuals are correlated with the 'same' physical event and I suspectthat there are serious difficulties with claiming this), then there is
in
no sensewhatsoever saying that 'm,,' and 'my' are 'at the sametime'. In other
words, the temporal correlation of mental events with physical events is not
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transitive. If 'm,,' is correlated with 'Pl' and 'my' is correlated NvithTF, then
we cannot infer that 'm,.,' is correlated with 'my'.

Thus to those properties of phenomenologicaltime [(a) and (b)) identified in
Section7.2 we may add an important third:
(c) The temporal correlation of mental events and physical events is not
transitive.

7.4 A Derivation of the Properties of Purely Temporal Continuity.
We have concluded then, that phenomenologicaltime (or time as experienced
by consciousness)is not to be identified with measuredtime, and further, that
far ftorn being illusory at least some of the properties of phenomenologicaltime
In this section I wish to argue
are easily characterisedand familiar to us a1149.
that theseeasily characterisedand familiar propertiesof phenomenologicaltime
be
implied)
derived
(or
least
from that condition which we
themselves
at
may
have already derived upon purely logical groundsas a legitimate solution to the
necessaryand sufficient formulation of Lockean cardinality statements(Section
1.4), i. e.

T(m)=T(m')+dT.,., -> m=m'.
It should be rememberedthat this continuity condition is proposed(and its term
dT,., detennined as resistant to finite division) in the logical consolidation of

49Of coursethis is somewhatcontradictory to my previousargumentsin the introduction to this
thesis.What I seemto be sayingis that thesepropertiesare familiar to S where S is a variable
amongsta range of individuals.In this case,however,we would be hard pressedto comeup
with a strict criterion of S's 'knowing' that T 'knows' theseproperties.My only justification for
this claim is that in Book 2 of this thesiswe are simply placing a philosophicalspeculation
around the more rigorously derived statementsof Book I- and in this much a degreeof
informality is unavoidable.
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two statements.Firstly, a purely temporal re-identification statement over the
small but finite temporal interval 6TMM,:

T(m)=T(m')+8Tmm, /\ m=m'
and secondly a definition which ensures the transitivity of the identity
relationship in such finite purely temporal re-identification statements,i. e.
T(m)=T(m') -> m=m'
It was claimed, in Section 1.4, that in a manner directly analogousto the nonregressivedescription of continuous classical motion, the secondconjunction of
the expression T(m)=T(m')+8Tm,,,, A m=m' becomes an inference [and thus
continuous with T(m)=T(m)

in
limit
'tends
8T,,,,.,
the
towards
m=m']
as
->

zero'.

It is perhapsobvious from initial inspection that this inference cannot apply to
the description of re-identifications in 'measuredtime', or what Searlerefers to
as "real time" (Searle 1994 p127). If we start with two instances of this
expression:

T(m)=T(m')+dTý,,,m,-> m=m'
T(n)=T(n')+dT .....-> n--n'
and if we allow the vanishing terms dTn,,,,,and dT,,,, to actually becomeZero
(as a logical exerciseonly perhaps),then we obtain:

(iii)
...
Ov)
...

T(m)=T(m') -> m=m'
T(n)=T(n') -> n=n'
from which Nvemay deduce:

(V)

T(m)=T(n) -> m=n
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In other words, any two objects (of the type m and n- whatever 'n' and W
may refer to) which are at the sametime [T(rn)--T(n)] must be the sameobject
[m=n]. Thus (i), for example, cannot refer to ordinary material bodies and
measuredtime - or else at any one time there could be no more than one such
entity. How then may we account for a diversity of the form m#n - assuming,
that is, that this diversity is sensible (since we do not at present have any idea
what it is that m and m' refer to)?

If the expressionm#n is valid, then we may claim the following conjunction to
be unproblematically true:

[T(m)--T(m')
T(m);
&T(m')]
mg,
v
A
-n
However since the negation of m;-I-n(i. e. m=n) is directly inferred from the
condition T(m)=T(m'), then we may deducethat the only condition which may
be conjoined with m#n is T(m)#T(n):

m;&nA T(m);&T(m')

...

In other words, if ever we claim (of entities of the type m and n) that m#n, then
the only condition that we may apply to the temporal locations of m and n is
T(m)#T(n). So if m and n are different (not numerically identical), then rn and n
50
is,
This
different
be
times
of
course,
a
somewhat
at
peculiar
conclusion;
must
.
for it claims that if m3,-Ln,then m and n cannot be at the same time. If then there

for
of
objects
which the condition T(m)=T(m')+dT.,,,,, -> m=m'
exists a class
501 am holding back from claiming that the condition m#n directly infers the condition
T(m)#T(n) since,strictly speakingthis conclusionrequiresthe additional (independent)
assumptionthat given m#n we may directly infer whether T(m)=T(n) or T(m)#T(n).
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applies, then each of these objects exists within its own unique time, and any
time at which one such object exists cannot be a time at which any other such
object (numerically distinct from the first) may exist. In other words, such
objects exist in independent isolated temporal extensions - they exist, if you
like, within their own personal and isolate temporal domain (as perhapsminds
exist independently and inaccessibly to each other) - and surely this is at least
something'like' the property (a) of phenomenologicaltime addressedabove?

Let us now apply the condition (vi) in conjunctionwith (i) and (ii), i. e.

m3l-nA T(m)#T(n)
T(m)=T(m')+dT,,,., -> m=m'
T(n)=T(n')+dT,,,w -> n7-n'

(Vi)
W
...
(ii)
...

If m#n and m'#n', then we may deduce[from (vi)] that:
T(m):;,-LT(n)
T(m')#T(n')

andif

dT.,,,,, = T(m) - T(m') and dT,,,, =T(n)-T(n')

then there is no condition under which we can ever claim that dTn,,,,,= dTnW51
Thus if m#n, then we cannot claim that any interval of the time over which m
and m' are re-identified is the sameas the interval of time over which n and n'
are re-identified. In other words, not only are objects such as m and n located in
independent temporal domains (different times), but we cannot equate any
interval (duration) of time in one with any interval of time in the other - and
51Strictly speakingthis formal argumentappliesto the claim that dT,,, cannot be the same
m,
interval as dT,,,, (i. e. dT,,.. and dTn,. cannotbe two namesfor one and the sameinterval). It
doesnot meanthat the magnitudeof dT,,W cannotbe the sameas the magnitudeof dT.,,,..
However, given that T(m)#T(n) and T(m')#T(n'), any claim that the magnitudeof dT,,,,.,is the
dT,,,.
the
of
would require a criterion of the identity of magnitudeswhich
magnitude
sameas
cannotbe derived from theseexpressionsalone.
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is
this
at least something 'like' the property (b) of phenomenologicaltime
surely
addressedabove?
We

have therefore derived,

from

the

purely

temporal

continuity

T(m)=T(m')+dT,,,,,, -> m=m', two properties which are at least reminiscent of
thoseproperties of phenomenologicaltime derived earlier:

(a) Their first person subjectivity; that no one individual may experiencethe
phenomenological durations of another (these durations are somehow
separate- as minds are separateperhaps- and exist in independenttemporal
domains):
T(m)=T(n) -> m=n,
m#n A T(m)#T(ml)
(b) That we may not identify (either as objects or as magnitudes)the extent of
individual's
durations
phenomenological
with the phenomenological
one
durations of another.
dTm,, ;&ff,
n,
ý,.
and to thesetwo propertieswe may add an important third:
(c) The temporal correlation of mental events and physical events is not
transitive.
If m:;&nA T(m);L-T(n)then we cannot correlate T(m) and T(n) via a third tenn,
since if T(m)==Tl and T(n)--TI then T1#T1
Now in demonstrating that the formal properties of the continuity condition
T(m)=T(m')+dT,,,,&

->

m--m'

are 'like'

the familiar

properties of

it
is
have
I
the temporal
time,
that
proved
not, of course,
phenomenological
bodies
S
S
'know'
to
that
there
material
of
are
which
allows
n
phenomenology
interval
(and
I
time
am not even
region
of
over
given
of
a
space
a
given
within
sure what would constitute the proof of such a claim). I shall try to take this
final step (in full acceptanceof the fact that I shall not take it as anything other
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than a speculation) upon the basis of consistent philosophical argument in the
next Section where I shall concentrateupon the philosophy of Bergson and his
description of the relationship between the intuition and the intellect. For now I
shall simply complete this section by returning to the topic of Locke's principles
themselves(or at least my continuous form of them).
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75 Locke's Principles and Phenomenological Time.
We arrive then at a remarkable (although not perhaps highly satisfactory)
interpretation of my previous analysis of Lockean cardinality; one which
embodies not only the characteristics of our common senseunderstandingof
physical systems (in terms of material bodies in space and time), but which
equally capturesthe nature of our own temporal phenomenology(in, of course,
somelimited degree).This then is an interpretation which capturesthe natureof
physical systemson the one hand, and the nature of the mind on the other. It
links our understandingof the world with our appreciation of ourselves or in
Bergsonianterms (which will concern me in the following section) it links our
"comprehension ofmatt&"

with our "intuition oflifie". It describes the origin of

our temporal consciousnessin evolution by telling us how the nature of
consciousnessmay "serve our ends"52
The propertiesof
Phenomenological
time?

Ol/

T(m)=T(m')+dT,,,,. -> m--m'

al/
bl/

P(al)-=P(al')-i-dP.,,,,,,A CT(al)= T(m) A T(al')=T(m')]-> al=al
[T(a2)=
P(a2)=P(a2')+dP,,
T(M)
T(a2')=T(m')]->
A
a2=a2,
A
2,,,
2,
I The Lockean
P(an)=P(an')+dPanan,
A [T(an)= T(m) A T(an')=T(ml)]-> an=an' Cardinalityof
materialbodies
P(al)#P(a2') A [T(al)--T(m) A T(a2')=T(m')]-> al#a2'
P(al)#P(a3') A [T(al)=T(m) A T(a3')=T(m')]-> al; *3'

cl/
dl/
el/

P(an-I)t-P(an') A [T(an)=T(m) A T(an')=T(m')]-> an-l#an'
52 The

expressionpresentedhere is basedupon the direct substitution of the temporal interval in
Ol/ (dT.,., ) for the temporal intervals within expressionsal/-fl/. If we repeat this operation for
the temporal interval defined in the continuity term T(n)=T(n')+dT,,,, -> n=n' where n?,
then
-rn,
we shall encountera problem.For examplethe two substitutions
dTn, = d7fý,
1,1,
n,
dT,,,
dT.,,.,.
=
and
m.
become contradictory if we apply the property of purely temporal continuants derived in the
previous sub-section,namelyn#mA dT,,. # dT.,,,,, sincethis would imply dT,,,,,,,,# dT"j, j. which we may interpret either by saying that dT.,,,,,, does not exist (since all things which exist
must be identical to themselves),or else that we should not use direct substitution within the
formulation of Lockean cardinality statementsbut should instead use some defined symbolic
non-transitiveform.
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How much faith we can place in this interpretation (as it stands) is, of course,
far
be
I
too
the
to ask
the
and
questionable;
should pushing
reader
credibility of
them to accept that there is, within this description, anything approaching a
formal proof All that I have done here is attempt to construct an argumentwith
respect to which the philosophical descriptions of the following section may
appearless abstract,or Nvithrespectto which these 'philosophical speculations'
directlyvvith
deal
that
they
the
may arousewithin us
suspicion
a problem which
(after the trials of this thesis) are quite familiar to us.
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8. A Philosophical Speculation Based Upon Mitchell and Bergson
8.1 The Needfor a Philosophical Interpretation
In claiming in this section to present a 'philosophical speculation' (or an
example of a 'philosophical speculation') I mean simply to propose an
interpretation of my previous (largely analytical) arguments within the wider
context of a philosophical system,or within the wider context of sometheory of
53
knowledge
the world, or of ourselves,or of our
.

Firstly, however, let me summarise those claims which have until now

concemedme.
The analysis of Lockean Cardinality statements (or the claim that there
exists n material bodies within a given region of space over a given
interval of time) reveals a formal relationship to the purely temporal
expression T(m)=T(m')+dT,,,,, w A m=m'54 (Section 4).

2. Such an expressionmay be directly interpreted in terms of the analysisof
purely temporal re-identification statements and their associated
expression of purely temporal continuity T(m)=T(m')+dT,,,,., -), m=m'
(Section 1).
3. The purely temporal continuity expressionT(m)=T(m')+dTm",,, -* m=m'
pertains to a continuity which exhibits properties notably similar to the
propertiesof the temporality of consciousness(Section 7).
if it is these claims themselves which are to be consolidated within a
philosophical speculation (or consolidated within some wider context of our
understandingof the world, or of ourselves,or of our knowledge), then I am
53As I have already stated,it is my belief that there existsno rigorous route for progressingfrom
analysis to philosophy. The 'philosophical speculation' which I present in this section is
therefore merely an example of the type of philosophical problems which must be
accommodated and overcome in order to establish my analytical claims within a wider
philosophical context, I make no claims as to this 'philosophical speculation' being a selfcontained philosophical argument; merely a demonstration of the way in which my analytical
both
bound and limit the nature of our speculationsthemselves.
be
to
seen
claimsmay
54 It should be rememberedthat in Section II take Lockean Cardinality statementsto be
numerically quantifiable derivatives of the more informal claim that the world is one of material
bodiesmoving about in spaceand time.
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interestedin identifying at least one philosophical system within which (a) the
temporality of consciousnesshas about it the nature of a persistence[since the
expressionT(m)=T(m')+dTm,. ý -> m=m' itself implies a description of time in
ten-nsof the persistenceof entities through it], and (b), where there is someclear
relationship between this 'persistence', on the one hand, and our understanding
that the world is composedof material bodies in spaceand time on the other.

My choice of the %vorkof Mitchell for this purpose arises (as ive shall shortly
see) not simply because his work relates a temporally persistent view of
consciousnessto our understandingof physical systems,but becausehis work
will also allow us to accommodateanother topic discussedwithin this current
work, namely;
4. That numerical identity, diversity and re-identification are not observable
properties.
In other words, Mitchell will present us with an example of a philosophical
system (a wider philosophical context) within which we sball be able to
accommodateeachof the points I to 4 above.

Given my objectives for this section (that of demonstratinghow my analytical
claims may be accommodatedwithin a wider philosophical context) I have no
needto progressbeyond the claims of Mitchell himself - for while there may be
limitations to, and inconsistencies within, Mitchell's claims, it is not the
intention of this section to propose a definitive philosophical argument(that is
best left to the philosophers themselves). However, as we shall discover,
Mitchell treats persistence as a primitive property of the temporality of
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consciousness(or as just one of many properties of consciousnesswhich lay
beyond further analysis- 'consciousness'itself begin some undefined thing in
itself which can possessproperties such as temporal persistence).As it turns out,
this view presentsa number of technical problems which, in the end will lead us
away from Mitchell's argumentsupon the basis of contradiction.

Thus even though it is not my aim here to present a purely philosophical
argument (but merely to demonstrate how my analytical claims may be
accommodatedwithin a wider philosophical context) I would have failed in my
objective if the philosophical context within which my analytical claims are
accommodatedis itself inconsistent.

My solution to this problem is to move from Mitchell (maintaining what is
useful in his claims) to Bergson - whose philosophy will more consistently
accommodatethe claims I to 4 above.However, in moving to the philosophical
ideasof Bergson we depart radically from the philosophical context of the work
of Mitchell. Most importantly, Bergson does not treat the temporality of
consciousnessas merely a property of consciousness('consciousness' itself
being a thing which may possessproperties like temporality), instead,Bergson
treats consciousnessas identical with temporality. For Bergson, consciousness
is time (in a rather specific sense).Not only does Bergson differ from Mitchell
in this respect,but he also differs on the nature of time itself While Bergsonian
does
indeed
allow of a description of time in terms of persistence
philosophy
[and thus in terms within which we may accommodate the purely temporal
expressionsT(m)=T(m')+dT,,,,, --> m=m'and T(m)=T(m')+dT .......Am=m'] he
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"real
duration"
be
introduces
idea
this
to
the
claims
more primitive.
of
and
also
In Bergsonian terms then, not only is consciousnessto be identified Nvith
temporality, but temporality may have a description in terms other than that of a
cpersistence'.

It might seem then that Bergson is a rather unpromising example to pick for the
purposes of this current section. After all, Bergson's "real duration" cannot
itself be interpreted in terms of those purely temporal expressionswhich have
in
it
is
(since
to
this
thesis
not of the nature of a
concerned me up
now
persistence). However, Bergson introduces us to a rather useful distinction
betweenwhat he calls "intuition" and "intellect". For Bergson, the "intellect" is
basically our "comprehensionof matter" (or to use an expression of Russell's:
the power of "separating one thing from another"). On the face of it then,
Bergson's definition of the "intellect" is the perfect place to look for an
interpretation of Locke's principles (by which one thing is numerically
distinguished from another) and their application in Lockean Cardinality
is
definition
is
"intuition"
Bergson's
The
that
the
one of
of
problem
statements.
an immediate awarenessof our own "real duration" (which is not of the nature
of a persistence).Thus while Bergson's definition of the "intellect" provides a
for
discussing
definition
his
Lockean
of the
cardinality
statements,
perfect point
"intuition" will not subject itself to an interpretation in terms of the purely
temporal expressionsT(rn)=T(rn')+dTn,. --> m=rn' and T(m)=T(m')+dT,,,, - A
however,
be
if
formulate
Lockean
My
that
argument,
we
can
will
m=m'.
Cardinality Statementsvia the "intellect" (our "comprehensionof matter"), and
if such Lockean Cardinality Statements reveal a relationship to the purely
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temporal expressionsT(m)=T(m')+dTmj., -> m=m'and T(m)=T(m)+dT,,,,,, A
m=m', then there must (within the Bergsoniancontext) be a description of time
via the "intellea" which (unlike the "intuition") has about it the nature of a
persistence.In other Nvords,if consciousnessis time (according to Bergson),
then there are equally both two types of time and two types of consciousness"real duration" on the one hand and persistenceon the other or at least two
different Nvaysof describing the samething (one through the "intuition" and one
through the "intellect")55

I should re-iterate, however, that whatever the reader's opinion about the
philosophy of Bergson, it is the intention of this section, not necessarily to
promote a Bergsonianview, but to demonstratethe tylvs of problems which we
may need to overcome in placing my analytical claims within any wider
philosophical context.

8.2 Philosophical Conted.

This conception [of Bergson's] of the simultaneous growth of
matter and intellect is ingenious, and deservesto be understood.
Broadly, I think what is meant is this: 1ntellect is the power of
seeing things as separate one from another, and matter is that
which is separated into distinct things. In reality there are no
separatesolid things, only an endlessstream ofbecoming, in which
nothing becomesand there is nothing that this nothing becomes.
Bertrand Russell 1946.

55 We

raight say (or so 1, at least, would argue) that Bergson is committed to a kind of second
order perception (a perception of persistencevia the "intellect') of a passageof a first order
("real &irafioti').
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In being concerned with phenomenological time, or time as experienced
consciousness,we are presentedat first with a choice regarding the nature of the
relationship between consciousness and its temporality. Is temporality a
property of consciousnessor is temporality consciousnessitself? Is the 'feeling'
of time passing sometime which consciousnessfacilitates or is this 'feeling of
time passing' consciousnessitself? In adopting here a Bergsonianphilosophical
context it is the latter of theseoptions to which we must subscribe.For while an
intimate associationbetween time and mind has a heritage going back as far as
Augustine, who describes time as "affections of the mind' (Confessions,
11.27.36),and Kant, who argued that time is a [form of] "internal sense"(Kant
1781 - Politis 1997 p56), it is not until Bergson (1859-1941) that we find a
more explicit identification between time and consciousnessitself, "When we
being,
living
however,
a
consider
wefind that time is the very essenceof its life,
the whole meaning of its reality. " (Wildon-Carr 1911 p 17). Thus while both
Augustine and Kant would have us remove time from its traditional role as a
property of the world and place it instead clearly within the properties of the
mind - as though the temporality of consciousnesswere, as Lockwood puts it,
"a kind ofparadigm of temporal relatedness,which we then extend to the world
at large" (Lockwood 1989)- Bergson would have it that time exists within the
life;
in
life
is time (or "real duration"; the durie)
that
or
world as manifested
and that the awarenessor intuition of life (consciousness)is the awarenessor
intuition of this real duration: "The principle then of this philosophy is that
reality is time, that it can oidy be expressedin terms of time, that there is no
stuff more resistant nor more substantial than time, that it is the very stuff of
which life and consciousnessare made." (Wildon-Carr 1911 p76). Thus within
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this context I may unashamedlyidentify consciousnessNvith"real duration-56
,
or to put it in more contemporary terrns; phenomenological time is not a
property of consciousnessbut is consciousnessitself

It is Bergson then, more than any other philosopher perhaps, Nvhotakes 'real
duration' seriously; to the extent that the idea of time as an objective
quantifiable phenomenon,such as that envisagedby Newton (or time in which
measurements may be made by setting temporal states side by side in
juxtaposition so that they may be counted) is rejected upon the groundsthat it
"surreptitiously brings in the idea ofspace" (Bergson 1910 p85) and thus 'fiails
to capture time's true essence". (Bergson 1922, Ed. Durie R, 1999 vi).
Phenomenological time, or time as experienced by consciousness,Bergson
argues, is best characterised by what he refers to as a "multiplicity of
interpenetration", or as Durie puts it; "Pure duration
..

is encounteredwhen

from
from
its
refrains
current
state
previous states,
consciousness
separating
ftom t7ying to setpsychic statesalongside one anoth&" (Durie R, 1999vi).

The context of Bergson's extraordinary claims as to the distinctions between
time and spacelies in his attemptsto validate the reality of human free will from
an analysis of our immediate experience of time (Bergson 1910). More
in
order to validate the reality of human free Nvill, Bergson
specifically,
subscribes to a dualism between this "inner experience of time" ("real
duration", the durie) and spaceoutside (Bergson 1910). Most importantly, Bergson

" More specifically,Bergsonwould claim that "trzieduration is 101olvil
to us by direct inner
perceiving,cuiintuition ... And the inie durationuhich wekiow whenwehavethis intuitionis
life" (Wildon-Carr1911p 21).
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arguesthat real duration is qualitative and heterogeneouswith "no hint of predictability
or linear determinism" (Mullarky

1999, p9), whereas space is quantitative,

homogeneousand static. It is therefore in the scientific description of time (where the
similarities between time and space are most importantly highlighted) that Bergson
would argue that the conceptsof spaceare surreptitiously brought into the concept of
time (or the scientific description thereof). It is the description of 'space-like' scientific
time that involves the "elimination of real change"(Robinet 1972).

After Einstein, of course, some such distinction between 'measured time' and
'real duration' is necessary if we are maintain the special status of the
temporality of consciousness,or to single it out (as I intend to do) as being of
description
to
the
of the mind. If time is forever left to refer
special relevance
exclusively to the 'measured time' of the physicist then the Theory of Special
Relativity makes a nonsenseof Ryle's cbaracterisation (and derision) of the
doctrine of Cartesianism and thus a nonsense of applying any particular
significance to the temporality of consciousnessin the description of the mind.

More commonly, however, many contemporary philosophers simply chooseto
for
in
Searle's
the
temporality
altogether;
example,
subject
of
as,
avoid
characteristically honest claim that "Two subjects are crucial to consciousness,
but I will have little to say about them becauseI do not yet understand them
first
The
is temporalily
well enough.
......

and later that; "Notoriously,

know
how
but
do
does
I
time
time,
not
match
real
not exactly
phenomenological
to accountfor the systematiccharacter ofthese disparities" (Searle 1994p127).
Yet Searle is nonetheless right to claim that temporality is "crucial to
in
distinguishing
Bergson
to
and
equally
mirror
right
consciousness",
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is
for
if
Bergson
from
he
"real
time
time";
correct,
phenomenological
what calls
then the temporality is not merely a feature of consciousness(to be lumped
together with other features such as its subjectivity, intentionality and physical
efficacy); it is consciousnessitself57

While Bergson Nvill therefore largely define the philosophical context of this
least)
(in
for my insistenceupon addressingthe topic of
part
at
work, or account
consciousnessvia its temporal phenomenology (its 'real duration'), I shall
equally exploit other aspects of Bergsonian philosophy within my methods.
Most importantly, as outlined above, I shall exploit that aspect of Bergson's
distinction between "intuition" and "intellect" which may be captured in the
claim ". .. true duration is known to us by direct inner perceiving, an intuition,
and not by an intellectual act such as that by which we perceive the objects
laws
1911
(Wildon-Carr
the
their
p 21).
of
successivestates"
around us and
While this is, of course,partial support for the special status of "real duration"
in the description of consciousness, it is also, and more importantly, a
distinction between our knowledge of that which we essentially are ("real
duration") and that which we consider the physical world to be ("the objects
being,
laws
this
their
the
as much as
of
successive
states")
and
around us
57 This

much may itself be evident from the central role that we might expect temporality to
play in an understandingof the phenomenologicalnature of consciousness.For example,when
Nagel suggeststhat we cannot know "what it is like to be a bat' (Nagel 1975), he is no doubt
largely correct - or correct in the proposition that one conscious individual may not directly
know the phenomenology,or the "what-its-like-nessý',of another. However, if bats are indeed
conscious (and I have no reason to assumethat they are not) then they have at least this in
common with ourselves;their intuition of life is equally Bergson's 'real duration'. To perceive
by the en-dssionand detection of high frequency sound (as Nagel puts it: "7heir brains are
designedto correlate the outgoing impulseswith the subsequent[my emphasis]echoes, ") is
..
itself indicative of a processof perception which is dependentupon 'real duration' - unless,that
is, we are willing to admit that for the bat, unlike ourselves,what is "subsequent"is subsequent
in 'measured time' and thus abandon any hope of unifying bat consciousnessand human
under any commonunderstanding.
consciousness
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anything perhaps, the true concern of this current section. More accurately, I
Bergson refers to here as "an intellectual
shall pursue the suggestionthat -%vhat
act ...

by which we perceive the objects around us and the laws of their

successivestates" is in fact an act of personification (for Nvantof a better Nvord),
or is an application of a Bergsonianintuition (a "direct inner perceiving", or the
direct inner perceiving of our own "true duration") to the representationof our
experiences.

This step requires, however, that we should firstlY turn from Bergson to his
contemporary Mitchell for a description of the individuation of those objects
which we perceive around us. For Mitchell (whose book "The Structure and
Growth of the Mind" was published in the same year, 1907, as Bergson's
"Creative Evolution") informs us that the individuality of a material body
(indeed any entity) "is borrowed from our own" (Mitchell 1907, pp154-5).
Mitchell therefore provides for us a mechanism of representation via
personification; a familiarity with the world or a 'fellow feeling" towards it
(Mitchell 1907 pp 146-163). The individuation of the world around us, its
division into those "objects around us and the laws of their successivestates" our knowledge of which Bergson separatesfrom the "intuition" of our own
"real duration" - therefore results from the imposition of our own individuality
it
upon or the recognition of our own individuality within it.

It is with the consolidation of Bergson's identification of the significance of
'real duration' (in the description of life and our awareness of it Nlitchell's
identification
and
of personification, or 'ye-Ilow
consciousness)
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feeling", in the processesof individuation that the concernsof this section lie;
for I shall demonstratethat Mitchell's claim is itself intimately related to, and
indeeddependentupon, both Bergson's interpretation of time and his distinction
betweenthe intuition and the "intellect".

8.3 Mitchell's Personifying Claim.
In attempting to account for our formulation and application of Locke's
principles (within our 'inclinations to individuate'), and in attempting to account
for those fonnal properties of Lockean cardinality revealed in section 4, and in
attempting to accommodate within this account my claim that identity and
diversity are not observable properties (section 2), 1 adopt at first the
personifying claims of Mitchell, namely; that "Our thoughts of an object must
consist entirely of what we have experienced,and merely for that reason we
may be said to read nothing into these things except ourselves, meaning by
ourselvesour experiencepresent andpast. In this sensewe read ourselvesinto
the ultimate properties of matter; into those, namely, by which we accountfor
the change andpermanence of things" (Mitchell 1907, p152) . That this claim
extendseven to the identity or individuality of objects themselvesis evident in
the later quotation: - "A tune, a shape, a movement,a thing, a group of things,
may seemto need no constructingfor our apprehendingthem. But they do; they
need construction as mere sensations,andfurther constructing as objects of
thought. Both constructions imply our individuality, and the individuality that
we ascribe to the objects as real is horrowedfrom our own" (Mitchell 1907,
p155).
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The attraction of this claim, of course,lies in its ability to accommodatethe fact
that the numerical identity, or individuality, of a material body is not itself
observable(or that mere sensationmay not reveal to us the identities of external
things - Sections 2). In Mitchell's claim the individuality of an object is
"borrowedfroin our own", or has an "individualhy' like our own imposedupon
it. Mitchell's claim does not require that the identity of a thing must be made
available to us via experience and thus provides for us an explanation of the
is,
if
itself
like,
individuation
Individuation
simply the
origin
of
you
very
projection of our oxvn"individua1hy' (or, more accurately,the propertiesof this
"individualhy') upon the world in our attempts to represent it. In Mitchell's
claim the individuality of a material body presupposesour own.
Yet we cannot considerMitchell's claim ftilly, nor can we even begin to accept
it as a theory of individuation, until ive have understoodsomething of what he
intendsby the term "individuafiljP; for while he avoids any explicit definition of
this term he clearly identifies this "individuafiV' with our own predominantly
temporal character: "Our sensations occupy time, and there is usually, if not
always, somesenseof their duration and the order of their coming; and to feel
be
the same throughout the
of
we
must
sensations
continuity or an order
(
1907
155).
It
first
Mitchell
Mitchell
therefore
that
would
seem
p
at
change"
locates our own "individuali4? ' within the nature of our own temporal
individual,
be
be
If
to
to
or
possessedof an individuality or identity,
persistence.
(perhaps)
into
little
than
the
to
more
subject
ability
enter
as
a
can mean
identity
diversity,
"same
then
to
the
and
of
remain
or
unchanged,
relationships
throughout the change", implies the necessaryre-identification of that which
It
remains permanent. would seem then that the very notion of persistence(or
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permanencewith respectto change)must itself imply some notion of continuant
identity (the ability to re-identify that which persistswith itself) and thus, in the
loosest sense,some form of "individualhy'58. If then individuality, or the sense
in which something is the same,is (for Mitchell) to be "the saine throughout the
clwnge", then Mitchell characterisesour own "individuafiV'

in terms of our

own temporal persistence - we are, if you like, that unavoidable sense of
permanencewhich must seemingly accompanyany perception of change.We
59
that
are
which persists,or that which persistsunchangedthroughout change
.

While this notion of our 'persistence' (and its relation to our "individuafiv')
stands patently in contradiction to the overriding Bergsonian tones of this
current section (as discussedin Section 8.1), we should nonethelessbe clear on
the indispensability of this idea in any attempt to consolidate Mitchell's claim
with the formal properties of Lockean cardinality outlined in the previous
sections.

That Mitchell's claim (when thus formulated) is itself consistent with the
formulation and application of Locke's principles, and indeed goessomeway to
explaining them, can be justified by noting that this idea of our persistence(and
thus our "individualhy') lends itself to a description in terms of temporal reidentification. For example, persistence between

the times TI and T2

(corresponding to some awarenessof change perhaps) would then seem to

58The question of whether either of these notions, 'persistence' 'individuality',
or
may be truly
said to presupposethe other, or whether they must equally presupposeeachother and therefore
in somesenseare two descriptionsof the samething, shall not be pursuedhere.
591 shall discussthis characterisation,
of changefurther in the following sub-section.
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imply that there is something, 'a' say, which is associated Nvith TI, and
something, V

say, which is associated with T2, and that a--b (although of

coursein this case,or in the caseof our own perceivedpersistence,we may find
it extremely difficult to say what it is that 'a' and V refer to). In terms of my
previous terminology of temporary names we can express this idea of
&T(b)
persistenceas the conjunction of a temporal and an identity condition T(a)--;
A a=b, i. e. the conjunction of a temporal interval and an identity with no
necessaryreference to spatial terms. It is then a small step to argue that for the
persistenceT(a)=T(b)+ 5T,,,b A a--b over a small but finite temporal interval
8T.,b Nverequire recourse to an infinitesimal to avoid an infinite regress(as
discussedin section 3 and Appendix 1) and thus arrive at the description of
persistencecapturedin a conjunction of the form: T(m)=T(m')+ dTmm.A m7--m'.
If then the Necessary and Sufficient formulation of Lockean Cardinality
statements demands only that we reference a conjunction of the form:
T(m)=T(m')+ dT,,,,,., A m=m' (Section 4), then NEtchell's claim is fully
consistentNviththe formal properties of the identity and diversity of material
bodieS60.Put simply, any theory of individuation which is consistent with the
formal properties of Lockean cardinality outlined in the previous section must,
as a minimum requirement, account for the occurrence of conjunctions of the
form T(m)=T(m')+

dT,,.,., A m=m. Mitchell's

claim accounts for this

60We might note, however, that
while Mtchell obviously intends to suggest that our persistence
is temporal, there is nothing in this justification of Nfitchell's claim which insists that this should
be so. If my claim of consistency is based upon the identification, within NEtchell's claim, of
conjunctions of the form T(m)=T(m')+ dT,,,,, A M=M', then -we may equally satisfy this
condition with the claim that we are ourselves material bodies which "persisP through time (i. e.
that we are bodies whose continuity condition is captured in: P(m)=P(m')+dP
...... /\
). An exclusively temporal solution to Mtchell's claim, and one
T(m)=T(m')+ dT.,
m=m'
A
m.
which will place his claim clearly within the topic of consciousness, will require an
interpretation in relation to Bergson's concept of duration (as will be discussed shortly).
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bodies
in
identities
"borrowed
j
that
the
the
claim
material
are
of
con unction, not
ftom our own" (-vvhichmerely accommodatesthe non-observable nature of
material individuality), but in his characterisationof our own "individuafioP in
terms of temporal persistence- the characterisation of ourselves as entities
Thus
through
those
are
aware.
we
changes
of which
which persist unchanged
Mitchell's characterisationof our "individualiV' in terms of our "persistence"
would seem to be a necessaryrequirement for the validation of his claim with
in
identified
formal
Lockean
Cardinality
the
to
the
properties of
respect
previous section.

In Nfitchell's claim then, the familiar formulation of the continuous form of
Locke's principles (LP.Ib and LP.2b) become:

T(m)=T(m')+ dT.,,.,

A m=m'

A

P(a)=P(b)+ dP,,,b A T(a)=T(m) A T(b)=T(m') --> a=b
and
T(m)=T(m')+ dT,,,,,.,A

m=m'

A

P(a)-tP(b)+

dPa,

bA

T(a)=T(m)

A

T(b)=T(m') -> a:71-b

in
dT,,
T(m)=T(m')+
the
the
expressed
conjunction
A m=m'
continuity
where
.....
is in someway related to our own perceivedtemporal continuity.

8.4 Mitchell and Bergson.
Mitchell's claim has much to recommendit. Not only may it accommodatethe
fact that the identity of a material body is unobservable(or that mere sensation
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may not reveal to us the identities of external things) but it also presentsus Nvith
a theory of individuation which is demonstrably consistent with the formal
analysis of Lockean cardinality statements- insomuch as Mitchell locates our
own "individua1hy' within the nature of our own temporal persistence.
However, as soon %vestart to examine Mitchell's claim more critically we
discover that its structure is somewhat more complicated and indicative of a
subtle assumptionwhich will, ultimately, lead us back to Bergson.

To claim, as Nfitchell does, that the "individua1hy' of a extemal object is
"horrowedfrom our own", must require that we may become aware of some
element of experience(or feel some 'Yellowfeefing" towards it) which, once an
"individuafiV' like our own is imposedupon it, has the characterof persistence
(like our own) - i. e. the character of permanenceNvithrespect to change.For if
our own "individuafiV'

lies in the nature of our persistence,then what other

than the persistenceof the permanent may result from the imposition of this
"individualiV'

it
If
experience?
upon
were not persistenceof the pennanent

how
from
this
then
could Mitchell claim that
resulted
process,
which
individuality is "horrowedfrom our own". Thus if we are to support Mitchell's
claim, then we must assume that experience may no more reveal to us the
if
it
individualities
for
to
things
than
their
of
may
us
reveal
persistence external
persistencecould be revealedto us via experiencethen so also could that which
persists(and there would be no needfor Mitchell7s claim in the first place).

Mitchell's claim therefore actually requires that there is something within
for
'persistence
better
want
of
call
a
we
might
phrase,
experience which,
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without the persistent pennanent', or 'endurance without that which endures'
onto which our own "individualijy'
when our own "individualiV'

may be imposed - or something which,

(the nature of our own persistence)is imposed

upon it, becomesto us a persisting thing - as a chair, or a tea cup, or a tree, may
become a persisting thing in our representationof it. 61Nonetheless,to adopt
Mitchell's claim we require also that there is something about this mysterious
persistence without the persistent permanent, or endurance without that which
endures with respect to which we can experience a 'fiellow feeling" - some
aspectwhich is like ourselves,or sufficiently familiar to draw our attention to it.
And while we may arbitrarily invent words for this element of experience,and
while we may well speculateupon its origin, we need in fact look no further
than Bergson for its description - for it is already what Bergson describesas
"real duration". Bergson claims that Nve(or our consciousselves)are not things
which persist unchangedthrough time, we are time itself (as I shall consider in
more detail in the following section). Thus even in this simple reading of
Mitchell we are draw inexorably towards Bergson's conception of change,or
more accurately, are drawn to contrast and consolidate these respective and
seemingly contradictory notions of change in a single understanding of the
processesof individuation.

61The expressions"persistencewithout the persistentpermanent"and "endurancewithout that which
informal
largely
here
treated
expressionswhich arise from the recognition that
as
are
endur&'
Mitchell's claim suffersfrom an unavoidabledenial that experiencemay reveal persistenceto us. That I
informal
interpret
these
to
then
expressionsin terms of Bergson's real duration (the dur6e)
on
should
go
is a methodologicalstep on my part by which I shall shift my concernsfrom Mitchell to Bergson.
Theseinformal expressionsare not Bergsonianterms, and indeedare expressionsto which Bergsonian
philosophersmay well take exception.Nonetheless,and regardlessof whether theseexpressionshave
any real meaning,they capturethe consequencesof the analysisof Nfitchell's claim (the denialthat
experiencemay presentpersistenceto us), and having capturedtheseconsequencesthey lead us to ask
if such a descriptionof changehas any heritagewithin philosophy- and having askedthis questionwe
arrive, almostinevitably I would suggest,at Bergson.
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8.5 Bergson and Change.
Disputes over the nature of change are, of course as old as Philosophy itself
Heraclitus (c.500 BC), for example, arguedthat "everything is in a state offlux;
there is no real Permanencein things" (Thilly 1914,p 15) -a position deniedby
The EleatiCS62who considered change to be inconceivable; "a thing cannot
become something

other

than

itseý(, whatever

is, must remain

permanence, not change, is the significant characteristic

what it is;

of realijy'

(Thilly

1914, p15). Resolution of these opposing ideas comes at first from Empedocles
(c.495435 BC) who agees with the Eleatics that absolutepbangeis impossible
but holds NvithHeraclitus that change does occur, namely; in the form of the
rearrangementof "permanent unchanging elements". It is then in Empedocles;
and the Atomists that the idea of the persistence of the permanent through
changeat first appearswithin WesternPhilosophy; and although not universally
adopted,has become a dominant position. For example Kant claims that "In all
changes of appearance, substance is permanent and the quantum thereof in
Nature is neither increased nor diminished' (Politis 1997 p 168), or "only the
3).
(Joseph
1970,
pl
can
change"
permanent

There is then something fundamental in this idea, which Mitchell adopts, that
changeinvolves the persistenceof the permanent.Indeed Josephclaims that this
is
concept of change a consequenceof the more fundamental law of Identity

62The 'Eleatics' take their namefrom the town of Elea in southernitaly and include within their
numberXenophanes(c.560-470 BC), Paramenides(c.480 BC) and of courseZeno (c.470 BC)
whose paradoxesof motion we have alreadyconsidered.
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(one of the "Laws of Thoughe763);"It is becausewhat is must be determinately
what it is ... This is why wefind a difficulty in admitting the reality of ultimate
change, change where nothing remains the same; for then we cannot say what it

is which changes" (Joseph 1970, p13). I do not therefore Nvishto dismiss this
idea of change;for in dismissing it I would abandon,not only the demonstrable
consistency between Mitchell's claim and my previous analysis of Lockean
cardinality, but also an element of our understandingof ourselveswhich seems,
if not altogether undeniable,then at least extremely familiar.

Even in adopting this pragmatic position, however, we may still discern
problems with consolidating Mitchell's major claim (that the individuality of an
extemal thing is "borrowed from our own") vAth his adopted position on
change.If the identity of an object is "borrowedfrom our own", then the very
concept of diversity (as the not-samenessof two objects - or a relationship
betweentwo things whose identities are eachknown to us) cannot enter into our
comprehensionof the world until we have imposed our own "individuafioP (or
the nature of our own "individuafiV')

upon those objects which we ourselves

have individuated; for how might we comprehendthe idea of diversity if the
only entity which we have perceived is that embraced by our own
"individuafiV'.

Wherein then lies our understanding of that diversity within

changewith respectto which we are supposedto persist?Surely the idea that we
are 'things' which persist through change implies that change may itself be
how
and
else might we characterisechange(as distinct from our
characterised,
63Normally taken to be generalprinciples exemplifiedin all thinking and comprising of Yhe
Law ofIdentily ('what ever is, is'), The Law of Contradiction ('a thing cannot be and not be so')
and Me Law qf&cludedMiddle ('a thing either is or is not so').
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own permanence)than via terms of diversity? Mitchell's claim might therefore
appear to become somewhat contradictory if we allow both that the
individual iti es. of objects are "borrowed ftom our own" and that our own
"individualiV' is a 'thing' which persiststhrough change.

Now this may, of course, be too strong a criticism of Mitchell. It may perhaps
be the casethat we can characterisechangewithout recourseto a fully fledged
notion of diversi

However, the idea of permanencewith respect to change
.

would still seem to be dependentupon somenotion of diversity embedded,as it
were, within our very perception of persistence itself If nothing else, that
which persists unchangedmust seemingly be diverse (different from) change
itself But theseare perhapsproblems which I have little hope of solving here.

In Bergson, however, we find a radically different description of change.For
Bergsonclaims that reality is first and foremost time (a constant becoming)and
denies a reality of timeless things persisting through change (and thus echoes,
perhaps, the earlier opinions of Heraclitus). We are not then, according to
Bergson, permanent 'things' which persist unchangedthrough change,we are
changeitself. Furthermore,,surely this Bergsonianview is less paradoxical than
Mitchell's adopted idea of change;for we no longer needto arguethat the ideas
of identity and diversity precede it. Surely the whole point of Bergson's
"multiplicity of interpenetration" is that, while employing the language of
diversity, it denies the role of individuation and diversity within the intuition of
our duration?As Russell puts it (in his description of Bergson's conceptof 'real
64One in which diversity is a relationshipbetweenentitieswhose identity are known to
us, or
supposedby us.
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duration'): "Itforms thepast andpresent into one organic whole, where there is
mutual penetration, successionwithout distinction" (Russell 1946 p759) In our
appreciation of a musical tune, for example, we do not individuate its notes in
time but allow them to coincide without diversity; to form, as it were, a single
intuition of duration. PerhapsI am guilty of personalisingmy argument,but it
seemsto me that at any given time (or any instant in the measuredtime of the
physicist) that I am enjoying a tune, it is not memory which relates the past to
the present(in the sensethat I may remembermy first day at school, or my first
kiss) but simply the feeling of the past still bearing upon the present- asthough
the immediate past (the preceding notes of the tune) were still tangible to me;
still within the grasp of my immediate perception.In appreciating music we (in
effect) de-individuated events in the immediate past and immediate future and
refuse to distinguish them in time (refused to perceive their diversity in time).
Our "real duration" is one in which the immediate past, the present and the
immediate future collapse into the enduring instant free of the individuations of
reflective analysis - and thus by our "duration" we must mean somethingother
than our "persistences"; for whereas our "persistence" entails identity and
diversity, our "duration" does not. Try to listen to a tune and individuate its
notes, or assign each to a time and recognise the diversity between these
individuated times. It can be done, of course, but in so doing all pleasureand
feeling in the tune Nvill be lost. The very act of individuating its notes and
attending to their diversity in time is enoughto distract us from an appreciation
of its musical character- the "intuition of life" (which we feel each time we lay
back and let the tune flow over us) is fragmentedby individuation and diversity
and dies Nviththem.
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But if, as Bergson argues,we do not persist through time (as permanentthings)
but are time itself, and if (as I argue) "real duration" does not presupposethe
relationships of identity and diversity, then why do we seem to have both the
intuition of our own duration (as,%vhen
we may appreciatea musical tune) and
the idea of our own individuality (as something persisting unchangedthrough
change)? Why is the image of ourselves as something persisting unchanged
through time so attractive when we may so readily de-individuate our
perceptionsof time itself (and let the past, the present,and the future melt, unindividuated as it were, into the single enduring instant)? Why do we have both
the perception of our "real duration" and the perceptionof our persistencewhen
each is the antithesis of the other - for we cannot persist through that which is
not itself diverse.

The answerto this question,I would suggest,is that our "individualhY' and our
"real duration" are merely two terms for one and the same thing -Vuration"
being that name which we give to an intuition (the irreducible intuition of our
own "real duration") and "individuality' being that name which we give to this
intuition when viewed via the intellect, i. e. when it stands in relation to other
distinguishable durations (or other distinguishable durations within our
comprehensionof matter) - and just as a tune may be appreciatedwithout any
effort but becomessomethingelse when we try to individuate and distinguish its
notes, so the nature of our 'real duration' (our "intuition of life") becomes
somethingelse when Nveconstruct about it relationships of identity and diversity
-

or when we notice its diversity from other durations within our
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comprehensionof matter. It is our comprehensionof matter (the "intellece'),
that crude awakening from the innocent state of our 'real duration', which
accountsfor our "individualijy' and our persistence.

Josephmay himself be a guide to us in this matter. The Laws of Thought, which
he argues are the basis for our inability to admit to ultimate change, are
themselvesan aspectof Bergson's conceptionof the intellect (whose role it is to
"comprehend matter"); ".

if we think about anYthing, then (1) we must think
.

that it is what it is; (2) we cannot think that it at once has a character and has it
not; (3) we must think that it either has it or has not it not" (Joseph1970,p13).
Surely these "anythings" to which the Laws of Thought apply are first and
foremost objects of the "intellect" (our "comprehensionof matter") and only as
an afterthought perhaps, and only then when fully developed, projected back
upon the qualities of ourselvesas made apparentin the intuition (the intuition of

duration)
'real
our

Thus Mitchell's adopted potion on persistence(that it is the persistenceof the
permanentthrough change) survives within this Bergsonian interpretation - it
has simply moved from the "intuition" to the "intellect"; the view of ourselves
as things which persist through time is a view which exists only in relation to
our comprehensionof matter (before we comprehendmatter we are nothing but
"real duration"). And surely we have gained somethingbeneficial to Mitchell's
claim from this shift; for we need no longer assumethat our appreciation of
"individuafiV'

and diversity

spring, fully formed as it were, from the

is
individuality
Our
our
own
persistence.
own
as much a product
perception of
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of the "intellect" (our "comprehensionof matter") as are the individualities of
those objects which we perceive around us. Equally, we have moved from a
mechanistic description of individuation (one which assumes the a priori
appreciation of identity and diversity) to a more evolutionary or developmental
description. For in having the intuition of our own "real duration" we may be
drawn to similar durations within experience(we experiencea 'fiellow feeling"
towards them) and thus must unavoidably recogniseour distinction from it - and
thus make available to ourselvesboth the idea of our own individuality and its
diversity from other persistence.In short, our ideas of identity and diversity
arise, not from an a priori intuition of our own persistencebut from that process
by which we impose the nature of our own duration upon experience, or
is
it.
Of
this
not a simple mechanism.
within
course
recognise our own nature
As the intellect slowly forms (as we grow to comprehendmatter) the feeling of
our own individuality will grow also (fuelled by the increasing appreciation of
its diversity from other durations) and will then be echoed back ever more
durations
those
rigorously upon
which we recognisewithin experienceuntil we
find ourselvesunavoidably an individual within a world of individuals (and our
duration has become our persistence).Thus Mitchell is right in claiming that the
identity of a material body is "borrowedfrom our own" but is wrong, in my
"individualiV'
fully
formed
from
in
the
that
our
own
assuming
springs
opinion,
prior perception of our own persistence.Our persistence(as unchangingthings
through change), and those relationships of identity and diversity which
'persistence",
this
arise only within our comprehensionof matter.
characterise
When we forget this 'comprehension' (as when we refuse to individuate the
in
tune
time) we revert to our un-individuated selves; we
musical
notes of a
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ceaseto persist through time but becometime itself We are in part persistence;
for we may perceive ourselvesto persist unchangedin relation to those objects
individuated
have
in our comprehensionof matter, and in
ourselves
which we
part 'real duration'; for we may forget our comprehensionof matter and neglect
to individuate events in time (as when we appreciatea musical tune). Thus we
do not needto arguethat there is some 'self', or someentity, which must persist
as the same thing throughout our life or any part of it. Our persistenceis not
continuous but is punctuated by our 'real durations'. We exist, if you like, in
two states (the transitions between which are natural and unproblematic). The
first is a state of persistencewhich we perceive via the "intellect" and which
exists in relation to our comprehensionof matter. The secondis a state of "real
duration" which we perceive directly via the "intuition"

(or Bergson's

conception there of) when we refuse or neglect to individuate events in time.
Neither is more characteristicof ourselvesthan the other.

Thus we arrive at a philosophical context (that of Bergson's) within which the
four points (I to 4) with which I began this section may be consolidated.A
notion of consciousnessas persistence[T(m)=T(m')+dT,,,,m,-> m=m'] survives
within this Bergsonian scheme,and survives within the "intellect". It is within
the "intellect" that we also find our comprehension of matter and thus the
formulation of Lockean. cardinality statements whose description may be
fonn:
in
the
and
sufficient
necessary
captured

Ol/

T(m)=T(m')+dT.,,,,

al/
bl/

[T(al)= T(m) A T(al')=T(m')]-> al=al'
P(al)=P(al')+dP,, I,
al'A
[T(a2)= T(m) A T(a2')=T(m')]-> a2=a2'
P(a2)=P(a2')+dPa2,
A
a2,

A m=m'
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cl/

P(an)=P(an)+dP,,,, - A [T(an)= T(m) A T(an')=T(m')]--> an--an'
a,,

dl/
el/

P(al)#P(a2') A [T(al)=T(m) A T(a2')=T(m')]--> al#a2'
P(al)#P(aY) A [T(al)=T(m) A T(a3')-=T(m')]-> al:#a3'

fl/

P(an-l):;,-LP(an')A [T(an)=T(m) A T(an)=T(m')]-> an-l#an'

Thus it is persistence,or our own persistence[T(m)=T(m')+dTn,, ->
m,
which serveshere for 0/ and which enablesus to formulate such statements- or
which enables us to 'see' the world in terms of material bodies in spaceand
time and act (and act successfully) accordingly. And yet the numerical identity
of material bodies neednot be observablewithin this scheme,nor need our own
individuality be presupposedfrom theirs. Both our own individuality and the
identities of material bodies which are "borrowed' from it arise simultaneously
within the formation of the "intellect". It is in that very processby which we
come to "comprehend matter" (the processby which we come to separateone
thing from another) that we come to 'see' ourselves as individuated and to
persist (as the samething) through time.

It is not, however, my intention to defend this view as a self-containedphilosophical argument.
It has simply servedto highlight the types of issueswhich we shall needto addressin attempting
to accommodatethe analytical aspectsof this work with any wider philosophical context (and
no doubt there may be many such contexis with respectto which these analytical aspectsmay be
accommodated).Thus while there is no clear route from the analytical aspectsof this thesis to
purely philosophical issues,we can clearly see that these analytical aspects lead us directly to
considerationof certain distinctively philosophicaltopics - most importantly perhapsthe nature
of temporal changeitself.
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9. Summary of Book 2
1 startedBook 2 armed only with the analysisof that statementsformulated by S
(that there are n material bodies within a given region of space over a given
infinitesimal interval) expressedin the necessaryand sufficient form:
Ol/

T(m)=T(m')+dT

al/
bl/

A T(al')=T(m')]->
P(al)=P(al')+dP,, I,
[T(al)=
T(m)
al=al'
al'A
P(a2)=P(a2')+ClPa2,
A
[T(a2)= T(m) A T(a2')=T(m)]-> a2=a2'
a2,

cl/

P(an)=P(an')+dP.,,. 'A [T(an)= T(m) A T(an,)=T(m')]---.* an=an'

dl/
el/

P(al)#P(a2') A [T(al)=T(m) A T(a2')=T(m')]-> al#a2'
P(al)#,P(a3') A [T(al)=T(m) A T(a3')=T(m')]-> al;,
-a3'

......IA

M=M'

P(an-I)t-P(an') A [T(an)=T(m) A T(an)=T(m')]-> an-It-an'
and the logical claim that we may account for the infinitesimal term dT,,,.,
(otherwise than in tenns of the first order derivative of position with respectto
time of a material body) from an analysis of purely temporal re-identification
claims of the form T(m)#T(m') A m=m', i. e. the argumentthat the conjunction
in T(m)=T(m')+8Tmm,, A m=m' bccomcs an infcrencc [and thus continuous with

T(m)=T(m') -+ m==in']in the limit as 8T,.,,,, 'tends towards zero'.

I have therefore approachedthe philosophical concems of Book 2 with little
more than a demonstration that the analysis of spatio-temporal continuity
converges with the analysis of purely temporal continuity at the point of
interpreting isolated infinitesimal terms in the necessaryand sufficient analysis
of Lockean Cardinality statements.
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In section 7, however, I have presentedargumentswhich may lead us to believe
that the unproblematic philosophical interpretation of

those expressions

interpretation
I
Book
to
the
an
of object
of
refers,
not
analysis
employedwithin
types themselves,but to an interpretation of object types only in as much as we
ourselvesmay move and act with respectto them. In other words, the arguments
into
I
have
brought
Book
7
the
the
squarely
analytical
of
of section
claims
realm of talking about ourselves, our movement, and our actions. It is then a
small step from recognising the significance of my earlier analysis to our
movement and actions (an analysis which demonstratesthe convergenceof the
properties of spatio-temporal continuity with purely temporal continuity) to
suspectingthat it is S's own temporal phenomenology(time as experienceby
consciousnessfor S) which is to concern us in the interpretation of that
statementformulated by S.

I have attempted to strengthenthis suspicion in section 8 where I have argued
that the familiar properties of phenomenological time are 'like' the formal
is
T(m)=T(m')+dT,,,,
It
the
temporal
m=m'.
continuity
purely
propertiesof
m -*
not until Section 8, however, that (bounded by the formal and philosophical
claims of the previous sections) the real philosophically speculative element of
Book 2 begins. For it is here that I have 'pinned my colours to the mast', as it
interpret
have
in
Bergson
Mitchell
to
terms
my
opted
analysis
of
and
and
were,
have
in
terms
than
of
any
number
of
other
may
equally
philosopherswho
rather
And
I
thus,
this
route,
arrive
purpose.
via
satisfactory
not altogether
servedmy
has
that
to
question
which
concernedme throughout this thesis:
answer
at an
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Q4a. How does S (or T) know that there are n (rather than n +I or
n-1) material bodies moving about within a given region of space
over somegiven infinitesimal interval oftime?
The answer (or that answerwhich I have presentedhere) is that S is conscious
(possessesan "an inner perception" of S's Bergsonian 'real duration' - the
"intuition" of which is consciousness)and "comprehends matter" via the
intellect. In as much as S is conscious in this sense, S is not a thing which
is
itself
S-m;
is
[a
but
time
that
through
time
time,
&n A
unique
persists
T(m)#T(n)]. It is within the intellect that S perceiveshimself or herself to persist
intellect
it
is
(S's
in
Mitchell
the
thus
the
to
within
sense
which
refers
and
"coinpression of matt&") that S has accessto purely temporal re-identification
statements of the form T(m)#T(m')

A m=m' which are themselves based upon

the purely temporal continuity condition T(m)=T(m)+dTn,,,, -> m=m'. These
duration'),
but
intellect
Ss
(S's
'real
S's
of
not
consciousness
are properties,
of
(S's "comprehension of matter"). It is in the very process by which S
"comprehends matter", or by which S "sees things as separate one from
it
is
herself
becomes
S
himself
thing,
thus
the
that
and
a
persisting
or
another"
properties of S's own persistence which (via Mitchell's claim) become
recognised by S in S's personification of experience (S's "comprehension of
"there
In
of
course:
are no separate solid things, only an
reality,
matter").
becoming,
becomes
in
which
nothing
of
and there is nothing that
endlessstream
,65

this nothing becomes.

65Not unlike the collapseof the wave function perhaps?
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Appendix 1: Infinitesimal Terms and Their Role in the Termination of
Infinitely regressive Arguments.
The problem of infinite regress(any infinite regress)would not be a problem
unless -vvedid not believe, in some peculiar sensewhich we are unwilling to
abandon,that a definite answer exists to a problem which reasonwill allow us
to approachonly by an infinite number of steps.Where such a regressinvolves
the infinite division of a continuous mathematical function (as in the
determination of the derivative or the definite integral) its termination is
achievedby the introduction of the infinitesimal term.

The origins of the infinitesimal start, perhaps,with Zeno of Elea (c. 470 BC). In
the paradoxes of motion (reported by Aristotle) Zeno argued that change,and
particularly those changeswhich we refer to by the motion of material bodies, is
impossible. For example, in the paradox of the 'race course' (also referred to as
the 'stadium' or the 'dichotomy') a "runner has to run a given length. Before
before
he
hat(of
Then,
length
it.
the
running the second
must run
whole
running
ha6r,he must run ha6r of that haý' And so on. Since the division again never
terminates, the whole stretch is composedof infinitely many successivepieces,
each of some length. But the runner cannot finish the task of traversing
infinitely many substretches in succession." (The Oxford Companion to
Philosophy, 1995, pp 922-3). Now we know, in some peculiar sensewhich we
are unwilling to abandon,that a runner can run a given length. We are therefore
faced Nvitha conflict between intuition and reason- and.it is reason,in this case,
(and
doubt
But
that
suppose
give
way
rightly
should
not
no
so).
must
we
which
by the introduction of the infinitesimal by the mathematiciansand philosophers
by
introduced
Century
17"'
that
which
the
a new method of reasoning was
of
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such infinitely regressiveargumentswere eliminated. Quite the opposite. The
introduction of the infinitesimal, in whatever terms one may wish to dressit, is
simply the admissionthat if intuition is to be maintained then infinite regression
must be terminated somewhere.The infinitesimal is simply the place where the
thinkers of the 17t"century decidedthat regressionwould stop.

It is not surprising then that Cavalieri chose to describe the infinitesimal as an
'indivisible' (Kline 1980 pp 132-3), nor that this interpretation was, initially at
least, supportedby Newton. For if there are such indivisibles (in the description
of motion, for example), then the infinitely regressivearguments of Zeon are
terminated. It is to Leibniz, however, that we owe our more contemporaryview
of the infinitesimal (a view at which Newton equally, albeit eventually, arrived),
namely; that the infinitesimal is neither zero nor finite but 'tends towards zero',
or may be 'as small as we please', or "quantities infinitely small such that when
their ratio is sought, they may not be consideredzero but which are rejected as
(Kline
1980. p 137).
incomparably
they
with
quantities
greater"
often as
occur
But it is clear from theseterms that the propertiesof the infinitesimal must arise
when a ratio is "sought", or when a nwnber is "considered', or "rejected', or
"compared' - and it is we ourselves, not points and lines and motion, who
4seek'or 'consider' or 'reject' or 'compare. The infinitesimal is a solution to
infinite regress,or more accurately it is the admissionthat infinite regressmust
be terminated somewhere. The properties of the infinitesimal are the
in
decision,
fact
the world
this
that
the
of
not
of
a
consequence
consequences
there are really such things.
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ALI The Derivative and the Differential Coefficient.
For the continuous and differentiable function y=f(x) we may define the
derivative at the value of the free variable x--a as
f (a) = Limn
h

*7

(a+h) -F(a))/h

It is conventional, however, to reserve the familial term dy/dx for the
differential coefficient, or the variable value of the derivative over the values of
2

the free variable of a function. For example, if our function ivere Y==x then we
,
may define dy/dx (the differential coefficient) in the following fashion.
dy/dx = Lim ((x+h)2 _
h-+O
Lim (x 2+
h--),O

X2)

/h

2xh + h2 - x2)/h

=Lim2x+h
h--),O
= 2x
In this case dy/dx = 10 Nvhenx=5,

and dy/dx = 20 when x= 10 - and in this

much the familiar dy/dx is merely a symbol, i. e. dy/dx (the differential
coefficient) =f (a) (the derivative) when x=a. To discussthe derivative as the
ratio of infinitesimal terms, we must invent a new terminology. For example:

dv,,/dx,,=f (a)
or

dy/dx = dy,,/dx,,when x=a.

or
f(a))/AXa
f(a') = Lim
dYa/dXa
Lil
AYa/AXa
=
no
z
=
'L,,_.O(f(a+AXa)
We may then say (not knowing necessarily whether that Nve say anything
meaningful) that dya and dXa are vanishing or infinitesimal terms, or terms
but
be
finite
'tend
towards
zero
nor
can
are
zero',
or
which
neither
which
which

&assmallasNveNvish'.
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I labour this definition simply to clarify the point that my concernshere lie Nvith
the derivative dy,,/dXaand not the differential coefficient dy/dx, or lie with the
value of the differential coefficient of the function f(a) for the single value of the
free variable x--a.

My concernswith the derivative itself lie only in supporting certain claims as to
the indivisibility of the infinitesimal (where 'indivisibility' here meansnothing
more than a condition which may terminate an otherwise infinitely regressive
argument)- an indivisibility which is captured,for example, in the theorem:
If dya/dx,,is the derivative of f(x) at x--a, and if dy,/dx, is equally the
derivative of f(x) at x--a, then dy.,= dy, and dxa= dx,.
However, in claiming the infinitesimal to be indivisible (even in this somewhat
conditional sense)we must be extremely careful. For one infinitesimal may be
divisible by another in the formation and interpretation of ratios ("quantities
infinitely small such that when their ratio is sought, they may not be considered
finite
but
divisible
by
interpretations
in
thus,
to
are
not
a
value,
and
all
zero")
which we are sensible,are not divisible at all. At the outset, however, we must
firstly consider how infinitesimals are divisible by other infinitesimals, or how it
is we may apply to such infinitesimals the analogousidea of magnitude - for
how
in
an infinitesimal is divisible by another may we
understanding
only
infinitesimal
is
an
why
not divisible by a finite value.
understand
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AL2 Apparent Magnitudes of lite Infinitesimal Term.
That the infinitesimal term may be treated, in some respect,as a magnitude,or
that it may be said in some casesto be greaterthan or less than somethingelse
(some other infinitesimal) arises from its definition in the derivative (or
alternatively in its definition in the definite integral - but I shall not considerthe
definite integral here). For example, if it should be the case that dy,,/dXais a
finite value greater than 1, then given the definition of this derivative as a ratio
(albeit a ratio of terms which are neither finite nor zero, or a ratio of terms
which 'tend towards zero', or a ratio of tenns for which we can find no
immediate concept of magnitude) we cannot but help to supposethat dy. is in
some sensegreaterthan dx,,- since this is what we mean by a ratio greaterthan
I-

or that there must be a sense in which although dya and dXaboth 'tend

towards zero', dx. somehow tends more closely towards zero than dya.It is in
this sensethen, or in the sensethat one infinitesimal may tend more closely
toward zero than another, that we feel that we may apply to them the
relationships of magnitude (of one value being greater than or less than
another). Similarly, if we take the differential coefficient of f(x) at the value of
the free variable v--b (where b:f-a) to be dyb/dxb,and if NveNvereto claim that this
finite value is smaller than the finite value of dya/dXa,or that dya/dx,,) dyb/dxb,
then we cannot help but conclude that the extent to which dx,, tends more
dya
is greaterthan the extent to which dXbtendsmore
than
towards
zero
closely
dYbIn treating infinitesimals as magnitudes, or in
than
towards
zero
closely
claiming that one such infinitesimal is greater than or less than another,we do
not actually claim that these infinitesimal tenns have a magnitude in the sense
(since
finite
they are neither finite nor zero) but that one such
numbers
of
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infinitesimal may 'tend more closely towards zero' than another. We might start
to seethen why an infinitesimal is not divisible by a finite value. For in the ratio
dXa
dx,
2,
tends more closely towards zero than
that
claim
of
and say, we cannot
2, or that 2 tends more closely towards zero than dx,,ý since 2 does not 'tend
towards zero' at all (it doesnot, for example,tend more closely to zero than 3).

More accurately perhaps, in the absenceof any clear understanding of what
infinitesimals actually are (other than that their use may terminate an infinite
from
deduce
their
their
of
magnitude
relationships
supposed
regress),we simply
definition in the derivative (a definition in tenns of the ratios of infinitesimals)
and the relationships of magnitude that one such derivative may bear to another.

However, if we have reached the conclusion that one such infinitesimal term
derivative,
in
formulation
less
be
the
the
than
than
or
of
greater
or
another
may
if one such term may tend more closely to zero than another, then what
determinesthe extent to which any one infinitesimal tends towards zero in any
firstly
distinguish
between
In
this
must
asking
question
we
one particular case?
free and dependent variables; in the sense that for the function y--f(x) the
in
free
dependent
is
the sensethat
the
the
of
variable
x,
or
value
upon
y
variable
in the forinulation of the differential coefficient it is Ax which we allow to 'tend

towardszero'.
AL3 The 'Tending Towards Zero'of the Dependent Variable.
For the function y--4x), the extent to which the dependent tenn (y) 'tends
towards zero' in the formulation of the derivative at x--a dependssolely on the
dya
dXa
The
free
terins
(x)
towards
the
tends
and
to
zero.
variable
extent which
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are related in such a fashion that their ratio should be commensuratewith the
function f(x) at the value of the free variable x=a. Suppose,for example, that
our continuous function were y=3x. In this case,when x=a then ya = 3a. If we
increase a by a small but finite value Ax,, then we obtain Y,,+Ay,, = 3(a+Ax,,),
which may be equally expressedy,,+Aya = 3a + 3AXa.Subtracting the original
identity (y. = 3a) from both sides then gives Ay,,= 3Ax.. If (as has alreadybeen
describedabove) we define the derivative at x=a as
Lim Ay,,/Ax,,= dy,,/dx,,=3
&---+0
then no matter how closely we allow Axato 'tend towards zero' AyýWill always
'tend towards zero' in such a way that Ay,,/Axa = 3. The extent to which Aya
'tends towards zero' in the fonnulation of the derivative dy,,/dx. is therefore
determinedby the extent tovvhich Ax,, 'tends towards zero'.

Now given such a description it is tempting perhaps to say that a dependent
infinitesimal 'follows' or 'precedes' the free infinitesimal (to which it is related
by a function) as this free infinitesimal 'tends towards zero'. But this is merely
our fondnessfor analogy. When we graphically plot any function which 'tends
towards' any value (not necessarilyzero) using pencil and paper, it is natural to
feel that we may follow this curve with the eye as it approachescloser and
closer to this value. It is no doubt natural that we may imagine this dynamic
processcontinuing as the function becomesinfinitesimally close to its value and thus apply to our concept of the infinitesimal a dynamic property of
'tending towards' which it cannot possibly possess(for there is nothing dynamic
for
function
is
The
this
the
example).
y==x2
of
analogy
about
absurdity
revealed
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more clearly when we realise that the finite and the infinitesimal would then be
required to be continuous with each other. Dynamic analogies of the idea of
'tending towards zero' will then simply not do. That dXa'tends towards zero', or
possesesan 'extent towards which it tends towards zero', should not be
mistaken for the idea that dXais somehowinvolved in some dynamic processof
'tending towards zero'. 'Tending towards zero' is a static property of an
infinitesimal whosequality (which we mistake as its magnitude) is the 'extent to
which it tends towards zero'. Indeed it is this very property of the infinitesimal
which allows for its employment in the termination of infinitely regressive
arguments.

AL 4 The 'Tending Towards Zero' of the Free Variable.
We have seen then that if dya/dXaand dyb/dybare the two derivatives of the
function f(x) for the values of the free variable x--a and x--b respectively (where
a#b), then the extent to which values of the dependentterms Ay. and Ayb 'tend
towards zero' will be dependentupon the extent to which the free tenns AXaand
AXb'tend towards zero'. But what determinesthe extent to which Ax,, and AXb
'tend towards zero' in the detennination of dya/dyaand dyb/dXb?Do the free
tenns Ax,, and AXbtend equally towards zero (are they indistinguishable?), or,
given that infinitesimals (as we have seen)may be sensibly distinguishedin the
sensein which they 'tend towards zero' (a distinction which leads us to treat
them as magnitudes), is there some sense in which one tends more closely
towards zero than another?
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To make a start at addressing this question let us first look at finite
approximations to the derivative. This is not to suggestthat Nvemay extrapolate
directly from the propertiesof such finite approximationsto the propertiesof the
derivative, and certainly not that we can extrapolate from the properties of the
small finite intervals used in such approximations to the properties of
infinitesimals (since infinitesimals are not continuous with finite values). An
examination of finite approximations is useful simply becauseit Nvill reveal to
us the nature of the regress that the introduction of the infinitesimal will
terminate, and further, that the examination of such 'finite approximations' may
guide us to an understandingof what properties the infinitesimal must possess
in order to terminate this regress.

Supposethat our continuous function y=f(x) were the function y=x2. We have
how
the variable differential coefficient for this function (dy/dx) is
already seen
given by 2x. In other words, when the value of the free variable x equals5, then
dy/dx equals 10, and when the value of the free variable x equals 10, then dy/dx
equals 20. Since these derivatives equal the gradients of the tangent at these
values of the free variable (see figure 1) we can obtain an approximation to
these gradients in the following fashion. If from the point at x=5 we plot the
point at x--5-Ax, then we know that the line passing through these two points
('a' and V in Figure 2) will tend towards the tangent at x=5 as Ax 'tends
towards zero'. Equally, if from the point at x=10 we plot the point at x=10-Ax,
then we know that the line passing through these two points (V and V in
Figure 2) will tend towards the tangent at x--10 as Ax 'tends towards zero. As
but
finite.
is
lines
Ax
then,
these
small
Nvemay consider
an approximation
Nvhen
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y

loo

25

Ax
Figure I- approximations to the derivative.

Table I shows a typical set of results for such an approximation. The first
column shows that value of Ax used in each approximation, while the second
column (marked 'Gradient of ab') showsthe calculated value of the gradient of
the line passingthrough the points 'a' and V (Figure 1) for the given value of
Ax. The values in the secondcolumn are calculated from the simple formula [52
(5-Ax)2]/
(markedW)
Ax.
The
third
column
-

showsthe percentageof the true

gradient at x--5 capturedin the approximation (in the sensethat if the calculated
gradient is equal to 10 - the known derivative at x--5 - then this calculated
gradient will be 100% of the true gradient at x--5). Columns 4 (marked
'Gradient of cd') and 5 are similar to 2 and 3 but apply to approximationsto the
gradient at x= 10, i. e. column 4 shows the value of the approximation at x= 10
2from
formula
[10
the
obtained

(I O_Ax)2]/ Ax and column 5 shows the

percentageof the true gradient at x--10 capturedin the approximation.

With reference to the values captured in Table I we may make the following
important observations.In the first roxv, for example, or for the approximations
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using a value of Ax=0.5, we obtain an approximation of the tangent at x=5 of
9.5 (or 95% of the true tangent) and an approximation of the tangentat x=10 of
19.5 (or 97.5% of the true tangent). In other words, our approximation using
Ax--0.5 seemsto give a better result at x--10 than at x--5. Indeed, this trend is
data.
In eachrow the level of the approximation at
through
the
continued
whole
decreases,
We
Ax
that
that
the approximation
might
say
at
x--5.
as
x--10 exceeds
at x--10 tends more closely to the value of the true tangent at x=10 than the
approximation at x=5 tends towards the value of the true tangent at x=5.
Alternatively, we might say that in order to obtain the same level of
approximation to the true tangent at x=5 and x--10 (expressed here as a
percentage),we would needto use different values of Ax at x--5 and x--10

Ax
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.05
10.01

Gradient of ab

%

Gradient of cd

%

9.5
9.6
9.7
9.8
9.9
9.95
9.99

95
96
97
98
99
99.5
99.91

19.5
19.6
19.7
19.8
19.9
19.95
19.99

97.5
98
98.5
99
99.5
99.75
99.95

1

Table 1- Calculation of gradients

Do we expect this situation to continue as Ax decreasesto ever smaller values,
or do we expect there to be a unique value of Ax at which the same level of
accuracy, or the same percentageof the true tangent, is reached for both x=5
in
is
it
If
Ax,
the
there
then
and x--10?
such a value of
we may calculate
following fashion. The percentageof the true gradient at v--5 given for the value
of Ax is:
(5-AX)2].

[52IO.Ax

100%
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Similarly, the percentageof the true gradient at x--10 given for the value of Ax
is:
(102

_

(, O_Ax) 2].

Ioo%

20.Ax
The value of Ax neededto ensurean identical level of accuracy, or to give the
samepercentageof the true gradientsat x--5 and x--10 can the be resolvedfrom
the identity:

[5

2-

(5-AX)21 .
IO.Ax

100%

=

[102

(10-AX)2

-

100%
.

A

20. Ax

be
for
'/2Ax2
This
Ax2
Ax
Ax/42.
true
condition
can
only
at
=
or
=
which solves
Ax=O. In other words, as longs as Ax is finite and non-zero there is no solution
to the identity A.

I now wish to place two interpretations on the infinitesimal term based upon
what we have learrit about the nature of finite approximationsto the derivative both of which lead to the sameconclusion.
A]. 5 First Interpretatiom
It would seemthen that as long as Ax remains finite, and as long as we use the
same value of Ax in our approximations at x--5 and x--10, then our
be
will
always
closer to the true value of the tangentthan
at
x=10
approximation
However,
when we apply the methodsof the calculus
at
x--5.
our approximation
to obtain the variable differential cocfficient dy/dx over all values of X-Y2we do
(or
its
derivative
determination
this
the
that
the
of
value
of
accuracy
not suppose
is
tangent
the
true
the
at
a
point)
variable Nvithrespectto the value of
of
or
value
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the free variable x. Somehow,dy/dx is supposedto give us the actual derivative
at all values of x.

Now it seems relatively straightforward that if we wanted to determine an
approximation to the value of the true tangent at x=5 and x--10 which (in both
cases)was say 99.999% of the true value of the tangent at thesepoints, then we
should need to use two different values of Ax in these two approximations.In
this case,we would saythat the value of AX5neededto give an approximation of
99.999% to the true value of the tangent at x---5is determined by the function
2
Y=X and the value of the free variable x--5. Similarly, the value of AxIOneeded
to give an approximation of 99.999% of the true value of the tangent at x--10 is
determinedby the function Y=X2and the value of the free variable x=10. Can we
then believe, that in moving from a finite approximation to the deterinination of
the derivative via the differential calculus, or that by allowing Ax5 to 'tend
towards zero' at the value x--5 and by allowing AxIOto 'tend towards zero' at
x--10, that we refer to the same infinitesimal dx in both these cases,or that dx
may be equally expressedby saying that Axs 'tends towards zero' or AxIO'tends
towards zero'? Are we not forced to conclude, on the contrary, that Ax must
tend more closely to zero at x--5 than at x=10 in order that the calculus provide
us with 100% of the true value of the gradient at these two points (why, for
example, should we apply greater significance to a 100% accuracy than a
99.999% accuracy, or why should we assumethat some fundamental changein
this situation is required in moving between 100% accuracy and 99.999%
accuracy)?
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Should we not perhapsmore accurately say that dy5/dx5is determinedwhen AX5
has tended close enough to zero to determine dy5/dx5 and that dylo/dxlo is
detennined when AxIOhas tended close enough to zero to detennine dyO/dxjO.
And since we know that such infinitesimals are quite sensibly distinguishedas
magnitudes, or distinguished in the extent to which they 'tend towards zero',
then such a claim sits comfortably with both the known properties of
infinitesimals and the properties of finite approximationsto the derivative.

It is of course dangerousto generalisefrom such a limited example. But in this
casewe have arrived at an interpretation of the extent to which AXaMUSt'tend
towards zero' in order to arrive at the value of the derivative dy,,/dXawhich is
dependentupon the nature of the function f(x) and the value of the free variable
function
for
is
derivative
different
dyb/dXb
If
the
y=g(x)
a value of the
of
a
x--a.

free variable x7-b, then we conclude that while the extent to which Axa must
'tend towards zero' in order to arrive at dy,,/dxa is determined by f(x) and x--a,
the extent to which Axb must 'tend towards zero' in order to arrive at dyb/dXbis
determined by g(x) and x=b. Whether we then go on to claim that these two
terms 'tend towards zero' to the same extent (dx,,ýdXb) or to different extents
(dx,,#dxb) dependsupon f(x), g(x), x--a and x=b.

Finally then, we might suggest:in the determination of the derivative of f(x) at
is
'tends
dependent
Ay,,
towards
to
the
term
the
zero'
extent
x=a,
which
dependentupon the extent to which the free term Ax,, 'tends towards zero', and
the extent to which the free term Axa 'tends towards zero' is determinedby the
function f(x) and the value of the free variable x=a.
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This interpretation has one significant consequence:
If dya/dxais the derivative of y=f(x) at the value of the free variable
x--a and dy,/dx, is the derivative of the same function y--f(x) at the
samevalue of the free variable x--a, then dx,,= dx, and dya= dy,,.
Now this is a seemingly trivial claim. However, it captureswhat is perhapsthe
single most important characteristic of the infinitesimal, namely; that the
infinitesimal terms of a single derivative are not divisible except by the
infinitesimal terms of another derivative. In other words, given a single
derivative there is no meaning whatsoever to dividing its infinitesimal terms.
For the single derivative
/Ax,,
dy.
Lim
Ay,,
/dxa
=
&X.
-40
there is only a single meaning to the claim that AXa'tends towards zero' [and
this 'meaning' is determined by the function f(x) and the value of the free
variable x--a]. The claim V2Axa 'tends towards zero' means exactly that same
thing, or refers to exactly the sameextent of 'tending towards zero', as the claim
that Ax,, 'tends towards zero'.

AL 6 Secondinterpretation.
In our consideration of finite approximations to the derivatives of y=x2 for the
values of the free variable x---5and x--10, we concludedthat the accuracyof the
finite approximation (or its percentageof the true value of the tangent) at x---5
could never be equal to the accuracyof the finite approximation at x=10 as long
Ax
both
that
same
of
value
and as long as Ax
as
approximations employed
remained non-zero and finite (regardlessof how small we might allow it to
become).This itself Nvasbasedupon the fact that the condition for the equality
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of accuracyrequired a value of Ax given (in this particular case)by Ax = Ax/42.
Obviously, no finite value can be equal to itself divided by a finite value and
thus we concluded that an equality of accuracy at x--5 and x--10 must remain
impossiblewhile Ax remains finite.

In our first interpretation (above) we extended this idea into the realm of
infinitesimals and insisted that in the determination of the derivatives at x--5 and
x--10 we actually required that Ax must 'tend towards zero' to different degrees
in order to arrive at dya/dxaand dyb/dXb.Let us now, however, consider an
alternative interpretation. Let us assumethat, regardlessof the argumentsabove,
it is implicit within the differential calculus that the same value of Ax is to be
derivatives
for
in
finite
to
the
tangents
of
y==xý
and
all
all
approximations
used
all values of the free variable are to be detennined by allowing this single value
of Ax to 'tend towards zero. If this is the case,then there will be a value of dx
(arising from allowing this single value of Ax to 'tend to zero') applicable to the
determination of the derivative at each point on Y=X2,or a single value of dx
is
determined
to an
tangent
to
the
on
at
each
point
Y=x2
with respect which
accuracyof 100%.

With respect to this argument and the properties of the finite approximations
discussedabove,we know for the derivatives at x--5 and x--10 we require of this
infinitesimal the property that:
dx = dx/42
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This being a property which we already know to be true of Ax=O. In other
words, if dx is the extent to which a single value of Ax must tend in order to
determine the true (100%) values of the tangentsat x=5 and x=10, then Ax is a
term which 'tends towards zero' and reflects the properties of zero, i. e. that dx is
42.
finite
itself
divided
by
This
the
value
even when
something which equals
'finite value' is of coursein this casedependentupon our choice of the valuesof
the free variables x--5 and x--10 of the function y=x2. However, generally we
might say that, in the case of the current interpretation, we require of a fteely
decreasing infinitesimal, which is suitable for the determination of the
derivatives of a function, that it be: equal to itself Nvhendivided by a finite
value.
In other words, that its division by a finite value has no effect upon it, or that it
is 'indivisible'.

We note, however, that this is a condition on the infinitesimal

expressionof the free value of a function and we may thus conclude that: the
is
dependent
dependent
Ay.
'tends
towards
the
tenn
to
zero'
upon
extent which
the extent to which the free term Axa 'tends towards zero', and the extent to
is
detennined
by
its
free
Ax,,
'tending
'tends
towards
term
the
zero'
which
towards' an indivisible state. As such if dy,/dXais the derivative of f(x) at x--a,
then there is no meaning to allovAng dy,, and dx,, to tend even more closely
And thus we
towards zero and becoming say 1/2dx,,
and '/2dx,,,since dx,, = 1/2dxa.
may conclude, as above,that:
If dya/dxais the derivative of y=Rx) at the value of the free variable
is
dyjdxý
the derivative of the same function y=f(x) at the
x=a and
dya.
free
dy,
dx,,
dx,
the
then
=
variable
and
x---a,
=
samevalue of
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AL 7 Third Interpretatiom
The third interpretation which we may place upon the nature of the infinitesimal
term is a pragmatic one, and one which doesnot refer to the propertiesof finite
approximations to the tangent at a point (as discussedabove). This is simply to
has
implicit
but
infinitesimal
the
that
meaning
no
must instead be
assume
interpreted simply in relation to its emergenceand use as a term in the process
of determining the derivative. In this sense,infinitesimals are peculiar terms
which exhibit the properties of ratio with respect to each other but not
magnitudewith respectto finite terms

We can see this characteristic of infinitesimals (that they exhibit the properties
in
but
finite
terms)
to
the determination of
magnitude
of ratio
not
with respect
2
function
differential
the
coefficient of the
y=x (as outlined above), ie.
dy/dx = Lim
h-->O

/h
X2)
((x+h)2 _

Lim (x2
h->O

(a)

+ 2xh + hý- x2)/h

(b)
(C)

=Lim2x+h
h--W
= 2x

(d)

Step (a) to (b) simply substitutes (x+h)2 for its expansion. In moving between
divide
leave
h2)/h,
(c)
(2xh
but
(b)
to
+
we
step
and
we not only remove x2-x2
2xh +h2 by h to leave 2x + h. However, this processrequires that we divide h2
by h to obtain h and divide h by h to obtain 1, i. e.
Lim h2/h
h-->O

h
= Lim
h-40

Lim h/h =I
h--->O
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In other words, although we insist that h is tending towards zero, we still
maintain that h exhibits the properties of ratio. In the step between (c) and (d)
however,h has somehowvanished- it hasbeenreplacedby zero, i. e.
2x + Lim h= 2x
h-->O

In this final step then, h has no magnitudewith respectto the finite term 2x and
it
is
in
from
be
thus
conjoined with 2x as an
any expression which
removed
may
is
however
h
it
We
that
tends
actually
zero
as
cannot
simply
assume
addition.
'towards zero', since this would mean that h2/h = 02/0 and h/h =0/0 in the step
from (b) to (c) which is meaningless.All we can assumeis that h (as it tends to
h
(as
it
finite
has
2x.
In
to
the
term
other
words,
no magnitudewith respect
zero)
tends towards zero) exhibits the properties of ratio (h2/h=h and h/h=l) but not
the propertiesof magnitudewith respectto finite values (2x+h = 2x).

We may use this property of infinitesimals to demonstratetheir indivisibility
limits:
finite
Consider
the
two
to
terms.
with respect

and

tim (2x+h) = 2x
'o
(2x+h/2)
2x
Lim (4x+h)/2 = Lim
=
h--*O
h--),O

In the first casewe havethe expansion
(e)

Lim (2x+h) = 2x + Lim h= 2x
h-+O
h-3,0
In the secondwe have
b/2 = 2x +
Lim
(4x+h)/2
2x
Lim
+
=
h-*O
h-+O
Thus from (e) and (f)
h
Limh=V2Lim
h--->O
h-*O
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1/2

h=
2x
ýýim
0
0

Lim h cannot be divided by a finite term, or is
In other Nvords,the infinitesimal h--*O
'indivisible' with respectto finite terms. With respectto the processof division
infinitesimal
has
finite
the
the sameproperties aszero.
to
values,
with respect
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AppendIv H- Numerically Quantifiable Derivatives of Philosophical and
Psychological Questionsand Propositions as to S knowing P.
AILI Variable Subjects within Philosophical and Psychological Questionsand
Propositions.
I include within this appendix a more detailed exposition of those
epistemological arguments outlined in Section 1. These notes are therefore
intended to outline the wider philosophical context within which I address
derivatives
of philosophical and psychological
quantifiable
numerically
justification
for
the chosen
the
therefore
outlines
epistemological
questionsand
route of the analytical aspectsof Book I of this thesis.

The intersubjective nature of philosophical and psychological questions and
in
indeed
which we attribute a
any question or proposition
propositions, or
justify
intersubjective
demands
that
the
to
nature
we
subject,
property a variable
of the property thus attributed, and thus the variable nature of the subject with
knows
S
P, where S is a
Most
to
that
this
to
commonly, claim
property.
respect
is
(or
S
(or
individuals
not the only
of
where
set)
variable within a range
individual that knows P) presupposesthat there exists at least one individual Sl
(different from S) and that SI knows that S knows P. Without this condition
(which is not itself sufficient to justify the variable status of S), the variable
S
knows
if
is
least
SI
is
for
that
S
that
there
not at
one
statusof
meaninglessknows P, then there cannot be an individual that knows that S and some other
individual knows P, and thus there can be no meaning whatsoeverin attributing
to Sa variable statuswith respectto P. However, we might immediately seethe
beginnings of a significant regress.For if SI is itself equally a variable (if SI is
likewise
knows
P),
individual
knows
there
S
then
must
that
the
that
only
not
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exist at least one S2 (different from SI) that knows that SI knows that S knows
P- and may -,ve not then go on to ask as to the variable statusof S2, and S3, and
S4, and so on ad infinitum.

Formally we may expressthis regress:

a/

S knowsP.
If S is a variable, then A= (GIG knows P}, Sc=A

b/

S1 knows that S knowsP.
If S and S1 are variable, then B= {(H, I)l H knows that I knows P),
(SI, S)c-B.

C/

S2 knows that S1 knows that S knowsP.
If S, SI and S2 are variable, then C= {(J,K, L)l J knows K knows L
knows P), (S2,S1,S)EEC
and so on

The regressmay be at first terminated, or so we might expect, in the casewhere
both Sa and Sa+l know P and where both Sa and Sa+l know each other to
know P; since in this case the variable status of both Sa and Sa+I can be
justified without recourseto a third party (Sa+2), and thus without the need to
full
S2,
S,
S1,
Sa+2
However
the
that
are
variable.
within
which
set
specify
. .,
tennination, of the regress actually requires that every individual under
for
(the
knows
(the
A)
P
the
condition
members of
set
not only
consideration
A
but
knows
A)
that
also
of
other
member
of
also
any
and
every
membership
knows P.

Under this condition we may terminate the regressby replacing c/ as follows:

c'/

If the I't projection of B= (JI(J,K)eB) =A
And
If the 2ndprojection of B={KI(J, K)eB)= A
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Then B= ( (H,I)IH EiA, I EE
A) = AxA - the 'Cross Product' of A.
The condition for both the I't and 2ndprojections of B being the set A is, of
course,that every member of A knows that every other member of A knows P.
This condition is, I would suggest,implicit in every proposition of the form S
knows P and where S is a variable within a rangeof individuals.

Suppose,for example, we were to claim that S knows P and that T knows Q but
that S does not know Q and T does not know P. In this case S and T are not
individuals
defined by their
the
same
range
of
equally variables within
knowledge of either P or Q, i. e.

A=(GIG knows P), Sr=A,ToA
Al={HIH knowsQ), SO-Al, Tr=Al.
The variability of S xvith respect to A (and knowing P) and the variability of T
with respect to Al (and knowing Q) still requires, if regress is to be avoided,
that every member of A knows that every other member of A knows P, and that
every member of AI knows that every other member of AI knows

To try to get around this by claiming that S and T are variables within some
both
know
in
P
Qindividuals
and
or
can,
principle
perhaps,
of
who
range
whether they actually know P and or Q or not - leaves us with the same
condition:
A2 = (111can know P and or
if
the
this
the
regression
above
every
members
of
only
avoid
range
Nvill
since
memberof A2 knows that every other memberof A2 can know P and or
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Equally, we do not avoid this logical structure by defining a general range of
individuals %vhocan 'know things in general' (including P and Q), for this
would involve:
Agen ý--

Agen,
Agenincluding
Q),
P
S
fJj J can know things
T
and
E=E:

Once again, the non-regressionof this definition requires that every member of
A., knows that every other member of A,,,, can know things including P and

Any philosophical or psychological question or proposition of the forrn How
does S know P? or S knows P, where S is a variable within a range of
individuals, must therefore be formulated either in the specific form:
A= {Gj G knows P), Sc=A.
or the generalisedform
Ag,,,.
JJJJ can know things including P), S (=-

The first requires (for the avoidance of regression) that every member of A
knows that every other member of A knows P, and the second requires that
every member of Agenknows that every other member of Agmcan know P. Each
of which would seem to pose roughly the same question, namely; how does S
know that another individual knows P, or how does S know that another
individual can know P? Thus any philosophical or psychological question or
proposition referring to S's knowing somethingmust unavoidably be associated
know
this
individuals
knowing
S's
that
the
also
question
may
other
with
of
'something'. Formally
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S knowsP
If S is a variable, then A= {GIG knows P), S(=-A
If A exists then AxA exists.
AxA is the range of ordered pairs with respect to which SI and S are variable
and where S1 knows P and SI knows that S knows P.
And thus we arrive at the conclusion that any philosophical or psychological
question or proposition referring to S's knowing P, and where S is a variable
within a range of individuals, is only a valid question or proposition if it can be
demonstratedthat for any two individuals (within this 'range of individuals')
each knows P and that each knows that the other knows P. In other words we
cannot pose the question how does S know P?, nor frame the proposition S
knowsP, unlesseither we are willing to admit that S is not a variable, or that we
have some way of knowing how S knows that T knows P, or some way of
justifying that S knows that T knowsP.

More accurately,to claim that S knowsP, or to ask how doesS know P? NvhereS
is a variable within a range of individuals, is only a valid question if there exists
someknown orjustifiable epistemologicalcriterion ofSs knowing that Tknows
P. If there exists no such criterion, or if such a criterion cannot be justified, then
such propositions and questions are invalid -

from
they
an
or
suffer

epistemologicalshortcoming.

The archetypal example in this respect is the problem of other minds, i. e. given
that, or assuming that, S and T are conscious, how does S know that T is
does
T
know
how
that S is conscious?Traditionally, we treat the
consciousand
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problem of other ininds as one of the problems of mind - to be lumped together
first-person
its
the
with
subjectivity, its intentionality and its
problems of
for
efficacy
example. However, the above epistemological arguments
physical
would seem to suggestthat to claim that S is conscious,where S is a variable
within a range of individuals (and the claim is invariably framed in this sense),
itself requires, for the epistemologicalvalidity of the claim, that we should have
before us an answerto the question of how S knows that T is conscious.In other
words, the problem of other minds is not simply one of the problems of mind, it
is the central problem of mind - for without its solution we cannot rigorously
frame the proposition that S is consciousin the first place (not, that is, if by 'S'
we intend to mean a variable within a range of individuals - including, in this
case, or more often than not, you and me). If there exists no epistemological
knowing
Ss
that T is conscious,then the claim that S is conscious
criterion of
suffers from the epistemological shortcomingsoutlined above - and in making
this claim I am aware that I condemnthe philosophical speculationsof Book 2
of this thesis.

Now in presenting these epistemological arguments I mean to imply no
criticism of the Nvorkof any philosopher or psychologist (present or past). We
may know (or at least may feel that we know) that S may know that T knows P
without being able to write down a strict epistemological criterion qýf Ss
knowing the T knows P. In fact most philosophy and psychology works upon
this basis and who am I to criticise this approach.In this thesis, however,I have
be
insisting
the
that
not
of
must
purist
approach
such
a
criteria
chosen,
S
formulated
before
that
the
and expressed
claim
rigorously
we can examine
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knows P or the question of how does S know P?, but simply the modified
approachof claiming that there are certain types of questions and propositions
which lend themselvesmore naturally, or more satisfyingly, to a criterion ofSs
knowing that T knows P than others and that these 'certain types of questions'
are both easily identifiable and, in some cases, identifiable as derivatives of
more problematic philosophical and psychological questions and propositions.
Thus while far from providing a perfect philosophy, addressingthese 'certain
types of questions and propositions' allows us to both acknowledge the
epistemological shortcomings of certain philosophical and psychological
questionsand propositionsand to move one step closer to avoiding them.

A112 Numerically Quantijilable Derivatives
psychological Questionsand Propositions.

of

Philosophical

And

As outlined in the introduction of this thesis, and as evidencedby the content of
Book 1,1 do not take thesecomments on the 'epistemological shortcomings' of
insurmountable
be
to
and
proportions
questions
philosophical and psychological
be
in
the
that
questions and propositions
we
extremely
careful
must
merely
which we frame (for these 'epistemological shortcomings' apply as much to the
do
they
to philosophy and
of
empirical
science
as
questions and propositions
least,
has
degree
the
to
at
empirical
scientist
and
yet,
some
psychology,
overcomethem). More specifically, I suggestthat with respectto philosophical
knowledge
S's
of P,
and psychological questions and propositions regarding
is
individuals,
S
there exists a class of
a
variable
range
of
within
a
where
questions which are, in certain circumstances, derived from them (or are
'derivatives' of these questionsand propositions) which do not suffer from the
cepistemologicalshortcomings' discussedabove- or which at least suffer from
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them less. These are what I shall refer to as 'Numerically Quantifiable
Derivatives of Philosophical and Psychological Questions and Propositions'
and since I shall deal with only one such derivative within this thesis this itself
may servehere as an example.

If we consider the question how does S know the world to be one of material
bodies moving arowid in space and time?, or the proposition S Imowsthe world
to be one of material bodies moving around in space and time, then the
epistemological argumentsoutlined abovewould seemto insist that the validity
of this question and proposition relies upon a criterion of Ss knowing that T
knows the world to be one of material bodies moving around in spaceand time
live
lives
the
that
and
while
we
may
our
upon
assumption
we may ourselves
know that T does indeed 'see' the world in this way, a strict epistemological
criterion is, in this case,likely to be extremely difficult to formulated.

A 'numerically quantifiable derivative' of this question or proposition is then
from
is
derived
it (or from them) but whose intersubjective
one which
corroboration involves the intersubjective,corroboration of a number rather than
a concept or an idea. The advantage(or so I have argued in Section 1.1) is that
in the intersubjective,corroboration of a 'numerically quantifiable derivative' of
a philosophical or psychological question or propositions we may, in effect,
intersubjectively test the properties of an abstract aritlunetic and the principles
by which this 'abstract arithmetic' is applied to the subject of the question or
how
In
I
doesS know the
this
therefore
that
the
claim
case
proposition.
question
world to be one of material bodies moving around in space and time? has the
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'numerically quantifiable derivative' question of how does S biow that there
bodies
(rather
than
within a given region ofspace at
n+1 or n-1) material
are n
S
knows
that
the
the world to be one of material
time?,
proposition
and
a given
bodies moving around in space and time has the 'numerically quantifiable
derivative' proposition: S biow that there are n (rather than tz+l or n-1)
material bodies within a given region ofspace at a given time.

Thus in Book I of this thesis I am concerned purely Nvith the analysis of
4numerically quantifiable derivative' questions and propositions - for these
'epistemological
free
the
totally
of
questions and propositions, while not
shortcomings' of

the philosophical and psychological questions and

propositions from which they are derived, are nonethelesssomewhatcloser to
being epistemologically sound - at least to the degree that the questions and
propositions of an empirical science are 'epistemologically sound' (and this is,
perhaps,as much as we may ask).
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